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2ABSTRACT
The Judaean Desert discoveries have revolutionized our understanding of the textual 
development and transmission of the Hebrew Bible. Accordingly, after almost seventy years of 
research, four theories of textual transmission have become predominant. Nevertheless, in recent 
years the need to incorporate Second Temple scribal practices and historical linguistics into 
current philological methods and text-critical approaches has come to the forefront. 
This thesis proposes a linguistically sensitive schema for categorizing variation of Hebrew Bible 
texts, which serves to incorporate historical linguistic insights alongside existing philological 
models. Using such a schema this thesis presents three case studies from the Psalms to test 
whether or not the identification of variant scribal practices, as discernible from computational 
linguistics, can sufficiently explain the variation found among Judaean Desert psalms witnesses. 
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6CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Statement of the Problem
Ever since the discovery and publication of the Judaean Desert manuscripts,1 there has been a 
revolution in text-critical studies of the Hebrew Bible. Many scholars have undertaken to 
develop theories and models that can best reconstruct the textual transmission and development 
of the Hebrew Bible on the basis of this newfound data. This is because the DSS suggest that the 
text of the Hebrew Bible is the result of scribal processes in which Vorlagen underwent relecture 
or Fortschreibung,2 which resulted in 1) a blurring of traditional distinctions between textual 
criticism (or so-called “lower criticism”) and literary criticism (or so-called “higher criticism”), 
and 2) conceiving of the text during the Second Temple period as “fluid” instead of fixed. This 
insight and subsequent paradigm shift of conceiving of a fixed text qua text to a fluid text qua 
scribe was brought to light not only from philological comparison of variation between “biblical” 
texts, but also investigation into the compositional and exegetical techniques of para-biblical 
texts (or so-called rewritten Scripture) of the Second Temple period.3
1 By Judaean Desert manuscripts I am referring to all the manuscripts, commonly called the Dead Sea Scrolls, found 
not only in the caves at and around Qumran, but also those from nearby sites in the Judaean desert. For a complete 
list cf. Emanuel Tov, “A Categorized List of All the “Biblical Texts” Found in the Judaean Desert,” DSD 8/1 (2001), 
67–84; Emanuel Tov, The Texts from the Judaean Desert: Indices and An Introduction to the Discoveries of the 
Judaean Desert Series (DJD 39; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2002), 27–114; and Emanuel Tov, Revised Lists of the 
Texts from the Judaean Desert (Leiden: Brill, 2010). For the sake of simplicity from here on I will refer to all these 
documents simply as the Dead Sea Scrolls (DSS) or the Qumran “biblical” and “non-biblical” corpora, unless 
specified otherwise.
2 That is, exegetical or interpretive accretions produced during scribal transmission. Cf., e.g., Andrew D. Teeter “The 
Hebrew Bible and/as Second Temple Literature: Methodological Reflections,” DSD 20/3 (2013), 349–377; and John 
Van Seters, The Edited Bible: The Curious History of the ‘Editor’ in Biblical Criticism (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 
2006), 295.
3 For such treatments of the role of scribes in textual transmission, cf., e.g., Emanuel Tov, Scribal Practices and 
Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the Judean Desert (STDJ 54; Leiden: Brill, 2004), 7–29; Eugene Ulrich, 
7This paradigm shift in recent years from text-critical analysis vis-à-vis text-types or 
recensions to analysis vis-à-vis scribal practices has accordingly highlighted the need for a model 
of philological comparison that takes into account variant scribal practices and historical 
linguistic investigations of the Hebrew language in order to better describe this so-called textual 
“fluidity” and better delineate the “controlled freedom of textual variation.”4 A prominent result 
of such investigation has been Emanuel Tov’s proposed “Qumran Scribal Practice,” which was 
developed from erudite research of Second Temple scribal culture and scrupulous analysis of 
textual variation in terms of the linguistic categories of orthography, phonology, and 
morphology.5 However, Tov’s proposed QSP has yet to be incorporated into a needed 
linguistically sensitive schema for the praxis of philological comparison which both 1) takes into 
account further linguistic categories, such as syntactical, lexical, and grammatical, and 2) 
recognizes the distinct goals, methods, and conventions of variant scribal practices. Such insight 
needs to be incorporated into philological comparison because despite the consensus of historical 
linguists and textual critics, as Young and Rezetko point out: “Language  scholars…commonly 
work from the assumption that the MT provides detailed evidence of the linguistic forms used by 
the  original  authors  of  biblical  compositions.”6 A linguistically oriented approach will better 
describe the so-called textual “fluidity” and delineate the “controlled freedom” of scribes by 
“The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Biblical Text,” in volume 1 of The Dead Sea Scrolls after Fifty Years: A 
Comprehensive Assessment. 2 vols. (eds. Peter W. Flint and James C. VanderKam; Leiden: Brill, 1998), 79–100; 
Michael Segal, “Between Bible and ‘Rewritten Bible’,” in Biblical Interpretation in Qumran (ed. Matthias Henze; 
Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 10–28; and Molly M. Zahn, 
Rethinking Rewritten Scripture: Composition and Exegesis in the 4QReworked Pentateuch Manuscripts (STDJ 95; 
Leiden: Brill, 2011).
4 Shemaryahu Talmon, “The Textual Study of the Bible – A New Outlook,” Qumran and the History of the Biblical 
Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 326.
5 Cf. TCHB, 100–107.
6 Ian Young and Robert Rezetko, Historical Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew: Steps Toward an Integrated Approach 
(SBLANEM; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2015), 71, (italics mine).
8recognizing not only diachronic textual and literary factors in scribal transmission, but also 
diachronic linguistic ones.
1.2 Goal and Method
The goal of this thesis is to propose a schema to be used for undertaking such an approach. Thus, 
the proposed schema for philological comparison of textual variation will 1) include (and go 
beyond) the linguistic categories of orthography, phonology, and morphology, and 2) provide a 
theoretical framework which will serve well the purpose of recognizing and evaluating the goals, 
methods, and conventions of variant scribal practices. 
To be clear, this thesis will not address issues of if or how one can linguistically date 
literary texts with a complex compositional and scribal history like the Hebrew Bible. Instead, 
the scope of this thesis is to provide a tool, that is, the proposed schema, which will serve well 
for furnishing data to answer linguistically focused text-critical inquiries, and to identify variant 
scribal practices as a key factor for explaining textual variation.
To accomplish this goal, and in doing so establish the validity and utility of this schema 
for Hebrew Bible text-critical studies, chapter two will first elucidate the epistemological 
grounds for determining textual affinity and textual identity so as to furnish a posteriori 
assessments which in turn lead to an explanation of the data (and not vice-versa). Chapter three 
will briefly survey the four predominant Hebrew Bible transmission theories and highlight how 
the recognition of variant scribal practices and use of historical linguistics are not yet adequately 
invoked for explaining and describing both the homogeneity and heterogeneity exhibited by 
manuscripts. Chapter four will propose the identification of three variant scribal practices or 
9approaches on the basis of computational linguistic grounds. Chapter five will present the 
proposed schema for philological comparison of textual variation. Then chapter six will 
empirically demonstrate the validity and utility of this schema and the identified variant practices 
on the basis of three case studies from the psalms. These case studies will highlight not only the 
utility for text-critical analyses, but also linguistic, and even exegetical analyses. Finally, the 
conclusion will affirm the existence of variant scribal practices or approaches in the Qumran 





This chapter will establish the epistemological grounds for determining textual affinity and 
textual identity so as to provide a firm basis for conducting a posteriori assessments which serve 
to explain data (and not the other way around). Such a basis is required for elucidating the 
epistemological commitments of the four predominant transmission theories, and in turn, for the 
proposed schema.
2.1 The Impact of the Dead Sea Scrolls on Hebrew Bible Textual Criticism
Before the DSS triggered a re-evaluation of textual transmission theories, an empirical impasse 
had been reached between what may be called the camp of the Urtext theory, mainly associated 
with Paul de Lagarde, and the camp of the Vulgärtexte theory, mainly associated with Paul 
Kahle.7 Accordingly, text-critics spoke of the history of the biblical text in terms of text-types, 
recensions, familial relations, and/or textual traditions. And so the predominant model divided 
the transmission history text into three meta-witnesses, namely, the Masoretic Text (MT), the 
Samaritan Pentateuch (SP), and the presumed Old Greek (or Septuagint) Vorlage (G Vorlage), as 
reconstructed through retroversion, with all other witnesses subordinate to or dependent on these 
three. Within this model the Torah was understood as having three recensions (MT, SP, and G 
Vorlage), and the Prophets and Writings two (MT and G Vorlage).8 This model of a tri- and 
bipartite division remained constant and normative in the midst of the occasional nuancing of 
7 For a summary of both camps, cf. TCHB, 155–180.
8 Besides the SP of Joshua.
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terms and descriptions until the advent of the DSS. Accordingly, few studies were carried out to 
determine the relationship between the witnesses themselves.9 
Today, however, in what may be called the post-Qumran era, the meta-witnesses of MT, 
SP, and G Vorlage are conceived of as simply texts, and not by necessity text-types, recensions, 
and/or textual traditions. This is because the Qumran “biblical” corpus has led scholars to 
recognize that the various texts to which these three meta-witnesses bear witness were 
interrelated in antiquity by a rather complex web of identical and divergent readings across a 
broad continuum of divergence ranging from repetition to resignification as a result of scribal 
processes.10 Thus the Qumran “biblical” manuscripts became the catalyst for developing 
alternative models and transmission theories of the history of the biblical text, a catalyst that 
began to take into account what we may call change in story, and then what we may call change 
in language.11 
We will now proceed to determine how such textual affinity among manuscripts may be 
established.
2.2 Determining Textual Affinity
In order to speak properly of textual affinity,12 we must establish how textual relationships can be 
9 For a fuller overview, cf. TCHB 155–161.
10 This reality is expressed in Talmon’s “kaleidoscope of textual traditions.” Cf. Frank Moore Cross and Talmon 
Shemaryahu, Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1975). For a 
summary of the relevance these theories has played in the praxis of textual criticism, cf. Emanuel Tov, “The 
Relevance of Textual Theories for the Praxis of Textual Criticism,” in volume 1 of A Teacher for All Generations: 
Essays in Honor of James C. VanderKam (eds. Eric F. Mason et al; Supplements to the Journal for the Study of 
Judaism 153; Leiden: Brill, 2012), 23–36.
11 For a text-critical approach which takes into account change in text, story, and language in light of the DSS data, 
cf. Robert Rezetko, “The Qumran Scrolls of the Book of Judges: Literary Formation, Textual Criticism, and 
Historical Linguistics,” JHS 13 (2013).
12 By “textual affinity” I am referring to how variant texts are said to be related to one another.
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determined in the first place. How does one conceive of a written text? How does one describe 
both the homogeneity and heterogeneity between the texts of various manuscripts of a given 
literary composition? For better or worse, the dominant philological tool has been the assessment 
of Leitfehler or “indicative errors.”13 This term is associated with the 19th century classicist and 
philologist Karl Lachmann.14 His approach presumes a familial framework that takes shared 
indicative divergences from a textual ancestor to be the clearest evidence of textual affinity, and 
then traces them along a textual family tree, thus producing manuscript stemmata.15 In contrast, 
then, any readings that are not divergent from their textual ancestors, but instead shared, do not 
indicate any particular textual affinity.16
So among a group of manuscripts of a given literary composition these Leitfehler 
manifest themselves as shared variant readings, which one could consider to be innovations or 
errors, either inadvertent or deliberate.17 Now, three aspects of such variation must be 
considered.18 1) There are many kinds of inadvertent (typically labelled erroneous) scribal 
13 Bruno Chiesa, “Textual History and Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Old Testament,” in The Madrid Qumran 
Congress: Proceedings to the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Madrid, 18–21 March, 1991 (eds. 
Julio Trebolle Barrera et al; Studies on the Texts of the Judaean Desert 12; Leiden: Brill, 1992), 267.
14 For an introduction into Lachmann’s method, cf. Sebastiano Timpanaro, The Genesis of Lachmann’s Method (ed. 
and tr. Glenn W. Most; Chicago; London: The University of Chicago Press, 2005).
15 Timpanaro emphasizes that “only coincidence in error can indicate the kinship between two manuscripts,” The 
Genesis of Lachmann’s Method, 89.
16 As Ronald Hendel points out, a useful analogy to this method is used in evolutionary biology in that the traits that 
make a new genus or species are those which diverge from a shared ancestor. For example, humans share 96% of 
their DNA with chimpanzees, but it is the 4% divergence that makes humans distinct. Additionally, it is this 4% 
genetic divergence which helps us determine and classify relationships and distinctions among humans as well, 
whether on an individual or a broader familial or tribal level. Accordingly, every individual human being has a 
distinct DNA code whose divergence marks particular individuality, lineage, etc. So from the point of view of the 
shared ancestor, DNA encoded divergences are akin to textual Leitfehler. Cf. ATTHB, 283.
17 This point is key for determining whether or not linguistic updating of a text is considered to be faithful 
transmission or not, and for distinguishing erroneous variation from linguistic or substantial variation. The lack of 
incorporating the variant goals, methods, and conventions of variant scribal practices into analyses of textual 
variation is exemplified well by the ubiquitous use of the term “faithful” (as opposed to a term like slavish or 
robotic) to describe the work of “mirror-copyist” scribes, and “unfaithful” to describe the work of “mixer” or 
“translator” scribes. Cf. chapters 4 and 5 for definitions of these terms.
18 Cf. ATTHB, 284 for aspects 1 and 2.
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variation, such as dittography, homoioteleuton, graphic confusion, parablepsis, etc., which 
Goshen-Gottstein aptly calls the “law of scribes.”19 Such innovations or variants are not 
considered distinctive enough to be Leitfehler since they tend to occur among scribes working in 
divergent settings and circumstances. 2) A single Leitfehler, or perhaps even a few, may be too 
narrow a basis for determining a solid textual affinity since it is possible for multiple 
independent scribes to produce similar Leitfehler for a variety of reasons. 3) Such textual 
relationships must be recognized as etic, and not emic.20 This is to say, the text-critic is an outside 
(etic) observer who is thereby well-equipped — arguably even more than a manuscript’s original 
scribe(s) — to determine what the specific variants are, where they occur, etc., which serves as 
raw data for text-critical investigations. However, this etic knowledge, in and of itself, does not 
equip the text-critic with emic knowledge, that is, insight into the reason or purpose the scribe(s) 
produced such variation.21 Therefore, the only reliable basis for determining a solid textual 
affinity is a collection of Leitfehler or shared textual pattern(s), whose scope for inquiries into 
why such variation occurs is admittedly limited without a more robust theoretical framework. 
And since the meta-witnesses (and therefore the manuscripts which bear such witness) share an 
interrelated and complex relationship, determining the nature of such textual affinity is a worthy 
and necessary goal. 
19 Moshe Goshen-Gottstein, “Hebrew Biblical Manuscripts: Their History and Their Place in the HUBP Edition,” in 
Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Talmon Shemaryahu; Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University Press, 1975), 74.
20 While normally invoked for epistemological purposes within studies in Cultural Anthropology, the distinction 
between what is known as an outsider observer (etic) and what is known as an experiencer (emic) is apropos textual 
criticism since it is quite a distinct (and indeed much more difficult) discipline to determine why variation occurs 
than to identify and categorize it.
21 This is principally because the tools of investigation for such emic inquiries are much more varied since many 
more factors are involved (e.g., socio-religious, linguistic, scribal culture, and literary).
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We will now proceed in order to determine how texts with such varying affinity may be 
identified as witnesses to specific literary compositions.
2.3 Determining Textual Identity
In order to speak properly of textual identity,22 we must address the epistemological 
commitments which, consciously or not, underlie text-critical transmission theories and 
theoretical frameworks, and from there serve to determine the categories used for identifying 
variation. 
First of all, we must admit that there are myriad possible ways of classifying most 
datasets. This is because the development of any classification or category depends on one’s 
criteria, and criteria are properly developed by carefully and prudently deciding what should be 
included or excluded, and emphasized or ignored (especially since no set of criteria can be 
absolutely exhaustive or comprehensive). Ideally useful criteria are both relevant to the 
classifier’s goals and comparable among all the evidence. Then once the chosen criteria form 
relevant and comparable categories, the data should ideally be sufficiently full so as to warrant 
the strength of the conclusions and judgments made from it. Admittedly, even with the advent of 
the Qumran corpus, the textual data available for determining the textual history of the Hebrew 
Bible remains quite scarce. This explains the concurrent promulgation of varying transmission 
theories and text-critical methodologies among capable scholars, which in turn highlights the call 
for caution and humility in making conclusions regarding the data.
22 By “textual identity” I am referring to how variant texts are able to be identified as witnesses to the same literary 
composition.
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The epistemological commitments which hover, perhaps ominously, over issues of 
determining criteria and identity are those of realist and nominalist perspectives.23 The following 
is a brief overview of the issues surrounding the debate between realist and nominalist 
perspectives, which will serve to elucidate how text-critics may speak of textual identity and 
from there develop frameworks and models for categorizing textual variation.
At least since the time of Plato, realists have asserted that both particular (or concrete) 
and universal (or abstract or general) entities exist, whereas nominalists have asserted that only 
particular entities exist.24 A particular entity is said to be that which is known through empirical 
sensory contact, whereas a universal entity is said to be that which is grasped only by the 
intellect. So both realists and nominalists endeavour to categorize entities25 and explain 
regularities in patterns.26 So in essence, both ask the question: How does X resemble Y? And if X 
does resemble Y, it is because they are identical27 in some qualitative way.28
To accomplish this, realists assert that, for example, “dogness” is a universal entity, so 
that a given poodle and a given terrier resemble each other by participating in the existence of 
23 ATTHB, 287.
24 While the debate between realism and nominalism dates back at least to the time of Plato, the specific label 
“nominalist” is generally attributed to what emerged out of medieval discussions with French theologian and 
philosopher Roscelin of Compiègne. Cf. Stephen Arthur McGrade, The Cambridge Companion to Medieval 
Philosophy (Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 21–28; 196–207.
25 Such as red vs blue objects, horses vs oxen, etc.
26 Such as social behaviours, seasonal weather, etc.
27 Issues of resemblance are closely tied to issues of identity, as is shown below.
28 It may be helpful to distinguish between qualitative identity and numerical identity. Qualitative identity 
determines identities between qualities, and numerical identity determines identities between particulars. Things 
with qualitative identity share certain properties on a spectrum (that is, they may be less or more qualitatively 
identical). For example, qualitative identity may determine that Socrates resembles Plato because they both share 
properties of “wisdom,” or that Poodles resemble Terriers because they share properties of “dogness.” Numerical 
identity, on the other hand, requires absolute qualitative identity so that it can only compare a thing with itself. Note 
that the term “numerical identity” here supposes the view that numerical identity is the only identity relationship 
with which one may properly number things. For more on types of identity, cf. Peter T. Geach, “Ontological 
Relativity and Relative Identity”, in Logic and Ontology (ed. M. K. Munitz; New York: New York University Press, 
1973).
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“dogness.” Thus, in effect, universals are made primary, and particulars secondary. Nominalists, 
however, assert that, for example, a poodle and a terrier might both participate in a cognitive 
and/or linguistic construct that can be labelled “dogness,” which may be useful for categorizing 
such particulars that share empirically perceived qualities, but that “dogness” does not exist in 
and of itself as a real entity. Thus, in effect, particulars are made primary, and universals 
secondary. Otherwise stated, in praxis realists endeavour to solve questions of qualitative 
resemblance by positing the existence of two kinds of entities, namely, particulars and 
universals, and asserting that particulars resemble each other because they participate in the same 
universals. And from there universals may then participate in other “higher” universals, and so 
on. Nominalists, on the other hand, endeavour to solve questions of qualitative resemblance by 
delineating the qualities which enable particulars to participate in cognitive and/or linguistic 
constructs. Otherwise stated, nominalists seek to identify what the particular properties are which 
create the appearance of resemblance. So both approaches seek to answer questions of identity 
and resemblance found in particulars.
In praxis, nearly all people tend to operate with a synthesis (indeed often a contradictory 
one) of both epistemological commitments in different areas of their lives. The following 
discussion highlights certain endemic difficulties which plague these commitments that are 
relevant for providing a conceptual framework for determining textual identity.
We will first address difficulties endemic to nominalism. The first is how to explain the 
apparent reality of resemblance. This is a difficulty because nominalists assert there are no real 
resemblances since any type of resemblance is merely a cognitive and/or linguistic construct. 
However, at least in the vast majority of cases, empirical investigation does not appear to decide 
17
beforehand what the resemblances are going to be or where they are to be found. For example, 
one does not decide that water freezes at zero degrees Celsius. One only decides the categories 
used to determine temperature, namely, degrees on a scale. Another difficulty for nominalism is 
that it cannot effectively explain the use of abstract reference, that is, when qualities which do 
not exist in reality are the subject of discourse. For example, when someone says wisdom is a 
virtue, they are not saying all wise people are virtuous since the sentence “wisdom is a virtue” is 
about the universal of wisdom itself. And a third well-known difficulty for nominalism is 
counting particulars. An infamous example of this is Geach’s puzzle of the 1001 cats, which is a 
paradox pointed out already by the Stoic philosopher Chrysippus in the 3rd century BCE.29 The 
puzzle goes as follows: Say that Tibbles is a cat on a mat and has 1,000 hairs, labeled h1, h2, 
h3…and so on until h1000. Let c represent Tibbles, including all his 1,000 hairs, and let c1 then 
represent all of Tibbles except for h1, and c2 be all of Tibbles except for h2, and so on until 
c1000. Each one of those c’s is a cat. So instead of there being one cat on the mat, there are 
1,001 cats on the mat. The paradox arises because the term “cat” is too vague for determining a 
particular identity since it can be used to identify each one of the hair-cat combinations. So what 
is true for counting cats holds true for counting any other particular we empirically observe, thus 
making the criterion for counting particulars actually a paradox in nominalist frameworks.30 This 
29 Cf. Peter T. Geach, Reference and Generality (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1980).
30 In the late first century CE Plutarch illustrated a similar paradox: “τὸ δὲ πλοῖον ἐν ᾧ µετὰ τῶν ἠϊθέων ἔπλευσε καὶ 
πάλιν ἐσώθη, τὴν τριακόντορον, ἄχρι τῶν Δηµητρίου τοῦ Φαληρέως χρόνων διεφύλαττον οἱ Ἀθηναῖοι, τὰ µὲν 
παλαιὰ τῶν ξύλων ὑφαιροῦντες, ἄλλα δὲ ἐµβάλλοντες ἰσχυρὰ καὶ συµπηγνύντες οὕτως ὥστε καὶ τοῖς φιλοσόφοις εἰς 
τὸν αὐξόµενον λόγον ἀµφιδοξούµενον παράδειγµα τὸ πλοῖον εἶναι, τῶν µὲν ὡς τὸ αὐτό, τῶν δὲ ὡς οὐ τὸ αὐτὸ 
διαµένοι λεγόντων.” (The Athenians carefully preserved the ship in which [Theseus] sailed with the youths and 
safely returned, the thirty-oared ship, down to the time of Demetrios the Phalerian by taking the old timbers away 
and putting in and constructing strong ones. Thus for the philosophers it became an paradigmatic matter for doubt 
with regards to the growing question of what the ship was. Some saying it did, and others that it did not continue to 
be the same [ship]).” Plut. Thes. 23.1, (translation mine).
Following this, the British philosopher Thomas Hobbes presented a variant of Plutarch’s puzzle which goes as 
follows: “If the ship of Theseus were continually repaired by the replacing of all the old planks with new, then – 
18
difficulty has also been described as the indeterminacy of particulars. If, for example, a 
mountain is considered to be a particular entity, how does one determine precisely where it 
begins, where it ends, and, let us say, an adjacent valley begins? With reference to text-critical 
investigations of a particular manuscripts of a particular literary composition, if a scribe copies 
his text letter for letter exactly, yet leaves out one given sentence or word, is the new manuscript 
truly a copy of the same composition? To solve this difficulty many have proposed speaking of 
natural versus conventional entities, with natural entities being those that truly exist in nature as 
distinct entities, and conventional entities being those that only exist as cognitive or linguistic 
constructs. Yet, this is not without its own difficulties.
We will now address difficulties endemic to realism. The first is how to justify its claim 
to the existence of universals. Although Plato argued all particulars are shadows of universal 
forms (ἰδέαι), he unfortunately did not provide any sound methodology or criteria for locating 
either where this transcendent realm of universals might exist, beyond simply being in the aether 
(αἰθέρι). Another difficulty for realism is also ironically one of its discernible strengths. On the 
one hand, realism allows one to utilize effectively the subject-predicate structure of discourse 
through which one is able to reference reality through language.31 However, related to the first 
difficulty, how does one accurately determine whether or not a given subject sufficiently 
according to the Athenian philosophers – the later ship would be numerically identical with the original. But if some 
man had kept the old planks as they were taken out and were to assemble a ship of them, then this ship would, also, 
without doubt be numerically identical with the original. And so there would be two ships, existing at the same time, 
both of which would be numerically identical with the original. But this latter verdict is absurd.” Thomas Hobbes, 
De Corpore Politico, Or, The Elements of Law Moral & Politick with Discourses upon Several Heads, as of the Law 
of Nature, Oathes and Covenants, Several Kinds of Government: With the Changes and Revolutions of Them 
(London: Printed by Tho. Roycroft for John Martin, 1652).
31 For example, if you assert that “Socrates is very wise,” according to the realist it can be true because the particular 
of Socrates (subject) sufficiently exemplifies the universal of wisdom (predicate). For realist-minded text-critics, an 
analogous structure allows one to say effectively that this witness or manuscript exemplifies a given text-type or 
given composition.
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corresponds to a certain particular, or whether or not a given predicate corresponds sufficiently 
to a certain universal? In addition, if it is unclear to which universal a predicate corresponds, then 
cognitive dissonance can easily ensue from identifying myriad universals.32 This difficulty has to 
do with the issue of exemplification, that is, how does one determine the relationship that binds 
particulars and universals?33 Furthermore, how is the relationship determined that binds 
universals to higher ones, such as, “dogness” and “animalness,” or “redness” to “color,” and so 
on? Also, ancillary to this is the question, if universals are perceived only by the intellect, how 
can one resolve problems if one is unable to resolve mental disagreements?34 So whatever is 
unable to be empirically deduced cannot be properly resolved without a satisfactory answer to 
this difficulty.
Thus for the realist, terms like the “Hebrew Bible,” “Psalter,” or “Masoretic Text,” or 
even simply “text” refer to abstract universals that exist beyond the physical evidence (namely, 
manuscripts), whereas for the nominalist these terms only refer to qualitative properties of 
empirically observable particulars. This explains why a realist-minded text-critic may observe a 
textual dataset and then “discover” a family or stemma of related texts, whereas a nominalist-
minded one may observe the same dataset and instead “discover” certain shared traits or 
phenomena among a certain collection of manuscripts. Interestingly, in text-critical work those 
who practice these two general approaches have been labelled as “clumpers” (here corresponding 
32 What is more, other logical paradoxes, such as Russell’s paradox, exclude the possibility of certain predicates 
even exemplifying universals in the first place.
33 For example, if a Terrier is said to exemplify “dogness,” then how does a given Terrier participate in “dogness?”
34 For example, the sentence “Murder is wrong” must be mentally deduced (not empirically).
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roughly to realists) and “splitters” (here corresponding roughly to nominalists).35 As is true for 
many philosophical and metaphysical clashes, both approaches provide valid arguments and 
furnish helpful insights, yet both are difficult to reconcile and synthesize in practice. Being 
aware, though, of such tensions allows one to better comprehend the true causes of difficulty and 
disagreement.
This discussion is not intended in any way to advance or solve the age-old realist/
nominalist debate. Rather it is intended to clarify the kinds of commitments required and 
problems endemic to such approaches, which will serve to elucidate (while building on the 
previous discussion of the DSS’ impact on Hebrew Bible textual criticism and issues concerning 
determining textual affinity) the following survey of the four predominant transmission theories 
of the Hebrew Bible.36
35 Note that Cross admitted to being a “clumper” in Frank Moore Cross, “Some Notes on a Generation of Qumran 
Studies,” in The Madrid Qumran Congress: Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, 
Madrid 18–21 March, 1991 (eds. Julio Trebolle Barrera and Luis Vegas Montaner; STDJ 11; Leiden: Brill, 1992), 
6–7.
36 There are, of course, other popular epistemologies such as trope theory (advocated by D. C. Williams), 
universalism, a version of which Bertrand Russell defended (bundle theory), and facts. For an introduction to 
contemporary epistemology cf. Matthias Steup, An Introduction to Contemporary Epistemology (Upper Saddle 
River: Prentice Hall, 1996); and Robert Audi, Epistemology: A Contemporary Introduction to the Theory of 
Knowledge (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
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CHAPTER THREE
SURVEY OF THE FOUR PREDOMINANT HEBREW BIBLE TRANSMISSION 
THEORIES
As stated in chapter 1.2, this chapter will briefly survey the four predominant Hebrew Bible 
transmission theories in order to demonstrate that the recognition of variant scribal practices and 
use of historical linguistics have not been adequately utilized for addressing both the 
homogeneity and heterogeneity among manuscripts. In doing so, each respective theory’s 
methodology, epistemological underpinnings, weaknesses, and strengths, will also be 
highlighted.
3.1 The Local Texts Theory
William F. Albright inaugurated the “post-Qumran era” of Hebrew Bible textual scholarship 
with his programmatic call for a theory of “local textual recensions,”37 which was built directly 
upon the already established tripartite model mentioned in chapter 2.1. According to his theory, 
between roughly the fifth and first centuries BCE three text-types, the (proto-)MT, (proto-)SP, 
and (proto-)G Vorlage, developed in isolation from each other in Babylonia, Palestine, and Egypt 
respectively.38 As the theory goes, local texts first began to develop and subsequently diverge in 
Babylonia and Palestine in the 5th century BCE. And then in the 3rd century the Palestinian text 
was used as the base text for the Old Greek (or Septuagint) in Egypt, which subsequently 
37 William F. Albright, “New Light on Early Recensions of the Hebrew Bible,” in Qumran and the History of the 
Biblical Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 140–
146.
38 Cf. Frank Moore Cross, “The Contribution of the Qumran Discoveries to the Study of the Biblical Text,” in 
Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1975), 278–292.
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developed in similar isolation with ad hoc characteristics. Then only around the first century 
BCE these three local text types began to influence each other.39
Later Frank M. Cross expanded and refined this theory based on his research in preparing 
the Qumran Cave 4 biblical manuscripts for publication.40 However, Cross differed from 
Albright in that he described the various textual groupings as families instead of recensions.41 In 
addition, Cross asserted that a reconstruction of the history of the biblical text in fact required 
adherence to a theory of local texts in which the text-critic, conceiving of text qua text, sought to 
“ferret out” inferior readings.42
Thus the local text theory is a realist approach since the relationship between textual 
families (such as Babylonian, Egyptian, and Palestinian) are understood in terms of text-critical 
and historical-geographical features, which are said to exist beyond the particular manuscript 
evidence.
Despite its relative clarity, simplicity, and ability to reasonably overcome the realist 
39 James C. VanderKam, The Dead Sea Scrolls Today (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994), 133.
40 Cf. Frank Moore Cross, “The Evolution of a Theory of Local Text,” in Qumran and the History of the Biblical 
Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 306–320.
41 The reason was because recension tended to imply a systematic revision, such as the Jewish recensions of the 
Septuagint, so that it was no longer more or less synonymous with text-type. Cross wrote: “Against Albright, we 
should argue, however, that the local textual families in question are not properly called ‘recensions.’ They are the 
product of natural growth or development in the process of scribal transmission, not of conscious or controlled 
textual recension.” Frank Moore Cross, “The Contribution of the Qumran Discoveries to the Study of the Biblical 
Text,” in Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 282.
42 Frank Moore Cross, “The Biblical Scrolls from Qumran and the Canonical Text,” in The Bible and the Dead Sea 
Scrolls: The Hebrew Bible and Qumran. Proceedings of the Jubilee Celebration at Princeton Theological Seminary 
(ed. James H. Charlesworth; Richland Hills, TX: BIBAL Press, 2000), 75. In order to do so, Cross stated that “[a]ny 
reconstruction of the history of the biblical text before the establishment of the traditional text in the first century 
A.D. must comprehend this evidence: the plurality of text-types, the limited number of distinct textual families, and 
the homogeneity of each of these textual families over centuries of time. We are required by these data, it seems to 
me, to recognize the existence of local texts which developed in the main centers of Jewish life in the Persian and 
Hellenistic age.” Frank Moore Cross, “The Contribution of the Qumran Discoveries to the Study of the Biblical 
Text,” in Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; 
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 282.
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problem of justifying the existence of universal forms,43 the theory does warrant criticism. First 
of all, a theory which builds on a tripartite division to begin with will by default privilege and 
inevitably “discover” the MT, SP, and G text-types, thereby downplaying or ignoring the 
complexity of the textual reality. Second, the characteristics of each textual family are quite 
general, making it quite difficult to establish precise criteria for determining of which family a 
given witness is a part. This is to be expected due to the problem of exemplification inherent in 
realist models.44 Third, and along similar lines, the retroverted G Vorlage does not seem to reflect 
any particularly Egyptian characteristics.45 Fourth, given the imprecise criteria, the process of 
categorizing particular DSS witnesses as Babylonian, Palestinian, or Egyptian becomes quite 
conjectural since all of them were found in situ in Palestine, and contain no extra-textual 
evidence for being categorized as such. Fifth, there is little historical explanation for why each 
text would develop in such stark isolation despite presumed contact between Jews during the 
time periods referred to, especially between Egypt and Palestine. Sixth, this theory fails to 
explain the remarkable similarities shared by all three text types.46 And seventh (and most 
relevant for this study), this theory almost completely minimizes, if not outright ignores, the role 
43 Universal forms here correspond by analogy to the existence of three distinct text-types.
44 In fact, Natalio Fernández Marcos has concluded in this regard: “The lack of links that would allow us to 
reconstruct all the vicissitudes of the complex textual history, and its somewhat speculative nature, have caused this 
hypothesis of local texts, followed in general by Cross’s disciples and the Harvard school, to be received cautiously 
by others and even to be rejected.” Natalio Fernández Marco, The Septuagint in Context: Introduction to the Greek 
Version of the Bible (Boston: Brill, 2000), 74. Likewise, George Howard concludes in his criticism of Cross’s 
methodology for isolating the “Egyptian” Hebrew text of Samuel-Kings: “[Cross] has no viable way to isolate the 
so-called Egyptian Hebrew text of Samuel-kings.” George E. Howard, “Frank Cross and Recensional Criticism,” VT 
21/4 (1971), 450.
45 Note the distinction between the supposed Septuagint Hebrew Vorlage (originating, allegedly, locally in Egypt) 
and the Septuagint Greek itself unapologetically betraying Egyptian Greek tendencies. For some of the latter, Jan 
Joosten. “Language as Symptom: Linguistic Clues as to the Social Background of the Seventy.” Textus 23 (2007).
46 Such as, e.g., how such similar texts could literarily develop independently from traditional source texts. This is 
similar to Talmon’s critique of how the theory fails to explain the restricted plurality of text types. Shemaryahu 
Talmon, “The Textual Study of the Bible – A New Outlook,” Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text (eds. 
Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 321–400.
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of the individual scribes in the production of text since the scribes are characterized as strict 
copyists47 of a distinct locale, whose erroneous scribal work is to be “ferreted out” instead of 
taken in account. Such is the terminology and language of text-critical scholarship which 
conceives of text qua text, with only ad hoc consideration of the role of the scribe who produced 
the text. 
One may hold a more nuanced view of the Local Texts Theory which adjusts the 
boundary conditions or the number of categories according to other text-critical and historical-
geographical factors. Plus, certainly more can be said to clarify Cross’ “plurality of text-types, 
the limited number of distinct textual families, and the homogeneity of each of these textual 
families.”48 And admittedly the theory works well for discerning clear relationships between 
texts and explaining the diversity between related manuscripts of the same works, thus 
overcoming the problem of explaining apparent resemblance which is endemic of nominalist 
models. And it at least attempts to provide a historical reconstruction of the biblical text. 
However, variant scribal practices and historical linguistics are not taken in account for 
addressing the homogeneity and heterogeneity between manuscripts, which leads to a gross 
simplification of the complexity of the textual situation.
3.2 The Multiple Pristine Texts Theory
Shemaryahu Talmon followed Paul Kahle’s proposition that there was no single Urtext, but 
47 Cf. the “mirror” scribes of chapter 5.
48 Frank Moore Cross, “The Contribution of the Qumran Discoveries to the Study of the Biblical Text,” in Qumran 
and the History of the Biblical Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1975), 282.
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rather a plurality of text types or Vulgärtexte which only subsequently became a unity. So 
informed by the studies of H. L. Strack and V. Aptowitzer, Shemaryahu Talmon criticized the 
Local Texts Theory by focusing on two of its central claims: 1) that there was a limited number 
of textual families, and 2) that the growth and stability of the distinct textual families must be 
explained by geographical factors. To these claims he proposed that: 1) there may have been a 
great plurality of textual families which did not survive, and 2) the locus for these textual 
families is to be found in distinct social groups who sought to preserve their sacred literature, 
rather than the separation of geographical locales.49
Given the scarcity of evidence it is certainly possible that one or more such textual 
families have not survived antiquity. However, any proper historical reconstruction should not 
settle on what is possible, but on what is the most plausible, and ideally on what is observable. 
And the fact is we do not have any evidence of additional textual families existing in antiquity, 
nor, arguably, compelling extra-textual reasons indicating there were.50
In a certain way, Talmon’s Gruppentexte or “social groups” theory is more of a 
modification of the Local Texts Theory than an entirely new one since it replaces geographical 
locales with social groups. Accordingly, this theory, which emphasizes the socio-religious 
49 “[O]ne is inclined to attribute [the limited number of textual families] to two factors: (a) historical vicissitudes 
which caused other textual families to disappear: (b) the necessary socio-religious conditions for the preservation of 
a text-tradition, namely its acceptance by a sociologically integrated and definable body… Contradictory as it may 
sound, one is almost inclined to say that the question to be answered with regard to the history of the Old Testament 
text does not arise from the extant ‘plurality of text-types’ but rather from the disappearance of other and more 
numerous textual traditions.” Shemaryahu Talmon. “The Old Testament Text,”  in Qumran and the History of the 
Biblical Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 40. 
Cf. also Shemaryahu, Talmon, “The Transmission History of the Text of the Hebrew Bible in the Light of Biblical 
Manuscripts from Qumran and Other Sites in the Judean Desert,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls Fifty Years after Their 
Discovery: Proceedings of the Jerusalem Congress (eds. Lawrence Schiffman et al.; Jerusalem: Israel Exploration 
Society, 2000), 40–50. For an overview of Kahle’s theory, cf. TCHB 156–7; 169-174; and for a discussion of Strack 
and Aptowitzer’s work cf. Moshe Goshen-Gottstein. The Book of Isaiah: Sample Edition with Introduction 
(Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1965).
50 Note that this problem of counting particulars is endemic to nominalist models, as pointed out in chapter 2.3.
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context, has much to commend it since such a context should play a key role in historically 
reconstructing how religious texts developed among social groups, and in particular how alleged 
textual families were preserved among the scribes of various religious communities. Indeed, this 
insight opens a door for incorporating insight from our knowledge of scribal culture and 
historical linguistics. Thus with such a perspective in mind Talmon rightly observes that the 
(proto-)MT text-type was eventually preserved as a textus receptus in post-70 C.E. Jewish 
communities, the Septuagint in Christian communities, and the Samaritan Pentateuch (naturally) 
in the Samaritan community. Additionally, based on this insight Talmon conjectures that the 
(proto-)MT text-type was the controlled or authorized version among the Jerusalem temple 
scribes.51
Talmon’s theory greatly differs from the Local Texts Theory, though, in his idea of 
“divergent pristine textual traditions.” Instead of presuming that divergent textual traditions stem 
from a shared archetype text, he theorizes that they stem from divergent pristine textual 
traditions.52 Now, defining what the divergent pristine textual traditions precisely are, which 
groups produced them, and providing clear criteria for distinguishing them, is indeed 
problematic.
Thus Talmon’s Multiple Pristine Texts theory is a nominalist approach since variants are 
51 However, note that, e.g., the Chronicler, writing presumably in the late Persian or early Hellenistic period did not 
use (proto-)MT texts (which may help explain the lack of Chronicles manuscripts [perhaps one] at Qumran despite 
its great length)? So one must limit how far back one might push this conjecture. For more info cf. Eugene C. 
Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origins of the Bible: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature 
(Leiden/Grand Rapids: Brill/Eerdmans, 1999), 189–92; Gary N. Knoppers, I Chronicles 1-9 (Anchor Bible 12; New 
York: Doubleday, 2004), 69–70; and also y. Ta‘an. 4.68a.
52 Cf. Shemaryahu Talmon, “The Old Testament Text,”  in Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text (eds. Frank 
Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 4; Shemaryahu Talmon, “The 
Transmission History of the Text of the Hebrew Bible in the Light of Biblical Manuscripts from Qumran and Other 
Sites in the Judean Desert, ” in The Dead Sea Scrolls Fifty Years after Their Discovery: Proceedings of the 
Jerusalem Congress (eds. Lawrence Schiffman et al.; Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 2000), 46.
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not categorized as “original,” “archetypical,” or “primary,” but instead each distinct reading has 
its own irreducible individuality and status, which is ultimately rooted in the indeterminacy of 
conventional entities. Accordingly, there is no root or apex to this family tree, just pristine 
branches.
As suggested above, a noticeable problem with the pristine branches aspect of the theory 
is that it projects aspects of the so-called “kaleidoscope of textual traditions” into the distant past 
without providing any historical origin or relationship to the developmental stages of the biblical 
books, even if such a kaleidoscope of traditions is plausible, or even likely at a level of, let us 
say, oral transmission. Additionally, Flint and VanderKam have noted that Talmon’s approach 
“downplays the existence of distinct groups or families of texts that have been identified,” which 
is a criticism to be expected of nominalist models that have inherent difficulty explaining the 
reality of resemblance.53 This also makes it difficult to argue cogently for group-specific textual 
data or determine how a given group chose a text, whether by accident or otherwise.54 
Another noticeable problem with Talmon’s theory is what may be called the “socio-
textual” situation at Qumran where most of the evidence cited was found in situ. The Qumran 
community was undoubtedly a sectarian social group with an intense literary focus. And if at 
least most of the DSS were related to or produced by the community at and near Qumran (or the 
Essenes in general, if we may say Qumran was home to a [proto-]Essene community at at least 
some point), then it is problematic that we do not find any clear indication that this group 
53 James VanderKam and Peter W. Flint, The Meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Their Significance for Understanding 
the Bible, Judaism, Jesus, and Christianity (San Francisco: HarperCollins Publishers, 2002), 146.
54 Cf. Eugene C. Ulrich, “Pluriformity in the Biblical Text, Text Groups, and Questions of Canon,” in The Madrid 
Qumran Congress: Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Madrid 18-21 March, 1991 
(eds. Julio Trebolle Barrera and Luis Vegas Montaner; Studies on the Text of the Judaean Desert 11; Leiden: Brill, 
1993), 27.
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preferred one text-type over another.55
Despite these weaknesses, however, Talmon’s emphasis on the socio-religious situation 
and scribal practices is invaluable, and should be a key component in any historically plausible 
text-critical reconstruction, especially in blurring the modern post-printing press (or even post-
Masoretic) distinction between author and editor and copyist when it comes to ancient texts and 
scribal practices. Note also that such insight helps overcome the nominalist problem of 
explaining the use of abstract reference, here being the focus of socio-religious issues and the 
product of individual scribes.
3.3 The Non-Aligned Texts Theory
Emanuel Tov’s prolific and erudite work on textual studies of the Hebrew Bible has arguably 
created “a productive tension between the nominalist and realist perspectives, which in some 
respects provides a synthesis of both perspectives.”56 This considerable strength, though, is also 
an inherent weakness. This is because while Tov’s theories are continually refined and 
analytically rich for the nominalist, they also tend to be inconsistent when viewed as a whole and 
difficult to synthesize for the realist.
Tov has developed a classification schema of groups for the “Biblical Texts Found in the 
55 Cf. Emanuel Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the Judean Desert (STDJ 54; 
Leiden: Brill, 2004), 261–73. For a broader overview cf. Adam S. Van Der Woude, “Fifty Years of Qumran 
Research,” in The Dead Sea Scrolls After 50 Years: A Comprehensive Assessment (eds. Peter W. Flint and James C. 
Vanderkam; Leiden: Brill, 1998), 1–45. Note that Talmon states with regard to the Great Psalms Scroll that its 
variations demonstrate that those at Qumran “freely adapted canonical texts to the particular requirement of their 
community and their time.” Shemaryahu Talmon, “Between the Bible and Mishna,” in The World of Qumran from 
Within (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1989), 33. And note that this observation supports Michael Wise’s thesis in 
Language and literacy in Roman Judaea: a Study of the Bar Kokhba Documents (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 2015) that Qumran was not a unified archive, but rather a collection of individual personal libraries. Therefore 
the Essene theory is one I accept here only for the sake of argument.
56 ATTHB, 291
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Judean Desert” according to their “textual character”: namely 1) 핸-like texts, 2) Pre-Samaritan 
Texts, 3) Texts Close to the Presumed Hebrew Source of !, and 4) A Cluster of Non-Aligned 
Texts.57 So in some ways Tov’s theory criticizes the Local Texts theory, while in other ways 
revises it. He does so by advancing a nominalist critique of the Local Texts theory by 
emphasizing that MT, SP, and G should be considered “just texts.”58 
However, Tov does admit: “It so happens—and this is no coincidence—that many of the 
Qumran texts are actually close to MT, a small number to SP, and a few to G, so that also post 
factum the comparison with these texts is actually justified. But…there are other groups of texts 
as well.”59 So it is not surprising that debate concerning the validity of this theory centres around 
realist difficulties of justifying the existence of universals,60 and nominalist difficulties of 
explaining apparent resemblance. This is manifest in the lack of explanation for how to explain 
the alignment between texts of varying character, especially supposedly non-aligned ones.
Tov’s category of “Cluster of Non-Aligned Texts” has been especially criticized since it 
appears to be a realist label applied to a nominalist set of texts. Bruno Chiesa has notably 
57 TCHB, 107–109. Tov states on page 109 that the category of scrolls written in the QSP, which in previous editions 
was included in his schema, “reflect different textual backgrounds, and not one common typology,” hence the reason 
it is given as an appendix, and not in the main article. Tov’s classification departs from the Local Texts Theory by 
abandoning the geographical labels and creating an additional “catch-all” category, namely “non-aligned texts.” 
Also, Tov’s decision to relegate “scrolls written in the QSP” to an appendix, as opposed to the 2nd edition of TCHB, 
is presumably in response to critiques when it was earlier grouped alongside the other four, thus forming a category 
that was not comparable with the other four since manuscripts exhibiting Qumran scribal characteristics, of course, 
also have varying textual affinities. Tov himself acknowledges this in TCHB 109–110. This is interestingly similar to 
a distinction W. W. Greg has made in distinguishing “substantial” variants (here, textual affinity) from “accidental” 
variants (here, scribal practice). Cf. Ronald Hendel, “The Oxford Hebrew Bible: Prologue to a New Critical 
Edition,” VT 58 (2008), 343–44. For W. W. Greg’s work cf. Walter W. Greg, “The Rationale of the Copy Text,” 
Studies in Biography 3 (1950–51), 19–36.
58 TCHB, 159.
59 Emanuel Tov, “Groups of Biblical Texts Found at Qumran,” in Time to Prepare the Way in the Wilderness (eds. 
Devorah Dimant and Lawrence H. Schiffman; Leiden; New York; Köln: Brill, 1995), 88.
60 Universals here being the various categories used for the textual characters of witnesses. Cf. chapter 2.3 for a 
discussion of the difficulties endemic to both realist and nominalist models.
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criticized such categorization and argued that Tov has thus departed from standard text critical 
practice since every manuscript of a given composition is by definition related typologically, so 
that it is not possible for a given manuscript to truly be “non-aligned.” Tov might agree with 
such a criticism since he believes all the biblical manuscripts are descendants of earlier editions 
which lead back to a text “that was finished at a literary level.”61 In fact, Tov asserts that one 
cannot engage in the praxis of textual criticism without taking a position on whether or not there 
was an “original text.”62 To this issue Hendel has insightfully noted that the term “non-aligned” 
conflates several issues: “1) the (logically unwarranted) idea that a text of a work can lack 
affinities with other texts of that work: 2) the absence of evidence for a text’s affinities: and 3) a 
text with mixed affinities.”63 Tov’s “non-aligned” category seems to have been created to address 
Hendel’s first issue, even though it is not possible to truly be non-aligned, as Chiesa observes. So 
Hendel suggests that Tov’s category of “non-aligned” might be better replaced with two 
categories, 1) “texts of unknown affiliation” and 2) “texts of mixed affiliation.”64  
So Tov’s classification system is a mix of nominalist and realist approaches since on the 
one hand textual relationships are understood in terms of text-critical features and idiosyncrasies 
which are the result of variant scribes and scribal practices, whereas on the other hand some 
individual texts are given their own independent status through a conventionalized 
understanding, namely, the non-aligned category. 
61 TCHB 167.
62 Emanuel Tov, “The Relevance of Textual Theories for the Praxis of Textual Criticism,” in A Teacher for All 
Generations: Essays in Honor of James C. VanderKam (eds. Eric F. Mason, et al; Supplements to the Journal for the 
Study of Judaism 153; Leiden: Brill, 2012), 30; and TCHB, 161–169.
63 ATTHB, 293. One example of a text with mixed affinities is a text copied from one grouping, and then later edited 
according to the text of a different grouping (“horizontal transmission”).
64 ATTHB, 293.
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Overall, Tov’s substantial work has paved the way for synthesizing the data in new ways. 
For example, identifying texts which exhibit QSP is a fruitful endeavour as it opens a door for 
bringing scribal activity to the forefront and introducing historical linguistics to text-critic 
matters, at least at the level of orthography, phonology, and morphology. Also, Tov notably 
provides an alternate way forward to advance a local texts theory which might serve to explain 
the provenance of texts related to the G Vorlage.65 So while it is not brought to the forefront, Tov 
at least introduces issues of scribal culture and historical linguistics into text-critical matters.
3.4 The Multiple Literary Editions Theory 
The last theory to be surveyed is Eugene Ulrich’s theory of multiple literary editions.66 Ulrich 
defines a “literary edition” as the finished literary product from which textual transmission 
began.67 To be sure, multiple literary editions do play a role in other theories, such as Tov’s 
comments about local texts regarding the G Vorlage above. But Ulrich has made multiple 
65 Tov states: “[W]e should…draw attention to another aspect of the G which provides positive evidence for a theory 
of local texts…. When analyzing differences between textual traditions, it is helpful to start from typologically 
different textual traditions, e.g., the short text of the G of Jeremiah (also reflected in 4QJerb, d) and of the story of 
David and Goliath (1 Samuel 17–18), chronological differences between the G and MT in 1–2 Kings, as well as 
other elements which bear on the literary growth of the Hebrew Bible… It may be suggested that where such 
disparities existed, geographical separation perpetuated in one center textual tradition that had become obsolete in 
another or others.” Emanuel Tov, The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research (Jerusalem: Simor, 
1981), 187. So even though there is no evidence for an Egyptian location for the development of texts related to the 
G Vorlage, some form of local texts theory, Tov posits, may account for the preservation of variant editions. This 
would be analogous to the relationship between language dialects where peripheral communities preserve old 
features that were displaced in the central community, as Hendel notes in ATTHB, 294. Interestingly, Jan Joosten has 
argued that the Pentateuchal G translators were “Jews of the Egyptian diaspora writing for a local Jewish audience” 
since G contains colloquial Egyptian Greek with occasional doses of Egyptian Aramaic, which was characteristic of 
non-elite Hellenistic Egyptian society. Jan Joosten, “Language as Symptom: Linguistic Clues as to the Social 
Background of the Seventy,” Textus 23 (2007), 80. So the local identity of the translators might plausibly suggest 
that their base texts were also local.
66 Though Ulrich has published extensively about his theory, he also succinctly lays out the fundamental 
methodology and rationale in his multigraph, Eugene C. Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origins of the Bible: 
Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature (Leiden/Grand Rapids: Brill/Eerdmans, 1999).
67 Note that this is similar to Tov’s definition of an original or determinative text in TCHB, 167.
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editions the “key to the history of the biblical text.”68 He posits that: “[T]he main lines in the 
picture of the history of the biblical text were formed by the deliberate activity of a series of 
creative scribes who produced the new or multiple literary editions of the books of the Bible…. 
The emergence of each fresh literary edition occasioned variant versions of the literature that 
would coexist for some time. Variant text types were thus caused by revised literary editions.”69 
He proposes sifting out “accidental”70 variants between texts which are not related to a 
recensional pattern in order to distinguish between different literary editions so that one can 
begin to understand and then reconstruct the biblical text’s history. So for this theory the major 
axes, so to speak, for textual history are the editions of a given work since the complicated 
compositional and editorial process of the Hebrew Bible made the text quite pluriform and 
multilayered by the Second Temple period. Thus, interestingly, in certain ways Ulrich’s model 
revives Albright’s idea of early recensions.71 So in such cases where there is no discernible 
68 Eugene C. Ulrich, “Multiple Literary Editions: Reflections toward a Theory of the History of the Biblical Text,” in 
Current Research and Technological Developments on the Dead Sea Scrolls: Conference on the Texts from the 
Judean Desert, Jerusalem, 30 April, 1995 (eds. Donald W. Parry and Stephen D. Ricks; Studies on the Texts of the 
Judaean Desert 20; Leiden: Brill, 1996), 90.
69 Eugene C. Ulrich. The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origins of the Bible: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related 
Literature (Leiden/Grand Rapids: Brill/Eerdmans, 1999), 107–108
70 To use W. W. Greg’s terminology, not Ulrich’s. Cf. Greg W. Walter, “The Rationale of the Copy Text,” Studies in 
Biography 3 (1950-51): 19–36.
71 Karel van der Toorn provides such an example of discerning multiple literary editions of Deuteronomy and 
Jeremiah based on comparison and analogy with known scribal practice of ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt, which 
involved the production of multiple literary editions among a centralized scribal elite. Karel van der Toorn, Scribal 
Culture and the Making of the Hebrew Bible (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2007). 
A relatively new discipline which may aid a text-critic who is cognizant of the long and complicated 
editorial process behind the text of the Hebrew Bible is “genetic criticism.” Genetic criticism is a type of literary 
criticism which is just as aware of textual uncertainty as textual criticism is. The term critique génétique was coined 
by Louis Hay in 1979 in the title of a collection of essays called Essais de critique génétique. A genetic critic 
focuses on the temporal dimension of writing so that a given work of literature is seen as part of an on-going literary 
process instead of a pristine product. However, genetic criticism was developed with modern authors in mind, for 
whom there is generally an abundance of textual, extra-textual, and biographical information available. Van Hulle 
describes the situation as follows: “Since genetic criticism involves the analysis of manuscripts, typescripts, 
notebooks, and other preparatory documents, this research is necessarily based on the material evidence of the 
creative process. Traditional philology was most concerned with ancient and medieval manuscripts. The analysis of 
scribal copies was part of a quest for an original. Whereas this urtext is usually lost and the author unknown, modern 
manuscripts often suffer from an overabundance of authorial documents.” Dirk van Hulle. Textual Awareness: A 
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recensional pattern, Ulrich does say: “[O]ne can skip to the level of individual textual variants to 
refine the interrelationship of preserved manuscripts.”72 Perhaps it is along similar lines that Tov 
points out that while Ulrich’s theory “explains important aspects of the development of the 
Hebrew Scriptures, it is not a textual theory, although it is often presented as such.”73 A 
noticeable weakness, then, of Ulrich’s theory is that determining precisely what variants belong 
to which literary edition can be problematic, which is a problem of exemplification endemic to 
realist models.74
Thus Ulrich’s theory, insofar as it is a full textual theory, is a realist one since the texts 
are understood as bearing witness to distinct literary editions which are to be discerned among 
the manuscripts. For example, Ulrich describes the stemmatic or genealogical form of his system 
in the following way: “[O]n an ideal stemma (which is different for each book), the main lines 
would be drawn according to variant editions…while the secondary lines would be drawn 
according to the pattern of individual variants between or within text families.”75
So Ulrich’s multiple literary editions theory makes an important contribution to text-
critical transmission theories by clarifying that, when possible, we should determine the textual 
Genetic Study of Late Manuscripts by Joyce, Proust, and Mann (Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press, 
2004), 7–8. So whereas in modern textual studies it is rather clear which edition a text is, for Hebrew Bible textual 
studies it is anything but clear, especially since the critic deals almost entirely with anonymous fragments. So two 
noticeable weakness of Ulrich’s theory in praxis is that it only allows for solid classification among manuscripts in 
which sufficient text is preserved for determining which edition it is, and it does not pertain to works for which only 
one edition is preserved or was produced.
72 Eugene C. Ulrich. The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origins of the Bible: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related 
Literature (Leiden/Grand Rapids: Brill/Eerdmans, 1999), 114.
73 TCHB, 174.
74 This problem is also noted in James VanderKam and Peter W, Flint. The Meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Their 
Significance for Understanding the Bible, Judaism, Jesus, and Christianity (San Francisco: HarperCollins 
Publishers, 2002), 146–147.
75 Eugene C. Ulrich, “Two Perspectives on Two Pentateuchal Manuscripts from Qumran,” in Emanuel: Studies in 
Hebrew Bible, Septuagint and Dead Sea Scrolls in Honor of Emanuel Tov (eds. S. M. Paul et al.; Leiden: Brill, 
2003), 461.
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affinity of manuscripts by their various literary editions.76 His theory most importantly highlights 
the role of scribal attitudes and intentionality (both emic categories), since one should not always 
assume that a certain scribe would not seek to intentionally alter or improve the text copied in 
some fashion.77 
Thus overall, each text-critical theory has at least some validity in explaining aspects of 
the available data, and as such each contributes in some way to construct the history of the text.78 
Cross’s Local Texts Theory, for example, characterizes the scribe as a strict copyist, reflecting 
their local geographical Vorlage. Talmon’s Multiple Pristine Texts Theory characterizes the 
scribe as a member reflective of a particular socio-religious group. Tov’s Non-Aligned Texts 
Theory systematically analyzes scribal traits, and Ulrich’s Multiple Literary Editions Theory 
factors in scribal recensional activity. However, the recognition of variant scribal practices or the 
use of historical linguistics has not been adequately taken into account.
76 There are arguably 16 books for which there is some evidence of such multiple editions: Genesis, Exodus, 
Numbers, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, the Minor Prophets, Psalms, Proverbs, Song of Songs, and 
Daniel. Cf. Eugene C. Ulrich, “Two Perspectives on Two Pentateuchal Manuscripts from Qumran,” in Emanuel: 
Studies in Hebrew Bible, Septuagint and Dead Sea Scrolls in Honor of Emanuel Tov (eds.S. M. Paul et al.; Leiden: 
Brill, 2003), 460. Cf. also THCB, 283–324. Note that the problem of determining whether or not multiple editions 
can be discerned is akin to realist problem of justifying the existence of universals (cf. chapter 2.3).
77 Eugene C. Ulrich, “Pluriformity in the Biblical Text, Text Groups, and Questions of Canon,” in The Madrid 
Qumran Congress: Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Madrid 18-21 March, 1991 
Vol 1 (eds. Julio Trebolle Barrera and Luis Vegas Montaner; Studies on the Text of the Judaean Desert 11; Leiden: 
Brill, 1993), 27.
78 To this point Ulrich states: “Cross has focused on the origins or originating causes of the different text types — 
how the different types came to be or were produced. Talmon has focused on the final stages — how we end up with 
only three main texts or text-types. Tov has focused on the complexity of the textual witnesses in the manuscript 
remains,” The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origins of the Bible: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature 
(Leiden/Grand Rapids: Brill/Eerdmans, 1999), 82–83. One might in turn say that Ulrich has focused on the editions 
— how we factor in and incorporate the on-going literary development of each book with its textual development.
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CHAPTER FOUR
IDENTIFYING VARIANT SCRIBAL PRACTICES
Chapter three highlighted how the four predominant Hebrew Bible transmission theories lack a 
robust recognition of variant scribal practices and use of historical linguistics to explain and 
describe both the homogeneity and heterogeneity among manuscripts. This chapter will propose 
the identification of three variant scribal practices for describing the homogeneity and 
heterogeneity among Qumran “biblical” witnesses.
4.1 Method for Identifying Variant Scribal Practices
Akin to criteria for determining textual affinity and identity, the criteria for determining 
scribal affinity and identity should ideally be scribal features which are both distinct and 
persistent among particular groups of witnesses of particular compositions. Since this thesis tests 
whether or not variant scribal practices as identified and classified through historical linguistic 
categories can provide a sufficient framework for categorizing and explaining variation, the 
Great Psalms Scroll (11QPsalmsa) will provide a basis for comparison vis-à-vis MT, as 
exemplified by L.79 The Great Psalms Scroll was chosen as a basis of comparison not only 
because it is by far the most substantial psalms witness, but also because its linguistic profile is 
ostensibly distinct from L, and thus serves well as a linguistic contrast.
First, thirty-seven text-critical features which distinguish the Great Psalms Scroll from L 
were identified. They are the following: 1) addition of the preposition -ל;f2) addition of the את  
79 Note that unless specified otherwise, variation will be described from the perspective of L as the lemma or 
antecedent text, unless variations of MT are cited from Kenn’s collations. This is not meant to imply a priori that at 
any given variation L preserved the “archetype” reading or anything of the sort. Cf. also chapter 2.3 for how to 
determine a given manuscript’s textual identity.
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direct object marker;80 3) addition of the definite article; 4) addition of the ו conjunction;81 5) lack 
of direct object marker;82 6) lack of paragogic nun;83 7) lack of a final aleph;84 8) use of the long 
prefix conjugation as opposed to MT;85 9) use of a cohortative form where MT has an indicative 
form;86 10) lack of a cohortative form where MT has one; 11) alternation of the preposition אל  
for ל;f12) alternation of the preposition ל for אל ;l87 13) alternation of the preposition אל  for על ;l88 
14) alternation of the preposition ל for על ;f15) use of a short imperative where MT is long;      
16) use of a long imperative where MT is short;89 17) use of a finite verb where MT has an 
infinitive absolute and finite verb;90 18) spelling of דויד ;f19) spelling of ירושלים ;f20) spelling of 
כול ;f91f21) full spelling of לוא ;f92 22) long spelling ( תה -) of the second masculine singular qatal 
form;93 23) long spelling ( כה -) of the second masculine singular suffix;94 24) use of a locative 
80 Cf. HDSS §400.08; Steven E. Fassberg, “The Syntax of the Biblical Documents from the Judaean Desert as 
Reflected in a Comparison of the Multiple Copies of Biblical Texts,” Diggers at the Well: Proceedings of a Third 
International Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira (Studies on the Texts of the Desert of 
Judah 36; Leiden: 2000), 103; LLBIS 412–13; and Muraoka, T. “An Approach to the Morphosyntax and Syntax of 
Qumran Hebrew,” Diggers at the Well: Proceedings of a Third International Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead 
Sea Scrolls (eds. T. Muraoka and J. F. Elwode; Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 36; Leiden: Brill, 2000), 
203.
81 For a full analysis, cf. Jacobs, Jarod T. “A Comprehensive Analysis of the Conjunction Waw in the Biblical Dead 
Sea Scrolls Variants and Their Implications,” MA Thesis. Trinity Western University, 2008.
82 Cf. HDSS §400.08
83 Cf. HDSS §310.127; LLBIS, 193; and Muraoka, T. “An Approach to the Morphosyntax and Syntax of Qumran 
Hebrew,” 198–99.
84 Cf. HDSS §100.63
85 Cf. HDSS §300.3 and Muraoka, T. “An Approach to the Morphosyntax and Syntax of Qumran Hebrew,” 208.
86 Cf. HDSS, 116; Shelomo Morag, “Qumran Hebrew: Some Typological Observations,” VT 38/2 (1988), 154-55; 
Muraoka, T. “An Approach to the Morphosyntax and Syntax of Qumran Hebrew,” 196–99, 203.
87 Cf. Muraoka, T. “An Approach to the Morphosyntax and Syntax of Qumran Hebrew,” 204.
88 Steven E. Fassberg, “The Syntax of the Biblical Documents from the Judaean Desert as Reflected in a 
Comparison of the Multiple Copies of Biblical Texts,” Diggers at the Well: Proceedings of a Third International 
Symposium on the Hebrew of the Dead Sea Scrolls and Ben Sira (Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah 36; 
Leiden: 2000), 404, 410, and 507.
89 Cf. Muraoka, T. “An Approach to the Morphosyntax and Syntax of Qumran Hebrew,” 196.
90 Cf. Muraoka, T. “An Approach to the Morphosyntax and Syntax of Qumran Hebrew,” 195.
91 Cf. HDSS §100.2; Reymond §3.2.
92  Cf. HDSS §100.5; LLBIS 167–168.
93 Cf. HDSS §100.7.
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form where lacking in MT;95 25) use of יקטולו  forms;96 26) use of the קטולו  imperative form;97 27) 
use of the קטולה  imperative form;98 28) use of the קטולני  imperative form;99 29) use of the קוטלני  
imperative form;100 30) use of yod for final heh; 31) use of samek for sin;101 32) use of sin for 
samek;102 33) use of qatal for yiqtol; 34) use of yiqtol for qatal; 35) use of a preterit for qatal; 36) 
use of yiqtol for the imperative; 37) use of yiqtol for the participle; and 38) use of wayyiqtol for 
yiqtol.
Second, for each Qumran “biblical” ms with more than four hundred words extant (and 
thus considered to be “substantial”), the number of occurrences of each linguistic phenomenon 
was noted. Third, a calculation was made by dividing the number of words exhibiting these 
linguistic features by the total number of extant words. And finally this quotient was further 
divided by the quotient of the Great Psalms Scroll from the third step to produce a percentage 
ranking which reflects linguistic affinity with the Great Psalms Scroll.103 So the higher the 
ranking, the closer the scribal affinity to the Great Psalms Scroll, with the Great Psalms Scroll by 
design ranking as 1.00. Thus this is a realist model which posits the existence of an ideal Qumran 
witness based on affinity with the Great Psalms Scroll. 
Since this is a realist model, its weaknesses is to be found in 1) claiming the existence of 
universals, namely, the Great Psalms Scroll as an ideal Qumran witness, and 2) determining how 
94 Cf. HDSS §100.7.
95 Cf. HDSS §340; Reymond §5.9.
96 Cf. HDSS §100.21.
97 Cf. HDSS §100.21.
98 Cf. HDSS §100.21.
99 Cf. HDSS §100.21.
100 Cf. HDSS §100.21.
101 Cf. HDSS §100.8; Reymond §4.1.
102 Cf. HDSS §100.8; Reymond §4.1.
103 The use of the term “ranking” is not meant to imply that the higher the ranking the “better” or “more reliable” the 
witness is, or anything of the sort.
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particular witnesses exemplify their universal witness.104 So admittedly, at this point such a 
method is more of a sledge-hammer than a fine chisel. Specifically this is because, first of all, 
substantial (that is, “real” or “true”) or erroneous variation is not taken into account.105 For 
example, substantial variations such as the substitution of the divine name יהוה  with אלוהים  is not 
taken into account.106 And the use of a final letter form in medial position107 or non-use of a final 
letter in final position108 is not taken into account, even though they may only appear among a 
certain group of witnesses. 
Second, it is more of a sledgehammer than a chisel because para-textual features, such as 
scrolls written with paleo-Hebrew letters instead of the square script, scrolls which use the 
square script, yet write the divine name יהוה  with paleo-Hebrew letters, and variant stichometric 
arrangements or the lack thereof, are not taken into account. Third, other linguistic features 
which are not found or quite rare in L that occur in other Qumran “biblical” witnesses, yet not in 
the Great Psalms Scroll, are not taken into account. Fourth, the occurrences noted do not have 
any qualitative value which takes into account how often a given linguistic feature does not 
occur when it presumably could have. For example, how many times the full spelling of כול  is 
recorded without factoring in how many times כל  is used overall. And all the linguistic features 
noted are given the same weight, regardless of how ubiquitous they are or not, or how 
noteworthy the linguistic variation is.
For now these shortcomings are recognized and accepted simply due to the scope and 
104 Cf. chapter 2.3 for difficulties which are endemic to realist models.
105 Cf. chapter 5 for an explanation of substantial and erroneous variation.
106 Cf. 11QPsalmsa 23:14, 15 / Psa 144:3, 5.
107 Cf. 11QPsalmsa 4:12; 26:2 / Psa 126:3; 149:8 or 4QPsalmso f2:3 / Psa 116:7.
108 Cf. 11QPsalmsa 5:9 / Psa 129:8 or 4QPsalmsx f1:2, 8 / Psa 89:20, 31.
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length of this work, just as even the most careful archaeological expeditions may involve the use 
of shovels before chisels. See chapter 7.2 for anticipated solutions to these shortcomings. But 
despite these shortcomings, the preliminary results of chapter 4.2 exhibit a noteworthy 
correspondence, and thus warrant further investigation.
4.2 Results of Computational Linguistic Reckoning
Using the ranking system described in chapter 4.1, all the “substantial” Qumran “biblical” 
witnesses (that is, those with more than 400 words) were accordingly ranked and listed from 
lowest ranking to highest ranking. This produced the appearance of three distinct scribal 














109 Ian Young and Robert Rezekto, Historical Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew: Steps Toward an Integrated 
Approach (SBLANEM; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2015), 33–40. Note that the author has borrowed the 









The step between 4Q76 (4Q Minor Prophetsa) and 4Q82 (4Q Minor Prophetsg) marks the 
tentative boundary between “mirror” and “mixer” witnesses; and the sharp step between 4Q41 
(4Q Deuteronomyn) and 4Q83 (4Q Psalmsa) marks the boundary between “mixer” and 
“translator” witnesses. It is noteworthy, first of all, that this chart shows remarkable resemblance 
to the prototypical s-curve of linguistic diffusion, which may prove to be a useful heuristic model 
for determining what role diffusion may have played in the concurrent use of variant scribal 
practices.110 Regardless, there is a noticeable correspondence between these three discernible 
practices and what English language historical linguists have discovered in the textual production 
and transmission of medieval English texts. In the process of seeking to localize and securely 
date texts on the basis of “anchor texts” (which are typically documentary texts that can be 
localized and securely dated based on extra-linguistic evidence, such as a colophon), they 
discovered three distinct types of scribal practices or strategies. The following is how Young and 
Rezetko describe these three archetype scribes:
- The copier, or mirror-copyist, who provides an exact copy of an earlier text (linguistic 
conservation/retention)
- The translator, who completely translates a text into his own dialect (linguistic modernization/
updating)
- The mixer, who copies and translates during scribal work, thus creating a linguistically composite 
text (linguistic mixing/contamination; Mischsprache [“mixed language”])111 
In other words, the “translator” scribe completely updates the linguistic character of a given 
text so that the text’s spelling, morphology, grammar, structure, and word choice is as clear and 
110 Rogers defines diffusion as “the process in which an innovation is communicated through certain channels over 
time among the members of a social system.” Cf. Everett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations (New York: Free 
Press, 2005), 5.
111 Ian Young and Robert Rezekto, Historical Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew: Steps Toward an Integrated 
Approach (SBLANEM; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2015), 33–40.
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unambiguous as possible for their intended reader. In the case studies of chapter 6 this is 
manifest in how the linguistic features which distinguish Qumran Hebrew from the Hebrew of 
the MT are regularly found in the high ranking “translator” witnesses identified above, and in 
how the “translator” scribes often attempted to clear up syntactically difficult passages (though, 
arguably, often ineptly). 
The “mixer” scribe makes only occasional linguistic updates when deemed necessary for 
understandability, and thus produces a mixed language, which preserves linguistic elements from 
different dialects. In the case studies of chapter 6 this is manifest (albeit with very scarce data) in 
how sometimes the medium ranking “mixer” witnesses preserve linguistic features not found in 
MT, but prominent in Qumran Hebrew, while also sometimes preserving linguistic features 
which are not prominent in Qumran Hebrew, but are prominent in MT.
Lastly, the “mirror” scribe produces an exact letter-for-letter copy of a given text, even 
retaining obsolete linguistic features. In the case studies of chapter 6 this is manifest in the low 
ranking “mirror” witnesses that are virtual linguistic matches to MT, and so do not contain 
linguistic features which distinguish Qumran Hebrew from the Hebrew of the MT. 
It is essential to keep in mind that the ranking of scribal affinity given here is indicative of 
scribal practice, and not necessarily “textual character,” as Tov, among others, has classified the 
Qumran “biblical” witnesses.112 So the textual affinity identified is not necessarily indicative of a 
particular so-called text-type, such as MT-like texts, Pre-Samaritan Texts, or Texts Close to the 
Presumed Hebrew Source of G.
112 Cf. TCHB 107–110.
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If these witnesses are compared according to their ranking and date, using the average of the 

















First, it is noticeable and noteworthy that while the three distinct practices existed 
concurrently during the late Second Temple period, the “mirror” group is by far the most 
prominent, with many witnesses dating both before and after the other two groups. This suggests 
that the “mixer” and “translator” practices may have developed around 100 BCE. And since 
there are no “mixer” or “translator” witnesses after 50 CE, this may suggest that the destruction 
of Qumran is a fitting terminus ad quem for those practices. 
113 Note that for several mss, namely, Mur4, Mas1b, 4Q55, 4Q2, Mas1d, XHev/Se5, XQ1, XQ3, and XQ2 there is no 
proposed date. However, since each one of these ranks below 0.10, putting them solidly in the “mirror” group, it 
does not affect the groupings or conclusion made below.
Mirror Mixer Translator
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Second, the “mirror” and “mixer” groups appear to have a more controlled linguistic 
approach to copying than the “translator” group. This is because the difference between the 
lowest and highest ranking witnesses in the “mirror” and “mixer” groups is about 0.20, whereas 
the difference between the lowest and highest ranking “translator” witness is about 0.40. double 
that of the other two. 
Next we will list the three groups of witnesses by name, ranking, and content. First we 
have the “mirror” witnesses. These are the mss ranking below 0.20. The group is comprised of 



















































The next group of witnesses are those ranking from 0.21 to 0.41, and they are classified as 
the “mixer” group. This group is comprised of ten mss and contains the first half of the 
bifurcated Great Isaiah Scroll. The Great Isaiah Scroll has been bifurcated as if it were two 
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practice than the first half. This bifurcation was determined by treating the first of half of the 
scroll as a separate witness from the second half.
“Mixer” Witnesses
The next group of witnesses are those ranking from 0.69 to 1.09, and they are classified as 
the “translator” group. There are six witnesses in this group, including the second half of the 
bifurcated Great Isaiah Scroll (1QIsaa). The shared content of Psalms and phylacteries of 
Deuteronomy and Exodus is noticeable and may suggest these compositions were the most 
popular books copied by the group(s) who used the “translator” scribal practice. This is further 
suggested by the fact that even when the largest non-substantial scrolls (that is, those with less 
than four hundred extant words) are listed by rank (see the “Non-Substantial High Ranking 




































prominently as well.114 However, the shared content may be simply due to the fact that the 
psalms, Deuteronomy, and Isaiah are commonly occurring writings in the Qumran “biblical” 
corpus. Although, the lack of Genesis and Leviticus (the third and sixth most commonly 
occurring “biblical” books in the Qumran “biblical” corpus, respectively) could be telling.115 
Also, one notes that the inclusion of phylacteries of Deuteronomy and Exodus in “translator,” 
“mixer,” and “mirror” witnesses suggests that variant scribal practices explain the linguistic 
difference, and not the content itself. Otherwise the linguistic differences might be explained by 
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114 Phylacteries and a mezuzah are included, in addition to the Great Psalms Scroll, since their content is textually 
identical to the same compositions of the other Qumran “biblical” witnesses, namely, the proto-canonical psalms, 
Deuteronomy, and Exodus.
115 For a list of the number of Qumran witnesses for each biblical book, cf. James VanderKam and Peter W. Flint, 
The Meaning of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Their Significance for Understanding the Bible, Judaism, Jesus, and 
Christianity (San Francisco: HarperCollins Publishers, 2002), 147–150.
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Non-Substantial High Ranking Witnesses
Chapter 5 will now present the proposed schema for classifying and evaluating witnesses 



























































PROPOSED SCHEMA FOR CATEGORIZATION OF TEXTUAL VARIATION
We will now build on the identification of the three “mirror,” “mixer,” and “translator” witnesses 
identified in chapter 4 and present the following linguistically sensitive schema which takes such 
linguistic insight into account for categorizing and explaining textual variation. The schema 
consists first of three meta-categories, namely, “linguistic,” “substantive,” and “erroneous,” 
which are to be conceptually distinguished on the basis of the fundamental à la Saussure 
structuralist distinction of a given sign consisting of a signifier and a conceptual signified.116 
Linguistic variation is considered to be a change in signifier, but not a change in what is 
signified. In other words, a linguistic variation is an attempt to express the same meaning          
(= conceptual signified), albeit with different words or inflections (= signifiers). Such variation 
may be intentional or not. Although changes in, for example, syntax are less susceptible to 
linguistic modification than changes in orthography, phonology, and morphology.117 
To be clear, it is outside of the scope of this thesis to determine if and how diachronic 
linguistic factors contributed to textual variation, or to speak to how literary texts with a complex 
compositional and scribal history like the Hebrew Bible can or cannot be dated linguistically. 
Rather, the scope of this thesis is twofold. First, this thesis seeks to present a tool (namely, the 
schema) which can serve well for providing data to answer such linguistically focused inquiries. 
116 For an English introduction to Saussure’s work, cf. his most influence work Ferdinand de Saussure, Charles 
Bally, Albert Sechehaye, Albert Riedlinger, and Tullio De Mauro, Cours de linguistique gènèrale (Paris: Payot, 
1995).
117 Cf. Ian Young, Robert Rezetko, and Martin Ehrensvärd, Linguistic Dating of Biblical Texts (London: Equinox, 
2008), 1:118 n. 12.
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And second, this thesis seeks to implement this tool to order to identify a key factor which is 
often overlooked in text-critical investigations, namely, variant scribal practices.118
Substantive variation, then, indicates “real” or “true” variation where a different meaning 
is intended. It is by design considered to be an intentional change in both signifier and 
conceptual signified. Erroneous variation, on the other hand, indicates by design an unintentional 
change in signifier and conceptual signified. Erroneous variations are not only mechanical 
errors,119 which inevitably result from scribal processes (such as the graphic confusion of letters 
or homoioteleuton), but also cases in which scribes misunderstood the Vorlage text(s) from 
which they were working. Such changes are labelled as “inept” and erroneous since the scribe 
was not intending to change the meaning (= conceptual signified).120 So distinguishing whether 
any particular variation is linguistic, substitutional, or erroneous is the admittedly complex, yet 
necessary role of the informed text-critic.
Again, to be clear, it is outside the scope of this thesis to explore and identify how variant 
scribal practices relate to textual alignment or affiliation. That is to say, this thesis does not seek 
to determine, for example, how the “mirror” scribal practice relates or not to Tov’s MT-like, pre-
Samaritan, or non-aligned texts, or texts close to the presumed Hebrew source of G. Nor does 
this thesis seek to determine how variant scribal practices relate to Ulrich’s identification of 
variant literary editions. Rather, the scope of this thesis is simply to provide a useful 
118 Cf. chapter 1.2 for an explanation of the goal and method of this thesis.
119 That is, the “laws of scribes” errors that Moshe Goshen-Gottstein describes in “Hebrew Biblical Manuscripts: 
Their History and Their Place in the HUBP Edition,” in Qumran and the History of the Biblical Text (eds. Frank 
Moore Cross and Talmon Shemaryahu; Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1975), 74.
120 Note that the label of erroneous is not meant to imply a moral judgement. This means that character fault should 
not by necessity be applied to a scribe who may have unintentionally (that is, accidentally) produced a reading due 
to ineptitude (or copied a reading produced due to an earlier scribe’s ineptitude), nor to a scribe or interpreter who 
created meaning from such an “erroneous” reading. Cf. Psalm 139:14 in chapter 6 for a possible example of an 
“inept” variation.
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linguistically sensitive tool for undertaking such investigations.121
The following are the proposed subcategories of linguistic variation. For the sake of 
illustration I will compare some samples of Hebrew Bible renderings into English from the King 
James Version (KJV) with that of the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV). This is because 
they are both relatively literal translations which take into account the best contemporary 
scholarship, and represent distinct stages of the ever evolving English language. The variations to 
be compared will be underlined so that it is clear to which word is being referred.
The first type of linguistic variation is orthographic, namely, changes due to differing 
spelling conventions. An English example of this is the last word of Psalm 8:5 where the KJV 
reads “honour,” whereas the NRSV reads “honor.” Such a spelling variation does not necessarily 
reflect a variant pronunciation or use. A Hebrew example of an orthographical variation is לוא  in 
11QPsalmsf 20:3 versus לֹא  in L Psa 139:12. Arguably, orthographical variation is not properly a 
linguistic variation since it is only manifest in graphical representations of language, namely, 
writing. However, since it is part of scribal work and finds noticeable correspondence between 
the different groups of witnesses, it is included. 
The second is phonological, namely, changes due to phonetic similarity or a different 
pronunciation. Since English orthography is highly non-phonemic, such examples are rare. 
However, an example is the British “aeroplane” versus the North American “airplane.” It is 
phonological and not just orthographical because the variant spelling is caused by a need to 
reflect a variant pronunciation. Another English example is the colloquial form “gangsta” versus 
the standard form “gangster.” The variant orthography results from the need to reflect a variant 
121 Cf. chapter 1.2 for an explanation of the goal and method of this thesis, chapter 4.2 for a few preliminary 
comments, and chapter 7.2 for how the author envisions such an inquiry may be undertaken.
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pronunciation. A Hebrew example of a phonological variation is ויׄזעׄקו  in 4QPsalmsf 3:19 versus 
ַוִיְּצֲﬠקוּ  in L Psa 107:28. This was caused by the phonetic similarity of ז and צ or different 
pronunciations of the same word.
The third is morphological, namely, the use of a different morpheme to mark the same 
grammatical or syntactical feature of a given word. An English example is the KJV’s ubiquitous 
use of the third person singular “-eth” ending with present tense verbs versus the NRSV’s 
ubiquitous use of the third person singular “-(e)s” ending with present tense verbs. For example, 
Psalm 23:3a in the KJV reads: “He restoreth my soul,” whereas the NRSV reads “[H]e restores 
my soul.” A Hebrew example of this is ישמורו  in 11QPsalmsa 1:16 / versus יְִשְׁמרוּ  in L Psa 105:45. 
The fourth is syntactical, namely, change in sentence structure or syntax. An English 
example of this is Psalm 9:12b where the KJV reads: “[H]e forgetteth not the cry of the humble,” 
whereas the NRSV reads: “[H]e does not forget the cry of the afflicted.” Here the KJV does not 
use the auxiliary “do(es)” to express negation, whereas the NRSV does. A Hebrew example of a 
syntactical variation is ב[֯ר֯כׄנו אתׄכם ] in 4QPsalmsb f30ii+32i+33_34:17 versus ֵבַּרְכנוֶּכם  in L Psa 
118:26. Here L preserves an attached verbal suffix to express the object of ברכנו , whereas 
4QPsalmsb uses a direct marker marker with a suffix to express the object of ברכנו .
The fifth is lexical, namely, change in lexeme. An English example of this is Psalm 42:3a 
where the KJV reads: “My tears have been my meat day and night,” whereas the NRSV reads: 
“My tears have been my food day and night.” Both are rendering the same Hebrew lexeme ֶלֶחם  
to refer to nutritional sustenance. The signifier “meat” elsewhere in the NRSV refers more 
specifically to the flesh of animals, whereas in the KJV the signifier “meat” can refer to any type 
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of food. An example of this is גבורה  in 11QPsalmsa 16:3 versus ָחִיל  in L Psa 118:16 to express 
the meaning of “power.”122 
And the sixth is grammatical, that is, change in grammatical category (or categories) such 
as gender and number. Since English nouns do not typically have a grammatical (as opposed to 
natural) gender, and English verbs have almost no conjugation, such examples are rare in 
English. However, an English example is: “Look at that ship. She is a beauty,” versus “Look at 
that ship. It is a beauty.” In the former sentence the ship is given a grammatical gender for 
pragmatic purposes, whereas the second sentence follows standard English usage of giving a 
neuter gender to inanimate objects. A Hebrew example of this is מוסד[֯י  in 11QPsalmsc f9:2 
(assuming the reconstruction is accurate) versus מוְֹסדוֹת  in L Psa 18:16. 
Now, as stated in chapter 2.3, there are “myriad possible ways of classifying most 
datasets.” So admittedly one may consider grammatical variation to be a subset of lexical 
variation. In the proposed schema the two are distinguished since it is a distinct factor which 
caused גבורה  to be used instead of חיל  to express “power” versus the use of a masculine form of a 
certain lexeme to be used instead of a feminine form in the above example.
The sub-categories of substantive variation, namely, substitutional, transpositional, 
additional, and omissional, follow standard text-critical practice. They are noteworthy only in 
contrast to the proposed meta-categories, which maintain a distinction between change in 
signifier versus signified, and intentional versus unintentional change.123 The types of possible 
122 Cf. Psalm 118:16 in chapter 6 for the analysis.
123 Note that with such a schema, the “faithfulness” of a given scribe’s work should be properly judged according to 
the goals, methods, and conventions of their scribal practice so that “mirror” scribes are not by default the most 
“faithful” transmitters of a given text. Instead, scribal faithfulness is to be seen, among other factors, in the lack of 
erroneous readings. Admittedly, such a view of the “faithfulness” of scribes is not wholly new in text-critical 
scholarship. Compare, e.g., how Würthwein describes “deliberate alterations” in his standard introduction: “Before 
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erroneous variations are manifold, and need not be delineated here, besides the “ineptitude” sub-
category mentioned above. Below is the proposed schema:












3) Erroneous (unintentional change in signifier and signified)
a) mechanical errors
b) ineptitude
One may certainly modify the sub-categories to fit data more adequately without 
nullifying the schema’s utility. This is because the novelty of this following schema is to be seen 
in the distinguishing these three meta-categories (“linguistic,” “substantive,” and “erroneous”), 
and not in the sub-categories, for which a larger data sample and/or further linguistic research 
may call for modification.124 Otherwise stated, the “linguistic,” “substantive,” and “erroneous” 
the text of the Old Testament was officially established it was not regarded as unalterable. Accordingly we should 
expect to find that those who were concerned with the transmission of the text would occasionally make deliberate, 
fully intentional alterations in the text. In evaluating these alterations we must avoid thinking of them as 
“corruptions.” They were made in good faith, with no intention of introducing a foreign element into the text, but 
rather with the aim of restoring the true text and (from the copyist’ view) preventing misunderstanding.” Ernst 
Würthwein, The Text of the Old Testament: an Introduction to the Biblia Hebraica (tr. Rhodes Erroll F.; Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1995), 111, (italics mine).
124 Although the fact that linguistic categories beyond orthographical, phonological, and morphological are included 
is fundamental. For an general introduction to historical linguistics, cf. Theodora Bynon, Historical Linguistics 
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1977).
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meta-categories are fundamental to this thesis, whereas the specific sub-categories included are 
not fundamental as is, and are thus subject to modification as further research is conducted.
Chapter 6 will now provide case studies in which the utility of this schema and the 
validity of the identification of variant scribal practices are presented.
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CHAPTER SIX
CASE STUDIES IN THE PSALMS
6.1 Basic Profile of Witnesses Cited
As stated in chapter 1.2, this chapter will empirically demonstrate the validity of the the 
identification of variant scribal practices and the utility of the proposed schema for explaining 
the variation found among Qumran “biblical” witnesses with three case studies from the psalms. 
Based on the ranking system described in chapter 4, the following is a basic profile of the 
witnesses cited for use in the case studies.125 Note that each witness is given with its 
corresponding ranking between parentheses ( ).
“Translator” witnesses:
11QPsalmsc (0.53), 11QPsalmsb (0.62), and 11QPsalmsa (1.00) 
11QPsalmsc and 11QPsalmsb are “biblical” mss written in prose format and dated to the first half 
of the first century CE. 11QPsalmsc shares strong textual identity with 11QPsalmsa (the Great 
Psalms Scroll) in that Psalm 141 is followed by 133 and 144, and it contains two apocryphal 
psalms found only otherwise in the Great Psalms Scroll, namely, “Plea for Deliverance,” and 
“Apostrophe to Zion.”
11QPsalmsa, better known as the Great Psalms Scroll, is by far the largest of the 
“biblical” psalms witnesses, and is arguably a true scriptural Psalter, formed after the first part of 
the Psalter stabilized (namely, Books 1–3). It preserves an ordering and arrangement strikingly 
125 For a more in-depth description of the mss introduced and references to critical editions, cf. Peter W. Flint, The 
Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls and the Book of Psalms (Leiden; New York: Brill, 1997), 27–49.
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different than the received Psalter, though generally preserving psalms from what came to be 
Books 4 and 5 of the received Psalter.126 Ever since its publication by James Sanders, who argued 
that it gave evidence for the existence of multiple scriptural Psalters in antiquity, each of which 
had some kind of authoritative status among different groups during the Second Temple Period, 
debate has continued as to its origin and status in the Qumran community. Most who accept 
Sanders’ general premise claim that Books 1–3 (Psalms 1–89) were fixed before what came to 
compose Books 4–5 (Psalms 90–150) was later added to form the so-called received Psalter.127 
Those who have argued against such a thesis view the Great Psalms Scroll instead as a liturgical 
re-working, similar to a Jewish prayer book or Christian hymnal or agenda, which included 
126 For an introduction to the discussion, cf. Peter W. Flint, The Dead Sea Psalms Scrolls and the Book of Psalms 
(Leiden; New York: Brill, 1997), 13–36 and 135–236. 
The following is the ordering and content of the Great Psalms Scroll: 101→102→103; 109 118→104→147→105→
146→148 [+120]→121→122→123→124→125→126→127→128→129→130→131→132→119→135→136 
(with Catena)→118→145 (with subscript)→154 + Plea for Deliverance→139→137→138→Sirach 51→Apostrophe 
to Zion→93→141→133→144→155→142→143→149→150→Hymn to the Creator→David’s Last 
Words→David’s Compositions→140→134→151A→151B→blank column.
In summary, the proto-canonical psalms contained within the Great Psalms Scroll (11QPsalmsa) range from 101–
150, in addition to Psalm 151 (which is found in Greek and Syriac Psalters), Psalm 154–155 (which are found in 
Syriac Psalters), canticles which are found in Sirach 51:13-30, 2 Sam 23:1-7, and several previously unknown 
apocryphal prose and poetic compositions (a few of which are found in other DSS).
127 Cf. James A. Sanders, “Variorum in the Psalms Scroll (11QPsa),” The Harvard Theological Review 59/1 (1966): 
83–94; James A. Sanders, “Cave 11 Surprises and the Question of Canon,” McCQ 21 (1968), 1–15; and James A. 
Sanders, “The Qumran Scroll (11QPsa) Reviewed,” in On Language, Culture, and Religion: In Honor of Eugene A. 
Nida (eds. M. Black and W. A. Smalley; The Hague and Paris: Mouton, 1974), 79–99. Cf. Gerald G. Wilson, “The 
Qumran Psalms Scroll [11QPsa] Reconsidered: Analysis of the Debate,” Catholic Biblical Quarterly 47/4 (1985): 
626–29 for a summary of Sander’s view, which in essence is that the Qumran group left Jerusalem at a time when 
Psalms 1–89 (Books 1–3 in the received Psalter) or possibly 1–100 (Psalm 101 is the first Psalm in 11QPsalmsa) had 
already stabilized, and then the two developed independently from each other, with one group, presumably linked to 
the Qumran community arranging 11QPsalmsa, and others what came to be Books 4 and 5 of the received Psalter 
(books which share a common theme of Davidic restoration). 
For an overview of work on the literary history and hermeneutical significance of the received Psalter ordering, cf. 
Clinton J. McCann, The Shape and Shaping of the Psalter (Sheffield, England: JSOT Press, 1993); Matthias Millard, 
Die Komposition des Psalters: ein formgeschichtlicher Ansatz (Tübingen: J.C.B. Mohr, 1994); and David C. 
Mitchell, The Message of the Psalter an Eschatological Programme in the Books of Psalms (Sheffield, England: 
Sheffield Academic Press, 1997). Sanders pointed out especially the strong Davidic emphasis, similarity between 
proto-canonical psalms and apocryphal ones in contrast with the Hodayoth (which are never attributed to David and 
differ considerably in style and vocabulary), and the absence of internal indicators which betray a late (Persian or 
Hellenistic) date or sectarian origin.
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mostly proto-canonical psalms.128 Regardless of its origin it is included among the witnesses to 
the “biblical” psalms since the text contained therein exhibits textual identity with the proto-
canonical psalms cited.129
“Mixer” witnesses:
4QPsalmse (0.31) and 11QPsalmsd (0.35)
4QPsalmse is a “biblical” ms written in prose format dating to the early to mid first century CE, 
and 11QPsalmsd is a “biblical” ms written in prose format and dated to the mid first century CE. 
Now, in contrast to the “mirror” witnesses referenced below, it is significant that the “translator” 
and “mixer” psalms witnesses are not stichometrically arranged, whereas the “mirror” psalms 
witnesses are.130 This observation further supports the validity of the groupings identified in 
chapter 4.
“Mirror” witnesses: 
8QPsalms (0.00), 5/6HevPsalms (0.02), 4QPsalmsc (.10), and 4QPsalmsb (0.08)
8QPsalms is a stichometrically arranged “biblical” ms dating to the first century CE whose 
fragments contain sections of Psalms 17 and 18. 5/6HevPsalms is a “biblical” ms 
stichometrically arranged and dated to the first half of the first century CE. 4QPsalmsa is a 
128 Among these are included Talmon, Goshen-Gottstein, and Skehan. For a summary of their views, cf. Cf. Gerald 
G. Wilson, “The Qumran Psalms Scroll [11QPsa] Reconsidered: Analysis of the Debate., Catholic Biblical Quarterly 
47/4 (1985): 629–638.
129 Cf. chapter 2.3 for issues concerning determining textual identity.
130 For an analysis of the various stichographic arrangements within MT itself, cf. Shem Thomas Miller, “Innovation 
And Convention: An Analysis Of Parallelism In Stichographic, Hymnic And Sapiential Poetry In The Dead Sea 
Scrolls” (2012). Electronic Theses, Treatises and Dissertations. Paper 5042. (http://diginole.lib.fsu.edu/etd/5042).
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“biblical” ms stichometrically arranged and dated to around 60 CE, and 4QPsalmsb is a 
stichometrically written “biblical” ms dating to the second half of the first century BCE.
6.2 Rationale for Selected Psalms
Psalms 139, 118, and 18 were chosen for the case studies so as not only to compare psalms 
which have attestation from multiple witnesses, but also to furnish the broadest comparison of 
how scribes from the three identified scribal practices transmitted the biblical text in different 
ways, thus highlighting the need to incorporate scribal practice and historical linguistics into 
analyses and explanations of such textual variation. Psalm 139 was selected first in order to 
furnish a stark comparison of textual transmission from a “translator” scribe (namely, that of the 
Great Psalms Scroll) and MT. Psalm 118 was selected second in order to contrast, as much as 
possible, how scribes from all three scribal groups transmitted the same psalm. And Psalm 18 
was selected last to show how the “mirror” scribal practice, which is admittedly by far the most 
common group among the witnesses, corresponds virtually exactly to the MT scribal practice, at 
least linguistically speaking. 
The purpose of these case studies is to answer the question: “Does the recognition of 
variant scribal practices best serve to explain sufficiently the variation? And does the proposed 
schema serve well as a tool to evaluate such variation?” To be clear, the evaluations contained 
herein are therefore not meant to provide final text-critical decisions as to what may or may not 
be archetypal or preferred readings. Instead they are meant to show that recognizing variant 
scribal practices using the proposed schema serves well to explain the variation found among the 
witnesses.
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The comprehensive131 database used for identifying variation was produced by the author 
from an exhaustive collation of all variation of the DSS from L, in addition to consulting the MT 
collations noted in Kenn.132 In addition, all “non-biblical” Qumran compositions which appear to 
quote or allude to a “biblical” psalm, and critical editions of the relevant ancient versions were 
consulted.133 The “biblical” Hebrew data can be found in the appendix.
We will now proceed to the case studies which test the validity and utility of the proposed 
schema for classifying and explaining textual variation.
6.3 Psalm 139 Case Study
This first case study compares MT and the Great Psalms Scroll, which is prototypical of the 
“translator” scribe.134 So the question to be tested will be: “Do we observe systematic attempts on 
the part of the scribe to update the linguistic character of the text so that the orthography, 
phonology, morphology, grammar, structure, word choice and/or sense is as clear and 
unambiguous as possible for their intended reader?” To the degree that the answer is yes, the 
more we will expect to see manifest the linguistic features which distinguish Qumran Hebrew 
131 Comprehensive in the sense that all textual variation, no matter how minor, is taken into account.
132 Benjamin Kennicott, Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum Cum Variis Lectionibus (Oxford: Clarendon, 1778–80).
133 Namely, Alfred Rahlfs, ed., Psalmi cum Odis. 3rd ed.; Septuaginta; Vetus Testamentum Graecum 10 (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1979); International Organization for the Study of the Old, Testament and Institute 
Peshitta, The Old Testament in Syriac according to the Peshitta version (Leiden: Brill, 1972); Frederick Field, 
Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt. sive Veterum interpretum Graecorum in totum Vetus Testamentum fragmenta 
Tomus I–II (Oxford: Clarendon, 1875); Robert Weber, Roger Gryson, and Bonifatius Fischer, Biblia Sacra: iuxta 
Vulgatam versionem (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2007); and Armin Lange and Matthias Weigold, Biblical 
Quotations and Allusions and Illusions in Second Temple Jewish Literature (eds. Vered Noam et al.; Journal of 
Ancient Judaism Supplements 5; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2001). Cf. “Sigla and Abbreviations” for the 
sigla used for the versions in the case studies.
134 Cf. chapter 4.2 for a description of this proto-typical scribe.
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(QH) from the Hebrew of the MT. Note that this includes attempts135 to disambiguate 
syntactically difficult passages. 
The study will begin at Psalm 139:8 since Psalm 139:1-7 is not extant in the Great Psalms 
Scroll, or any other Qumran witness. Note that the overall purpose of these case studies is to 
illustrate how recognizing variant scribal practices using the proposed schema serves well for 
explaining and evaluating textual variation since linguistic variation can be identified as such. So 
if certain linguistic and other distinct textual features persist in one proposed scribal practice over 
another, this suggests that the groupings of chapter 4 are valid identifiers of scribal affinity, and 
that the proposed schema is a useful tool for identifying them. A relatively literal translation of 
the Great Psalms Scroll reading is also provided for each verse in italics.
Psalm 139:8
ִאם־ֶאַ֣סּק ָ֭שַׁמיִם ָ֣שׁם ֑אָָתּה ְואִַ֖צּיָעה ְשּׁ֣אוֹל ִהֶנָּֽךּ׃  MT
שאול הנכה  Great Psalms Scroll 20:1
…in the grave, you are there.
The only variation, הנכה , could be considered either orthographical or morphological. It is an 
orthographical variation in the sense that הנך  and חנכה  are pronounced the same, yet spelled 
differently. And it is a morphological variation in the sense that the כה - suffix is part of a schema 
which incorporates -ָה  with pronouns and verbal forms.136 Regardless, we will come to recognize 
that this longer spelling of the second person masculine singular suffix is a ubiquitous feature of 
“translator” witnesses and QH. Thus it is to be expected among “translator” witnesses in contrast 
135 The word “attempts” is key since arguably many attempts of disambiguation were inept. Cf., e.g., Psalm 139:14.
136 For example, cases of the suffix כמה - versus כם - are morphological, not orthographical, variations.
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to the shorter spelling (ך-) found ubiquitously in “mirror” witnesses and MT.137 To be sure, 
among all the Qumran psalms witnesses there is never a long spelling in MT which has a 
corresponding short spelling in any Qumran psalms witness.138 This is consistent with what 
Abegg notes: “It has been argued that these data are explicable in terms of the existence of two 
alternative paradigms arising from internal processes within Hebrew, comparable in some ways 
to the situation in Samaritan Hebrew.”139 Accordingly, the ratio in “non-biblical” Qumran texts is 
2582 long to 882 short (thus long about 66% of the time), and in L 38 long to 6879 short (thus 
long about 0.6% of the time). 
Psalm 139:9
ֶאָ֥שּׂא ַכנְֵפי־ָ֑שַׁחר ֶ֝אְשְׁכּנָ ֗ה ְבּאֲַחִ֥רית ָיֽם׃  MT 
אשאה כנפי שחר אשכונה באחרית ים  Great Psalms Scroll 20:1
I take the wings of the dawn. I dwell on the end of the sea.
The variations are both morphological. In both forms, אשאה  and אשכונה , the Great Psalms Scroll 
preserves the longer so-called cohortative form to denote the indicative in the first person.140 This 
is a prominent feature of QH.141 And as we will come to recognize, it is therefore to be expected 
from a “translator” witness whose linguistic profile has been updated.142 And in the form אשכונה  
we see a יקטולו  yiqtol form, which occurs in QH, though never in MT (except in pause, as in 
137 Cf. HDSS §322.12 and Reymond §3.2 for a discussion of this morpheme.
138 The sole exception may be 5/6HevPsalms f13ii:8 / Psa 31:6, though Kenn attests to many MT mss with the 
shorter ending.
139 LPIS, 33.
140 Accordingly, the versions do not support reading a cohortative force. G reads ἐὰν ἀναλάβοιµι (some mss ἐὰν 
ἀναλάβω) “if were to take up,” S ܘܐܢ ܐܪ%&  “if I lift up,” VLXX and VHeb si ascendero “if I will have ascended,” 
and T אזקוף  “I will lift up.”
141 Cf. HDSS §310.122.
142 In the Great Psalms Scroll such a variation occurs also at 11QPsalmsa 8:11 / Psa 119:47; 6:8 / Psa 132:16; and 
20:2 / Psa 139:11 [which is found below]). In one place, though (11QPsalmsa 16:14 / Psa 145:5), MT has the longer 
form where the Great Psalms Scroll has the shorter yiqtol form ( אשיח ).
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יְִשׁ֑כּוֹנוּ  in Psa 102:29). Therefore it is also to be expected in a “translator” witness.143 So if one 
were not aware of this linguistic feature found in witnesses of this scribal practice and/or did not 
have a schema to identify it as linguistic and not substantive, one might assume that the variation 
אשאה  was substantive (that is, a change in the conceptual signified).
Psalm 139:10
ַגּם־ָ֭שׁם יְָדê֣ ַתנְֵ֑חנִי ְוֽתֹאֲחֵז֥נִי יְִמיֶנêֽ׃  MT
שם ידכה תנחני ותאחזני ימינכה    Great Psalms Scroll 20:1-2
There you hand led me, and your right hand held me fast.
The first variation is one where MT and the ancient versions read גם , and the Great Psalms Scroll 
has no corresponding reading.144 In the Great Psalms Scroll this is most likely an erroneous 
variation due to homoioteleuton with ים גם שם  since the ancient versions appear to render it and 
there is no apparent precedent in the scribal practice for omitting such a word in such a context. 
The other two variations, ידכה  and ימינכה , are the expected longer second masculine singular 
endings discussed above.145
Psalm 139:11
ָו ֭אַֹמר אַì־חֹ ֶ֣שׁì יְשׁוֵּ֑פנִי ְ֝וַ֗ליְָלה ֣אוֹר ַבֲּעֵדֽנִי׃  MT
ואומרה אך חושך ישופני ולילה אז}}ו{{ר בעדי  Great Psalms Scroll 20:2-3
And I said, indeed darkness sweeps over me, and night has girded {is girded} around me.
143 For a discussion of this feature cf. HDSS §200.27, §311.13; LPIS §3.12; LLBIS, 140-145 and 566-67; Reymond 
§4.7; and Shelomo Morag, “Qumran Hebrew: Some Typological Observations,” VT 38/2 (1988), 155. Abegg notes 
with Sáenz-Badillos that: “The orthography here clearly indicates a tradition at variance with the Tiberian but with 
certain similarities to Samaritan Hebrew and to the Greek transcriptions. The phenomenon could be due, at least in 
part to penultimate stress…” LPIS, 32.
144 Note that Kenn ms 117 reads an omission here as well, which most likely is also an erroneous mechanical error. 
Corresponding to ַגּם  G reads καὶ γάρ “and also,” S ܘܐܦ  “and also,” VLXX etenim “for also,” VHeb etiam “also,” and 
T לחוד  “also.”
145 Cf. Psalm 139:8.
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The first word ואומרה  contains two variations. The first is the expected longer so-called 
cohortative form in the first person singular discussed above,146 and the second is the 
orthographical addition of a waw mater lectionis for an o-class vowel. While this certainly does 
occur in MT, it is more consistently used in QH as the use of matres lectionis appears to have 
increased from EBH to LBH, and beyond. Indeed, Abegg notes that: “The use of waw to indicate 
a vowel increased noticeably from EBH to LBH, and became quite characteristic of QSP, with 
80% of ‘non-biblical’ mss from Qumran incorporating it consistently as a vowel letter, and less 
than 50% of “biblical” mss doing so.”147 Therefore it is to be expected from a “translator” 
witness. The next variation, חושך , is also the expected orthographical addition of a waw mater 
lectionis for an o-class vowel.
The following word אז}}ו{{ר  contains both an original and corrected reading, neither of 
which corresponds to MT, which reads אוֹר  “light”.148 The original reading presumably read a 
passive participle ( אָזוּר ) “and night (is) girded around me.” And the corrected reading 
presumably read a Qal perfect ( אָזַר ) “and night has girded around me.” Both are substantive 
substitution variations which seem to address the difficulty of night becoming light.149 Another 
possibility is that the corrector knew of the MT reading and supposed it to be a graphic error in 
which the ז was mistaken forfו. Nevertheless, either reading appears to solve a difficult reading, 
which, as we will come to recognize, is to be expected from a “translator” scribe. 
The last variation, בעדי , appears to be morphological with a change from the obsolete or 
146 Cf. Psalm 139:9
147 Cf.  LPIS §1.1. Cf also HDSS §100.2 and LLBIS 126–148.
148 Cf. DJD 4, 41 where Sanders notes the erasure of ו after ז. Note that most of the ancient versions support MT 
here. That is, G reads φωτισµός “illumination,” S ()*ܪ  “will illumine,” VLXX illuminatio “illumination,” and VHeb 
lux “light.”
149 This is presumably why T reads קביל  “darkened.”
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rare form with the long first person singular suffix בעדני  to the more common form with the short 
first person singular suffixf בעדי f.150 Indeed, the long form occurs only here in L or the Qumran 
“biblical” and “non-biblical” corpora. As we will recognize, this tendency to make the linguistic 
profile of texts clear and unambiguous is to be expected from a “translator” witness. As stated in 
Psalm 139:9 above, here we see the need to incorporate a linguistic perspective into text-critical 
discussions. A lack of this perspective can be seen in, for example, the textual commentator 
Dahood’s work on this passage since he does not incorporate scribal practice or historical 
linguistics into his discussion of why MT preserved this form. Instead he proposes that the use of 
בעדני  over בעדי  can be explained as a desire for assonance with ישופני  in the previous verse.151
Psalm 139:12
ַגּם־חֶֹשׁì֮ ïֽא־יְַחִ֪שׁיì ִ֫מֶ֥מּê ְו ַ֭ליְָלה ַכּ֣יּוֹם יִָ֑איר ַ֝כֲּחֵשׁיָ֗כה ָכּאוָֹֽרה׃  MT
גם חושך לוא יחשך ממכה ולילה כיום יאיר כחושך כאור  Great Psalms Scroll 20:3-4
Even darkness is not too dark for you, and night is bright as the day. As is darkness so is light.
The first variation, חושך , is the same orthographical addition of a waw mater lectionis for an o-
class vowel discussed in Psalm 139:11 above, and is therefore expected. The second is the 
orthographical variation of the negation particle לוא  instead of לא , which is more typical of QH 
than the Hebrew of the MT.152 Thus it is to be expected from a “translator” witness.
The third variation, יחשך , is an orthographical lack of a yod mater lectionis for an i-class 
vowel (if indeed a Hiphil form is to be read). While this variation is not to be expected since such 
an omission does not clarify meaning or disambiguate and is not typical of QH over the Hebrew 
150 A similar variation, that is, a change from an obsolete or rare form to a more common one, occurs also in 
11QPsalmsa fEii:3 / Psa 104:23 with a change from עדי  to עד . Also note that G appears to support MT in reading ἐν 
τῇ τρυφῇ µου “in my delight,” since the most likely retroversion is ְבֵּעֶדנִּי *.
151 Cf. Mitchell J. Dahood, Psalms 3 (New York: Doubleday, 1970), 292.
152 Cf. HDSS §100.5. Reymond §3.5.
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of the MT, it is not wholly unexpected. This is because in the Great Psalm Scroll (disregarding 
the spellings of the proper nouns דויד  and ירושלים ) a yod mater lectionis for an i-class vowel is 
used four or five times when it is not used in L, and not used two times when it is used in L, 
including here.153 Thus the use of a yod mater lectionis for an i-class vowel seems to be relatively 
fluid among the differing scribal practices. Alternatively, יחשך  could be read as a Qal ( יְַחַשׁךְ ), 
which is arguably an easier reading than an “internal Hiphil.”154 The fourth variation, ממכה , is the 
expected longer second masculine singular ending.155 
The fifth variation, כחושך כאור , is a lexical156 change from the presumably rare or obsolete 
forms חשיכה  and אורה  to the more common forms חושך  andf אור , as occurred with בעדי  in Psalm 
139:11 above. Accordingly, חשיכה  occurs 6x in L, whereas חושך  occurs 80x in L. And אורה  occurs 
3x in L, whereas אור  occurs 122x in L.157 So such a change to a more common form is not 
unexpected in a “translator” witness.
Psalm 139:13
ִכּֽי־֭אַָתּה ָקִ֣ניָת ִכְליָֹ֑תי ְ֝תֻּסֵ֗כּנִי ְבֶּ֣בֶטן ִאִמּֽי׃  MT
כי אתה קניתה כליותי תסוכני בבטן אמי  Great Psalms Scroll 20:4-5
For it was you who formed my kidneys. You knit me together in the womb of my mother.
153 The use of a yod mater lectionis for an i-class vowel in 11QPsalmsa when lacking in MT include סיגים  in 11:15 / 
Psa 119:119, [f אוית]יה  in 6:7 / Psa 132:14, נשיׄ֯א]ים  in 14:15 / Psa 135:7 (which, per Kenn, has MT mss support for 
reading נשיאים ),f תרהיבני  in 21:5 / Psa 138:3, and also יכתירו  in 25:5 / Psa 142:8 (in which Kenn ms 43 reads ויכתיריך ). 
Accordingly, the lack of a yod mater lectionis for an i-class vowel in 11QPsalmsa when used in MT include only 
here and והעבר  in 15:15 / Psa 136:14. Cf. HDSS §100.32, Reymond §3.2, and LPIS, 26 for more information on the 
use of yod as a mater lectionis in Qumran Hebrew.
154 Note that in the glosses from DCH “be dark,” HALOT “become dark,” and BDB “hide, conceal” this occurrence 
with the Hiphil is the only entry cited for the gloss.
155 Cf. Psalm 139:8.
156 Or perhaps grammatical, if one views the two forms as grammatical variants of the same word (one being 
masculine, the other feminine) instead of two distinct words from the same verbal root. Cf. chapter 5 for a 
discussion of what constitutes a lexical and a grammatical variation.
157 Note also that G’s reading τὸ σκότος αὐτῆς...τὸ φῶς αὐτῆς “its darkness…its light,” and Symmachus’ reading 
ὅµοιον τὸ σκότος καὶ τὸ φῶς αὐτῆς “like the darkness and its light” apparently also support L’s consonantal reading 
since they are most likely retroverted as “ כחשיכהּ כאורהּ .”
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The first variation, קניתה , is the longer second masculine singular ending, which is much more 
typical of QH than the Hebrew of the MT.158 Thus it is expected. The second variation, כליותי , is 
the expected waw mater lectionis for an o-class vowel.159 The final variation, תסוכני , is the use of 
a waw mater lectionis for a u-class vowel, which again is more typical of QH than the Hebrew of 
the MT, and particularly characteristic of the Great Psalms Scroll.160 Thus it is also expected.
Psalm 139:14
ֽאוְֹדê֗ ַ֤על ִ֥כּי נוָֹר֗אוֹת נִ ְ֫פֵ֥ליִתי נְִפָלִ֥אים ַמֲעֶ֑שׂיê ְ֝ונְַפִ֗שׁי יַֹ֥דַעת ְמאֹ ֽד׃  MT
אודכה על כי נורא אתה נפלא֯ות נפלאים מעשיכה ונפשי ידעת מואדה  Great Psalms Scroll 20:5-6
I praise you because you are awesome. Wonders of wonders are your works, and my soul knows 
it very much.
The variations אודכה  and מעשיכה  display the expected longer second masculine singular suffix 
discussed above.161 The second variation involves a substantive change from the MT reading 
נוָֹראוֹת נְִפֵליִתי  to נורא אתה נפלא֯ות . We will first begin with the MT reading נוָֹראוֹת נְִפֵליִתי  and assume 
it represents the Vorlage of the Great Psalms Scroll scribe, seeing as, among other factors, it has 
versional support.162 Concerning נוָֹראוֹת  here, WO §10.2.2e and GKC §118.5b read an accusative 
158 Cf. HDSS §310.11 where Qimron notes that such orthography is “very frequent” in Qumran Hebrew.
159 Cf. Psalm 139:11.
160 Cf. HDSS §100.2; Reymond §3.2; LLBIS, 126-148; and LPIS §1.1. Note that it is used 37x in 11QPsalmsa when 
not used in MT, and omitted only once (in 11QPsalmsa 27:4 / Psa 140:3).
161 Cf. Psalm 139:8.
162 Rahlfs’s Old Greek supports the MT reading of נוָֹראוֹת  in reading φοβερῶς ἐθαυµαστώθην “awesomely I have 
been made wonderful,” citing Codex Sinaiticus, the Sahidic (vid. “as it seems”), and an Old Latin witness (LaG) 
against the other witnesses (rel. “the others”), which read φοβερῶς ἐθαυµαστώθης “awesomely you have been made 
wonderful.” Accordingly VLXX  reads terribiliter magnificatus es “awesomely you are wonderful,” VHeb terribiliter 
magnificasti “awesomely you have made wonderful,” S ܬܕ-.ܪܬܐ ܕ/0݂2ܬ . “the wonder(s) that you have done,” 
and T דחילן פרישית  “you have wonderfully done awesome things.”
Also note that many MT mss per Kenn preserve the root aleph of the root √ פלא  and so read נפלאתי . Concerning the 
omission of aleph in mss such as L, Dahood notes: “[I]t is not necessary to supply an extra aleph with 11QPsa, since 
the evidence quoted at Ps lx 11 proves that when the same consonant (especially aleph) ended one word and began 
the next, it was often written but once;” Mitchell J. Dahood, Psalms 3 (New York: Doubleday, 1970), 293.
Note also that the versional evidence does not support the Great Psalms Scroll reading.
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participle of manner, rendering “fearfully” and “in a fearful” manner, respectively. Accordingly, 
HALOT and BDB cite GKC to suggest an adverbial use here. DCH reads an adverbial use, but 
also provides an emendation to נוֵֹראָת  “you are feared.”163 Concerning נְִפֵליִתי , BDB reads a 
denominative Nifal “be extraordinary, wonderful.” HALOT reads “be unusual, wonderful,” and 
DCH read “be wonderful.” Thus MT appears to read: “I praise you because awesomely I have 
been made wonderful. Your works are wonderful, and my soul knows it very much.” So given 
the suggestion of emendation above and the mere fact that the “translator” scribe saw the need to 
undertake a substantive revision, MT admittedly preserves a difficult reading. And as we will 
come to recognize, the “translator” scribe attempts to disambiguate syntactically difficult 
passages in such cases.
Thus instead of נוָֹראוֹת  the Great Psalms Scroll reads a singular Nifal participle נורא  which 
acts as the predicate for the following pronoun אתה , referring to YHWH. So the Great Psalms 
Scroll reads: “You are awesome.” This is close to the conjecture given in DCH (above). Then 
instead of נְִפֵליִתי  the Great Psalms Scroll reads נפלא֯ות , followed by נפלאים מעשיכה . Here DCH 
proposes reading the Great Psalms Scroll as “wonders of wonders are your creations,” 
presumably viewing נפלא֯ות  as a substantive “wonderful things” in the construct state with the 
following נפלאים f.164 Presumably נפלא֯ות  is a substantive in the construct state. Otherwise reading 
an adjectival predicate would produce a grammatical difficulty since there would be a feminine 
predicate corresponding to a masculine subject ( מעשיכה ).
What explains the variation? This may be a case of an erroneous variation (that is, 
unintentional change) caused by ineptitude (that is, a scribe’s failure to understand their 
163 Cf. DCH √ ירא  Nifal.
164 Cf. DCH √ מעשה . Note also here DSSB simply reads “wondrous.”
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Vorlage).165 This is to say, perhaps the scribe was not familiar with the relatively rare accusative 
of manner usage of נוָֹראוֹת  since in what is extant of the Qumran “biblical” and “non-biblical” 
corpora and MT, there are no other such adverbial uses of נוָֹראוֹת .f166 And so the scribe first simply 
produced an unambiguous reading נורא אתה  “you are awesome.” Likewise regarding נפלא֯ות  for 
נְִפֵליִתי  (or possibly for the more graphically similar נפלאתי , per other MT mss in Kenn), this may 
also be a case of erroneous variation caused by ineptitude. Perhaps the scribe was not familiar 
with the rare form נְִפֵליִתי  since its only attestation in MT is here and it never occurs in what is 
extant in the Qumran “biblical” and “non-biblical” corpora. And so the scribe instead produced 
the unambiguous reading נפלא֯ות נפלאים מעשיכה  “wonders of wonders are your works.”167 
Regardless of how the variation is explained, though, as expected the scribe attempted to produce 
an unambiguous reading, even if it may appear to be inept. 
Again, here we see the need to incorporate a linguistic perspective into text-critical 
discussions since, for example, the textual commentator Hossfeld does not incorporate scribal 
practice or historical linguistics into his discussions of this variant. Instead he acknowledges the 
difficulties that interpreting the כי  clause with the divine predicate (here נורא אתה ) creates, gives 
no explanation for why it occurs, and then refers the reader to Dahmen. Dahmen, in turn, 
attributes the variant “at first glance” (auf den ersten Blick) to dittography and then affirms how 
the grammatical difficulties concerning נפלא֯ות  (presumably the difficulty of having a feminine 
predicate refer to a masculine noun [ מעשיכה ]) confirm the Great Psalms Scrolls’ secondary and 
165 Cf. chapter 5.
166 The NRSV, among others, renders the other four occurrences (Isa 64:2; Psa 45:5; 65:6; and 106:22) of נוָֹראוֹת  in 
the Hebrew Bible as “awesome deeds.” Likewise the six occurrences of נוָֹראוֹת  in the Qumran “non-biblical” corpus 
(4Q266 f1a_b:6; 4Q286 f1ii:5; 4Q287 f3:1; 4Q491 f11i:8; 4Q504 f8R:3; and 4Q511 f35:5) do not appear to be 
adverbial. For uses of the accusative of manner, cf. GKC §118.5 and WO §10.2.2.
167 Cf. DCH √ מעשה .
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dependent status to the MT reading.168
The last variation, מואדה , is both orthographical with the waw mater lectionis, and 
morphological with the addition of a long heh suffix. Note that מואדה  occurs in the Qumran 
“biblical” and “non-biblical” corpora, but never in MT. Thus it is a solid identifier of a variant 
scribal practice from that which the MT corpora uses, and so it is to be expected from a 
“translator” scribe. With regard to the morphological aspect of the variation, it appears that the 
heh suffix has been added to the adverb מאד  “very” to serve to disambiguate from reading the 
noun מאד  “power” with the result that it no longer has the syntactical function or force of 
designating direction.169
Psalm 139:15
ïא־נְִכַ֥חד ָעְצִ֗מי ִ֫מֶ֥מָּךּ ֲאֶשׁר־ֻעֵ֥שּׂיִתי ַבֵ֑סֶּתר ֻ֝רַ֗קְּמִתּי ְבַּֽתְחִתּ֥יּוֹת ֽאֶָרץ׃  MT
לוא נכחד עצבי ממכה אשר עשית֯י בסתר רוקמתי בתחתיות ארץ fGreat Psalms Scroll 20:6-7
My idol has not been hidden from you, which I made in secret. I have been embroidered in the 
depths of the earth.
The first variation, לוא , is the expected orthographical waw mater lectionis for an o-class 
vowel.170 The second variation, עצבי , appears to be an erroneous graphical confusion of ב and מ.f171 
The third variation, ממכה , is the expected longer second masculine singular ending, here 
occurring with a preposition.172
168 Cf. Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, Erich Zenger, Linda M. Maloney, and Klaus Baltzer, Psalms 3: a Commentary on 
Psalms 101-150 (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2011), 536; and Ulrich Dahmen, Psalmen- Und Psalter-Rezeption Im 
Frühjudentum: Rekonstruktion, Textbestand, Struktur und Pragmatik der Psalmenrolle 11Qpsa aus Qumran 
(Leiden: Brill, 2003), 205.
169 Cf. LPIS, 36; Reymond, §5.9; and HDSS §340. Note that among any Qumran “non-biblical” ms that references a 
proto-canonical psalm, מאדה  is spelled defectively only once (in 4Q177 f12_13i:3 / Psa 6:4).
170 Cf. Psalm 139:11 and Psalm 139:12.
171 Note that all the ancient versions appear to support the consonantal text of MT meaning “my bone” (G reads τὸ 
ὀστοῦν µου, S 34̈-5 , VLXX os meum, VHeb ossa mea, and T גרמי ).
172 Cf. Psalm 139:8.
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Though it is admittedly uncertain, עשית֯י  in the Great Psalms Scroll may be a Qal form, 
and not a Pual form like MT, which appears to read: “My frame was not hidden from you when I 
was made in secret.” This is because 1) besides עשית֯י  here, the Great Psalms Scroll preserves 
four Pual forms,173 of which two contain a waw mater lectionis.174 In addition, the ancient 
versions are split between active (G, S, and VLXX) and passive readings (Aquila, Symmachus, 
VHeb, and T); and 2) an active Qal reading is arguably easier since it involves the much more 
common relative use of the particle אשר  “which I made” over the quite rare temporal use of אשר  
“when I was made” or concessive use “although I was made.”175 The last variation, רוקמתי , is the 
expected use of a waw mater lectionis for a u-class vowel.176
Psalm 139:16
 MT ָגְּלִ֤מי ׀ ָ֘ר֤אוּ ֵעינֶ ֗יê ְוַעֽל־ִסְפְרê֮ ֻכָּ֪לּם יִָ֫כֵּ֥תבוּ יִָ֥מים יָֻ֑צּרוּ ְוïא ֶאָ֣חד ָבֶּהֽם׃ 
Great Psalms Scroll 20:7-9 גלמי ראו עיניכה ועל ספריכה כולם יכתבו ימים יצרו ולו באח מהמה.
Your eyes saw my unformed body; and in your books all of them were written, (namely), days 
(for) its formation, and for it with a member from them.
The first and second variations, עיניכה  and ספריכה , contain the expected longer second masculine 
singular ending.177 The second variation, ספריכה , is a substantive substitutional variation in which 
the plural form is used instead of the singular. In the Great Psalms Scroll (in comparison to L) a 
noun is changed from singular to plural 23x, and from plural to singular 13x. Each individual 
occurrence needs to be analyzed in detail before a discernible pattern or possible theological 
motive might be identified. So for the scope of this thesis it may suffice to say tentatively that 
173 They are 3:9 / Psa 122:3; 16:10 / Psa 145:3; 20:6 / Psa 139:15; 20:7 / Psa 139:15; and 20:8 / Psa 139:16.
174 Note that 20:8 / Psa 139:16 is addressed below.
175 Cf. DCH 4d which proposes “how or although,” here, and BDB 3 which proposes reading here “I who was 
wrought in secret (=  though I was wrought in secret).”
176 Cf. Psalm 139:13.
177 Cf. Psalm 139:8.
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since singular to plural variations are found among Qumran psalms witnesses of varying scribal 
practices, it is likely not a pattern to be identified with any particular scribal practice.178 
The third variation, כולם , is the use of a waw mater lectionis for a u-class vowel, which is 
expected, especially with the word כול .f179 While not clearly a variation, the form יצרו  might be 
expected to contain a waw mater lectionis if it were to be read as a Pual, as it is in MT.180 Two 
alternatives to the MT reading thus present themselves. One is to read a Qal qatal form “they 
formed,” and the other is to read a noun + pronominal suffix “its formation.” The form one reads 
depends on how the final clause of the verse is understood (see below).
The final clause in both the Great Psalms Scroll and MT has been considered a “troubled 
text.”181 So we will consider briefly each variation before considering the clause as a whole. 
Many MT mss (and the Kethib in L) read ולא , whereas many MT mss (and the Qere in L), plus 
the Great Psalms Scroll, read ולו .f182 So it may be an orthographical variation (two ways of writing 
“not”) or a substitutional one (“and not” versus “and for it”). Next, MT (and all the ancient 
versions)183 reads אחד  “one,” whereas the Great Psalms Scroll reads a substitutional variation באח  
“with a member.”184 The last variation, מהמה  (versus ָבֶּהם ), has the support of some MT mss and 
Symmachus.185 While this could be an erroneous graphic confusion of ב and מ, it could also be a 
178 The following are the psalms witnesses in which singular to plural variations are found, with their ranking in ( ): 
4Q Catena A (N/A) [note this is a Pesher], 4QPsalmsa (.68), 4QPsalmsb (.06), 4QPsalmsd (.34), 4QPsalmse (.32), 
4QPsalmsh (.08) , 4QPsalmsk (.22), 4QPsalmsw (0), and 11QPsalmsc (.51).
179 Cf. Psalm 139:13.
180 Cf. the discussion concerning עשית֯י  in Psalm 139:15 above.
181 Cf. DSSB.
182 Cf. 2 Sam 18:12; 19:7; et alia for the same variation in the MT Qere and Kethib.
183 G reads καὶ οὐθεὶς ἐν αὐτοῖς “and no one among them,” S ܘ678 9*ܘܢ ܐ(:  “and no one among them,” VLXX et 
nemo in eis “and no one among them,” VHeb et non est una in eis “and there is not one day among them,”, and T ולית  
בחד חד ביניהון  “but on a single day among them.”
184 Cf. √ אח  in DCH 3 and HALOT 4 for the meaning “member” or “companion.”
185 Note that G, S, Theodotion, Aquila, VLXX, VHeb, and T, all appear to read -ב.
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lexical variation due to issues of valency concerning the prepositionf-ב.ff186 In addition, this 
variation preserves the so-called long suffix, which is found much more commonly in QH over 
the Hebrew of the MT, and therefore is to be expected from a “translator” witness.187 
Thus the final clause of the passage in the Great Psalms Scroll may read: “and for it with 
a member from them.”188 The overall thought is that during each of the days in which the 
different members of the speaker’s body were being formed, YHWH wrote each one down in his 
books. Alternatively, this may be an erroneous variation of some type since the reading is not 
very clear, as we would expect from an intentional change (that is, substantive) by a “translator” 
scribe.189 If this variation is indeed deemed erroneous, this may suggest that erroneous variations 
are more prone to occur in “translator” witnesses than in “mirror” witnesses, though more 
investigation needs to be done using the proposed schema to form a solid conclusion. However, 
if it is deemed to be an intentional or substantive variation, then the final clauses refer to the days 
of the formation of the speaker’s body which were written in YHWH’s books instead of the days 
of the speaker’s life that were written in YHWH’s book (MT).
Psalm 139:17
 MT ְוִ֗לי ַמה־יְָּק֣רוּ ֵרֶ֣עיê ֵ֑אל ֶ֥מה ָ֝עְצמוּ ָראֵשׁיֶהֽם׃
Great Psalms Scroll 20:9 לי מה יקרו רעיך אל על מה עצמו ר^א^שיהם
And how precious to me are your thoughts, God. Why are the sums of them numerous?
186 Note that among substitutions of prepositions in the psalms witnesses, per Kenn collations only changes 
involving -ב have mixed MT readings. This suggests a certain degree of variation with at least certain uses of ב-  
among MT witnesses.
187 Cf. HDSS §321.16, §322.18; and LPIS §3.241.
188 Cf. the DSSB “even for it with its corresponding member from them all.”
189 Cf. chapter 5 for the rationale and explanation of the schema’s terminology.
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The first variation, על , is perhaps more interesting than it initially appears. However one 
categorizes the variation depends on how the syntax of the presumed Vorlage (that is, MT’s 
reading) is understood. That is to say, is the second hemistich parallel in meaning to the first 
hemistich (“In which way are your thoughts precious”), thus reading: “In which way (= ֶמה ) is 
their sum numerous?” Or does the second hemistich instead read “for what reason (= ֶמה ) are 
their sums numerous?”, perhaps in anticipation of the challenge presented in v. 18, as the Great 
Psalms Scroll reads explicitly with על מה  (“for what reason”)?190 
If the two hemistichs are seen as parallel in meaning (that is, “in which way… in which 
way…”), then the Great Psalms Scroll preserves a substantive addition since the second 
hemistich is asking a different kind of question. But if the two hemistichs are not seen as parallel 
in syntax (that is, “In which way… For what reason…”), then the Great Psalms Scroll preserves 
a linguistic syntactical variation which clarifies the ambiguous meaning of מה  in the second 
clause (that is, it clarifies that it means “for what reason” instead of “in which way”).
The second variation, רשיהם  (the uncorrected reading in the Great Psalms Scroll), is a 
phonological one, resulting from a weakened guttural.191
Psalm 139:18
MT ֶ֭אְסְפֵּרם ֵמ֣חוֹל יְִר֑בּוּן ֱ֝הִקיצֹ ִ֗תי ְועוִֹ֥די ִעָמּìֽ׃ 
אספרם מחול ירבון הקיצותי ועוד עמכה  Great Psalms Scroll 20:10
(If) I try to count them, they outnumber the sand. I came to the end — and still (I am) with you.
First of all, it is worthy to note that the paragogic nun in the Great Psalms Scroll ( ירבון ) is not 
omitted, as it frequently is, and so might be expected from a “translator” witness. Presumably it 
190 Note that per Kenn MT mss here read ומה .
191 Cf. HDSS §200.11; Reymond §4.3; LPIS §2.11. Note also that retaining the א may serve to clarify the semantic 
root, so as not to read, e.g., רש  “poor,” which would be expected from a “translator” scribe.
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is frequently omitted from the Great Psalms Scroll because it was rare in contemporary speech 
and/or writing, as it is rare in QH.192 
The first variation, הקיצותי , is the expected orthographical waw mater lectionis for an o-
class vowel.193 The second variation, ועוד , is either a substantive omission since there is no suffix, 
or perhaps a linguistic syntactical variation in which a redundant suffix was omitted (redundant 
since the first person context is clear from the preceding verb). A pronominal suffix is not 
omitted in any other Qumran “biblical” witness, though, it is more common to see עוד  written 
without one. The last variation, עמכה , is the expected longer second masculine singular ending, 
here with a preposition.194
Psalm 139:19
 MT ִאם־ִתְּקטֹ ֖ל ֱא֥לוַֹהּ ׀ ָרָ֑שׁע ְואַנְֵ֥שׁי ָ֝דִ֗מים ֣סוּרוּ ֶמֽנִּי
אם תקטול אלה רשע אנשי דמים סור מני  Great Psalms Scroll 20:10-11
If you would slay, O God, the wicked, people of bloodshed. Turn from me…
The first variation, תקטול , is the expected orthographical waw mater lectionis for an o-class 
vowel.195 In contrast, the second variation, אלה , is either an unexpected omission of a waw mater 
lectionis for an o-class vowel (if L is considered the antecedent text),196 or there is no variation if 
one of the many other MT mss (which also read אלה ) is considered the antecedent text.197 The 
third variation, אנשי , is an omission of conjunctive waw. Either the antecedent text was that of 
192 Cf. HDSS §310.127 where Qimron states that it is “practically unused.” However, this has showed itself to be an 
overstatement, reflecting instead the Great Isaiah Scroll to a great degree, as Abegg notes in LPIS, 36. Note that 10 
of the 16 additions are in the Torah, with 5 occurring in tefillin, and that among the Psalms witnesses a paragogic 
nun is never added by Qumran mss when not present in MT, supporting the that statement that it was at least a rare 
feature of Qumran Hebrew.
193 Cf. Psalm 139:11. Note that per Kenn, some MT mss הקצותי ,הקצתי , and הקיצותי .
194 Cf. Psalm 139:8.
195 Cf. Psalm 139:11.
196 Cf. DJD 4, 41.
197 Note that waw as a mater lectionis for an o-class vowel is omitted (in contrast to L) in the Great Psalms Scroll 5x, 
and 4 (!) have MT mss support per Kenn (the sole exception being at 23:16 / Psa 144:6 for ברק  versus ברוק ).
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Kenn mss 35 and 201, which also does not contain a conjunctive waw,198 or the waw was omitted 
so as to more clearly express an appositional relationship between רשע  and אנשי דמים  (see the 
translation above and the analysis of סור  below). Regardless, this substantiates what Abegg states 
in LPIS §4.1: “[V]ariations in the use of waw give evidence to the scribal freedom exercised in 
the late Second Temple period.”199
The last variation, סור , is a substantive substitutional one in which a singular subject is 
addressed instead of a group, as with the plural סוּרוּ  in MT.200 What explains the variation? 
Perhaps the “translator” scribe saw a plural imperative as problematic since in the first hemistich 
and throughout the rest of the psalm the intended addressee is a single person, namely, YHWH. 
And so the singular imperative was perhaps used to show unambiguously that YHWH is the 
intended subject. So, assuming L is indeed the archetype reading, the scribe had perhaps first 
omitted the conjunctive waw so as to make אנשי דמים , “people of bloodshed,” more clearly 
appositional to רשע , “the wicked,” and thus formed a complete sentence (“If you would slay, O 
God, the wicked, (namely), people of bloodshed”) so that the command סור  could begin the next 
thought. Ending the sentence here would also avoid the arguably clumsier beginning to Psalm 
139:20 found in MT which begins with the relative אשר .f201 However, such a transitive use of the 
Qal of סור  instead of Hifil has no precedent.202 So here we most likely see simple scribal 
198 Note that apparent versional support is mixed (G, Symmachus, VHeb contra VLXX, S, and T).
199 For more research into this phenomenon, cf. Jarod T. Jacobs. “A Comprehensive Analysis of the Conjunction 
Waw in the Biblical Dead Sea Scrolls Variants and Their Implications,” MA Thesis. Trinity Western University, 
2008.
200 This is the only time in which the Great Psalms Scroll scribe shifts a verb from plural to singular. The sole 
occurrence of a verb shifting from singular to plural in the Great Psalms Scroll is ישבחו  in 11QPsalmsa 16:12 / Psa 
145:4). Also note some MT mss per Kenn read a plural qatal form ( ָסרוּ ), G, VLXX, and VHeb read a plural 
imperative, and S and T apparently read a plural yiqtol.
201 Note how the NRSV, among others, resorts to using — to bridge the passages.
202 CD 10:9 ( לסור את דעתם ) may be the sole exception, though perhaps there it should be read as a Hifil ַלִסיר .
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ineptitude, unless the Qal סור  is possibly conceived as having a collective singular subject רשע  
“wicked,” thus rendering: “Depart from me, those who…”
It is also noteworthy that the form מני  is retained in the Great Psalms Scroll, despite the 
fact that some MT mss per Kenn give the more common form ממני . Aramaic use may have 
influenced this.
Psalm 139:20
ֲאֶ֣שׁר יֹ ֭אְמֻרê ִלְמזִָ֑מּה נָֻ֖שׂא ַלָ֣שְּׁוא ָעֶֽריê׃  MT
Great Psalms Scroll 20:11-12 אשר יאמרוך למזמה נשאו לשוא עריך
those who mention you for a wicked scheme, (who) used your cities for deceit.
The first variation, יאמרוך , is the expected use of a waw mater lectionis for a u-class vowel.203 The 
second variation, נשאו , is an orthographical variation in which the “translator” scribe uses the 
more common and less ambiguous spelling, as is be expected from a “translator” scribe.204
Psalm 139:21
ֲהֽלוֹא־ְמַשׂנְֶ֖איê יְהָ֥וה ׀ ֶאְשָׂ֑נא ֝וִּבְתקוְֹמֶ֗מיê ֶאְתקוָֹטֽט׃  MT
הלוא משנאיכה יהוה אשנא וממתקוממיכה אתקוטט  Great Psalms Scroll, 20, 12-13
Do I not hate your haters, YHWH? And those who rise up against you I loathe.
It is worth first noting the occurrence of the digraph לֹוא  preceded by ֲה in MT. This pattern 
frequently occurs in MT, and so is not unexpected.205 The first variation, משנאיכה , is the expected 
203 Cf. Psalm 139:13.
204 The textual commentator Kraus also proposes reading with the Great Psalm Scroll when he says: “The text is 
distorted. First of all, נָֻשׂׂא  could be thought of as an irregular spelling for נְָשׂאוּ .” Psalms 60-150: a Commentary 
(Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1989), 511. 
Note that GKC does not considers the Great Psalms Scroll to be erroneous here when it states in §23i:3: “An א is 
sometimes added at the end of the word to a final û, î, or ô …. These examples, however, are not so much instances 
of ‘Arabic orthography’, as early scribal errors, as in … and in נְָשׂוּא  Psalm 139:20 for נְָשׂאוּ .” It is also noteworthy 
that per Kenn’s collations there is no (!) MT mss variation.
205 In L ֲהֽלוֹא  occurs 148x whereas ֲהֽלֹא  occurs 124x. Compare this to how without the interrogative particle לוא  occurs 
191x in L versus לא  which occurs 5188x in L.
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longer second masculine singular ending, occurring here with a participle.206 
The second variation in the Great Psalms Scroll, וממתקוממיכה , presents an expected clear 
and unambiguous reading (“and from those who rise against you”) with the long second 
masculine singular ending on a Hithpolel participle from √ קום , which is to be expected from a 
translator witness. Now, besides the orthographic long second masculine singular ending, this 
variation is two-fold. So each part will be treated separately. 
First, the form מתקוממיכה  is a lexical variation of ְתקוְֹמֶמיê , if (assuming L is the antecedent 
text contra many MT mss)207 MT is read as a form of the substantive ְתּקוֵֹמם  (“one who rises up”), 
instead of a Hithpolel participle from √ קום , as found in the Great Psalms Scroll (and other MT 
mss).208 Second, regarding the preposition, if L is seen as the antecedent reading with the 
preposition -ב, then there is a lexical variation here as well since the Great Psalms Scroll 
preserves a -מ preposition. Such a variation could have occurred due to issues of valency 
involving ב-  (cf. Psalm 139:16 above), or it admittedly could simply be an erroneous graphic 
confusion of מ and ב.f209 As was noted for Psalm 139:14 above, the utility and necessity of the 
proposed linguistically sensitive schema for identifying variant scribal practices is highlighted by 
the fact that major textual commentators do not discuss scribal practices or historical linguistics 
when commenting on this passage, and thus fail to address the complex textual data just referred 
to above.210 
206 Cf. Psalm 139:8.
207 Many MT mss per Kenn here read: mss ובתקממך , mss ובתקממיך , mss ובמתקוממיך , ms ובמתקממיך , and mss ומתקוממיך .
208 Cf. ְתּקוֵֹמם  DCH and HALOT.
209 Note that many MT mss per Kenn preserve -מ as well.
210 Kraus makes no mention of scribal practice when he simply asserts that the emendation וְּבִמְתקוֲֹטֶטיך  “would 
certainly be correct.” Psalms 60-150: a Commentary (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1989), 511. And neither does 
Hossfeld mention scribal practice when he says: “11QPsa supports the understanding of the striking verb form 
תקוממיך  in v. 21b as a Hitpael participle of קום , “rise up,” “those who rise up/are incensed against you.” 11QPsa 
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Another variation which deserves mention is the fact that in the Great Psalms Scroll יהוה  
is written in paleo-Hebrew letters. Concerning the twenty-eight Qumran manuscripts that are 
written in the square script, yet use paleo-Hebrew characters for divine names, Tov notes that 
they all reflect the orthography and morphology of his proposed Qumran Scribal Practice (QSP). 
And conversely, Tov notes that there are thirty-six manuscripts written in his proposed QSP 
which “did not use a special system for the writing of the divine names with paleo-Hebrew 
characters…or Tetrapuncta.” This indicates, as Tov remarks, that there were variant scribal 
practices for writing divine names among Qumran scribes, and “possibly at different times.”211 
Further investigation of these manuscripts using the present schema is required to see how it 
might address the question of what variation was permitted within distinct scribal practices at 
Qumran.
Psalm 139:22
ַתְּכִ֣לית ִשׂנְ֣אָה ְשׂנֵאִ֑תים ְ֝לאוֹיְִ֗בים ָ֣היוּ ִלֽי׃  MT
תכלית שנאה שנאתים לאויבים היו לי  Great Psalms Scroll 20:14
With complete hatred I hate them. They have become my enemies.
There is no variation here, though it is perhaps worthy of note that L preserves the fuller spelling 
with waw to indicate an o-class vowel in ְלאוֹיְִבים . In L the waw appears in 97x of 284 overall 
occurrences of the word א)ו(יב , with 37x of 74 occurrences located in the Psalms. So it is not 
surprising that per Kenn other MT mss do not preserve the waw mater lectionis for an o-class 
vowel and thus read לאיבים  here.
replaces the preposition ב with מן  and thus strengthens the petitioner's distancing of himself or herself. Hossfeld, 
Frank-Lothar, Erich Zenger, Linda M. Maloney, and Klaus Baltzer, Psalms 3: a Commentary on Psalms 101-150 
(Minneapolis: Fortress, 2011), 536.
211 Emanuel Tov. Scribal Practices and Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the Judean Desert (Studies on 
the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature 54; Brill, 2004), 250–251.
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Psalm 139:23
ָחְקֵ֣רנִי ֵ֭אל ְוַ֣דע ְלָבִ֑בי ְ֝בָּחנֵ ֗נִי ְוַ֣דע ַשְׂרַעָפּֽי׃  MT
חקרני אל ודע לבי בחנני ודע סרעפי  Great Psalms Scroll 20:14-15
Search me, God, and know my heart. Test me, and know my disquieting thoughts.
The first variation, לבי , is lexical because it preserves a synonym of the same root.212 In the 
Qumran “non-biblical” Hebrew corpus לב  unambiguously occurs 187x,213 whereas לבב  
unambiguously occurs 117x.214 Though tentative without a deeper analysis of what genre, 
context, setting, etc., one form occurs over the other, this simple observation may suggest that לב  
was in the ascendency, with the “translator” witness here preserving the more common or 
preferred choice.
The other variation, סרעפי , is the phonological exchange of samek for sin.215 It is the only 
occurrence of this phenomenon in the Great Psalms Scroll, and the reverse (in comparison to L) 
occurs once in 11QPsalmsa 7:6 / Psa 119:20.216
Psalm 139:24
וְּרֵ֗אה ִאם־ֶדֶּֽרì־עֹ ֶ֥צב ִ֑בּי ֝וּנְֵ֗חנִי ְבֶּ֣דֶרì עוָֹלֽם׃  MT
וראה אם דרך עצב בי ונחני בדרך עולם  Great Psalms Scroll 20:15-16
And see if there is any painful way in me. And lead me in the way of the age.
There is no apparent variation, though similar to the discussion in Psalm 139:15 above 
concerning the use of a waw mater lectionis for Pual forms, one might expect to see a waw 
mater lectionis for an o-class vowel if עֶֹצב  were to be read. Therefore it is quite possible that the 
212 Note that the reverse occurs in Psalm 143:4 (though there Kenn ms 219 does read לבי ).
213 Ambiguous cases are: 1QHa 15:19; 18:25; fA7:1; 2Q18 f2:1; 4Q161 f7:1; 4Q161 f8_10:4; 4Q171 f3_10iv:24 
( ל]ב[י );f4Q223_224 f2ii:6; 4Q257 1:1; 4Q257 fA:2; 4Q257 fA:3; 4Q365 f6ai:6; 4Q374 f2ii:8; 4Q385a fDii:1; 4Q417 
f5:1; 4Q418 f58:1; 4Q418 f148ii:6; 4Q422 3:7; 4Q427 f10:3; 4Q428 f10:8; 4Q436 f1ii:4; 4Q468a f1:2; 4Q481d 
f2:2; 4Q491 f11ii:15 (2º); 4Q504 f18:2; and 4Q525 f18:4.
214 Ambiguous cases are: 1QM 1:14; 16:14; 1QHa 10:5; 1Q22 f1ii:4; 4Q184 f1:16; 4Q215a f1ii:8; 4Q257 5:7; 
4Q398 f14_17i:7 (1º); 4Q444 f1_4i+5:3; 4Q506 f131_132:9; and 4Q511 f48_49+51:1. Also note that in 4Q365 f6ai:
6 the second ב was added.
215 Cf HDSS §200.15; Reymond §4.1.
216 Note that the tendency to use samek for sin occurs also in Mishnaic Hebrew, Michael G. Segal, Grammar of 
Mishnaic Hebrew (Oxford: Clarendon, 1927), 32.
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Great Psalms Scroll should read ֶעֶצב  (“pain”) or ָעָצב  (“image”), both of which fit contextually 
and grammatically.217
Conclusion
The purpose of this case study is to illustrate how the recognition of variant scribal practices best 
serves to sufficiently explain the variation, and that the proposed schema serves well for 
evaluating such features. This was prominently seen in how the Great Psalms Scroll, which is 
proto-typical of “translator” witnesses, was identified as consistently preserving the following 
linguistic variations (in contrast to MT): the long second person masculine singular suffix, the 
יקטולו  yiqtol form, the more frequent use of a waw mater lectionis to indicate o-class and u-class 
vowels, the use of the longer cohortative form in first person singular prefix verbs, the use of 
more common forms over obsolete or rarer ones, and the form מואדה . 
No less important, this case study also illustrated how the Great Psalms Scroll, and by 
implication “translator” witnesses in general, consistently preserved both less unambiguous 
readings and (arguably) inept readings. This was especially true when MT preserved more 
difficult constructions (for example, נוָֹר֗אוֹת נִ ְ֫פֵ֥ליִתי  in Psalm 139:14). We will now proceed to a 
case study of witnesses of Psalm 118.
217 Cf. DJD 4, 41 and T דטעין  (“of erring”).
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6.4 Psalm 118 Case Study
This second case study again serves to illustrate how the recognition of variant scribal practices 
best serves to sufficiently explain variation, and how the proposed schema serves well as a tool 
to evaluate such variant scribal practices. This case study compares how at least one witness 
from each proposed scribal group transmitted a single psalm, and so provides an opportunity to 
illustrate (insofar as is possible given the sparse data) how the tendencies expected of each group 
prove true. Again, if certain linguistic and other distinct textual features persist in one proposed 
scribal practice over another, this suggests that the different groupings are valid identifiers of 
scribal affinity, and that the proposed schema is a useful tool for identifying them.
For the sake of convenience, below are the witnesses of Psalm 118 with their ranking in 






11QPsalmsb (0.63); Great Psalms Scroll (1.00)
Psalm 118:1
הוֹדוּ ַליהָוה ִכּי־טוֹב ִכּי ְלעוָֹלם ַחְסדּוֹ׃  MT
הודו ליהוה כי טוב כי לעולם חסדו  Great Psalms Scroll 16:1a
הודו ליהו[ה כי טוב כי לעולם חסדו f4QPsalmsb f28ii_30i+31:7
הודו ליהוה כי טוב כי לעול[֯ם חסדו f11QPsalmsb f3:1
Give thanks to YHWH because he is good. For the age is his loyalty.
No variation occurs in this often repeated liturgical refrain, nor is any expected. However, in the 
Great Psalms Scroll, the column begins with what is Psalm 118:1 in MT, and continues with 
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verses found in MT Psalm 118, though in a drastically different ordering. Thus we have a literary 
variation and are at the point where the blurred boundary between text- and literary criticism lies, 
as mentioned in chapter 1.1. It is beyond the scope of thesis to delve into such literary critical 
variation in detail. Instead it may be sufficient to say that among the Qumran Psalms witnesses 
such literary re-workings (assuming MT is the archetype) occur only among “translator” 
witnesses. So this may be tentatively considered an expected attribute of “translator” 
witnesses.218
Psalm 118:2-6
יֹאַמר־נָא יְִשָׂרֵאל ִכּי ְלעוָֹלם ַחְסדּוֹ׃ יֹאְמרוּ־נָא ֵבית־אֲַהרֹן ִכּי ְלעוָֹלם ַחְסדּוֹ׃ יֹאְמרוּ־נָא יְִרֵאי יְהָוה ִכּי ְלעוָֹלם ַחְסדּוֹ׃ ִמן־ַהֵמַּצר  
ָקָראִתי יָּהּ ָענָנִי ַבֶמְּרָחב יָהּ יְהָוה ִלי ïא ִאיָרא ַמה־יֲַּעֶשׂה ִלי אָָדם׃  MT 
יאמר נא י[שראל כי לעולם חסדו ]יאמרו נא בית אהרן כי [ׄל]עו[ׄל֯ם ]חסדו יאמרו נא יראי יהוה כי לעולם חסדו מן  
המצר קראתי יה ענני במרח[֯ב ֯י֯ה ]י[ׄהוה לי לא] אירא מ[ה יׄׄעשה לי אדם f4QPsalmsb f28ii_30i+31:8-12  
[Let I]srael [now say]: “For the age is his loyalty.” [Let the house of Aaron, now say:] “For 
[the ag]e [is his loyalty.” Let fearers of YHWH now say: “For the age is his loyalty” From my 
distress I called on Yah. ]Yah [answered me in the broad pla]ce. [Y]HWH is for me. [I will] not 
[be afraid. Wh]at can man do to me?
There is no variation, nor is any expected between what is extant of this “mirror” witness, 
4QPsalmsb, and MT. Admittedly, besides a possible כיא  for כי f, לוא  for לא , or יאומרו  for יאמרו , 
nothing would be expected from a “translator” witness, either.
Psalm 118:7
יְהָוה ִלי ְבּעֹזְָרי ַוֲאנִי ֶאְרֶאה ְבשֹׂנְאָי׃  MT
יהוה לי בעזרי אני אראה ׄב֯ש֯נׄאי f4QPsalmsb f28ii_30i+31:13
YHWH is for me among my helpers. As for me, I will look on my haters.
218 For further research, one may note that other literary re-workings in the Great Psalms Scroll, using BHS 
versification, occur at the end of the Psalm 145 strophes (including the infamous נ-strophe); Psa 35:2, 6; 133:3 
(which is shared by 11QPsalmsb, another “translator” witness); 136:8; 146:9; 147:1; and 149:9; not to mention the 
inclusion of so-called apocryphal compositions (some of which are found in Greek and Syriac Psalters), and various 
transpositions of words.
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Between this “mirror” witness and MT there is an omissional variation concerning a conjunctive 
waw here with אני . It does not have the apparent support of any ancient version or other MT mss 
per Kenn’s collations. This supports Abegg’s observation in LPIS §4.1 concerning the scribal 
freedom regarding conjunctive waw during the Second Temple period.219
Psalm 118:8
֗טוֹב ַלֲח֥סוֹת ַבּיהָ֑וה ִ֝מְבּטֹ ַ֗ח ָבּאָָדֽם׃  MT
טוב לבטח ביהוה מׄבטח בׄא]דם f4QPsalmsb f28ii_30i+31:14
טוב לבטוח ביהוה מבטוח באדם  Great Psalms Scroll 16:3-4
It is better to trust in YHWH than to trust in man.
The first variation, לבטוח , from MT is interestingly shared between the Great Psalms Scroll and 
4QPsalmsb, a “translator” and “mirror” witness respectively. If one reads the variation as a 
synonym (that is, the use of a distinct signifier to express the same conceptual signified), it could 
be a linguistic lexical variation made to specify what ַלֲחסוֹת  originally signified, but did not at the 
time of copying due to pragmatic or other factors. This would not be expected from a “mirror” 
scribe, though, who does not linguistically update texts. And, in least in what is extant, there are 
no other examples of such a lexical change elsewhere in “mirror” Psalms witnesses. So either it 
is the archetype reading, or it is a substantive substitutional variation. The more likely option is 
that לבטח  is the archetype because all the ancient versions appear to support the Qumran reading 
of “to trust,” showing it is not unique to Qumran.220 A likely explanation of L’s reading is that a 
scribe looked ahead and erroneously copied the phrase טוב לחסות  (as found in the following 
verse) twice, rather than supposing that a scribe replaced לחסות  with לבטח  to assimilate with the 
219 Cf. the discussion in Psalm 139:19.
220 Accordingly, G reads πεποιθέναι “to trust,” S 6;8ܬ<=.  “to trust,” VLXX confidere “to trust”, VHeb sperare “to 
hope,” and T למתרחצא  “to trust.”
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following מבטח , or something similar. The other variation is the expected waw mater lectionis for 
an o-class vowel in a “translator” witness for both this first variation ( לבטוח ) and the second 
variation ( מבטוח ).f221l
Psalm 118:9
֗טוֹב ַלֲח֥סוֹת ַבּיהָ֑וה ִ֝מְבּטֹ ַ֗ח ִבּנְִדיִבֽים׃  MT
טוב לחסות ביהוה מבטוב בנדיבים טוב לבטוב ביהוה מבטוח באלף עם  Great Psalms Scroll 16:4-5
טוב לחסות ביהוה מבט֯ח ֯ב]נדיבים f4QPsalmsb f28ii_30i+31:15
It is better to take refuge in YHWH than (in the good of / to trust in) princes. (It is better [to 
trust?] in YHWH than to trust in a thousand people).
4QPsalmsb, a “mirror” witness, as expected matches MT exactly, even with the defective spelling 
of the word מבט֯ח , which has an o-class vowel. The Great Psalms Scroll, however, contains the 
addition of another stich, which is not unexpected from a psalm that underwent literary 
reworking.222 
The first variation, מבטוב , is either a substantive substitutional one or an erroneous one in 
which the Great Psalms Scroll apparently reads “than in the good” instead of “than to trust in.”223 
Graphically the difference is between reading ח- (MT) and וב - (Great Psalms Scroll). So an 
erroneous graphic confusion is quite possible. Accordingly, the reason for a substitutional change 
would be uncertain since 1) such changes are not persistent in what is extant of “translator” 
witnesses (though it could be due to a stylistic desire to repeat טוב ),f2) such a combination of 
prepositions does not occur elsewhere in the Qumran “biblical” and “non-biblical” corpora.224
221 Cf. Psalm 139:11.
222 Cf. Psalm 118:1.
223 Cf. DJD 4, 37.
224 Note that while rare, the combination בf+ מ is used in the Mishnah (and Modern Hebrew) in set expressions, e.g., 
מבחוץ .
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The second variation, טוב לבטוב ביהוה מבטוח באלף עם , is parallel in structure and content to 
the first part of the verse, and does not appear to be a harmonization from elsewhere, either from 
the Hebrew Bible or the Qumran “non-biblical” corpus.225 However, לבטוב , just as cited above for 
מבטוב , appears to be an erroneous reading since 1) it is not expected that a “translator” witness 
would preserve such a difficult reading “(to in the good?),” and 2) this combination of 
prepositions -ל and -ב does not occur elsewhere in MT or the Qumran “biblical” and “non-
biblical” corpora. The likely explanation, then, is that the scribe wrote the first טוב , and then as 
he wrote the letters - לבטו , intending to finish with a ח in order to write the infinitive לבטוח , he 
accidentally wrote לבטוב , having just written טוב  before. Thus the addition was most likely 
intended to read: “It is better to trust in YHWH than to trust in a thousand people.”
Psalm 118:10
ָכּל־גּוֹיִם ְסָבבוּנִי ְבֵּשׁם יְהָוה ִכּי ֲאִמיַלם׃  MT
כל גוים סבבני בשם יה]וה כי אמילם f4QPsalmsb f28ii_30i+31:16
All nations have surrounded me. In the name of YH[WH surely I will cut them off].
The only variation, סבבני , is a more defective reading in 4QPsalmsb in which the waw mater 
lectionis for a u-class vowel is not used. Given the lack of such uses in MT and “mirror” 
witnesses,226 it is not unexpected.227 In other words, since the use or non-use of a waw mater 
lectionis is often quite variable among MT witnesses, it is not unexpected that it would be 
variable in “mirror” witnesses as well, which appear to be a close linguistic match to MT.
225 In fact, the only other collocation of the lemmas אלף  and עם  in either corpus is in 11Q19 22:2 and 11Q20 5:23.
226 Although Kenn ms 235 contain the 4QPsalmsb reading.
227 Omitting a waw mater lectionis for a u-class vowel in comparison to L occurs two other times in 4QPsalmsb, 
namely, 4QPsalmsb f5ii:15 / Psa 92:15 with ֯ינבון  and the uncorrected reading in 4QPsalmsb f15iii+20_22:1 / Psa 
103:2 with גמליו . Admittedly, it also does occur once in the Great Psalms Scroll, a “translator” witness, at 
11QPsalmsa 27:14 / Psa 140:3 with יגׄרוׄ .
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Psalm 118:11
ַס֥בּוּנִי גַם־ְסָב֑בוּנִי ְבֵּ֥שׁם יְ ֝הָ֗וה ִ֣כּי ֲאִמיַלֽם fMT
[] 4QPsalmsb f28ii_30i+31:16-17
…
This stich of MT is not preserved in 4QPsalmsb. Since we would not expect such a literary 
variation from a “mirror” witness, it is most likely an erroneous omission caused by a 
combination of homoioarchton with ַסבּוּנִי  or homoioteleuton ֲאִמיַלם  of the next verse.
Psalm 118:12
ַסבּוּנִי ִכְדבוִֹרים דֲֹּעכוּ ְכֵּאשׁ קוִֹצים ְבֵּשׁם יְהָוה ִכּי ֲאִמיַלם׃  MT
סבוני כדברים דעכו כאש קצים ב֯ש]ם יהוה[ כי אמילם f4QPsalmsb f28ii_30i+31:17-18
They have surrounded me like bees. They have gone out like a fire of thorns. In the na[me of 
YHWH] I will cut them off.
The two variations, כדברים  and קצים , are not unexpected orthographical variations in which 
4QPsalmsb preserves a more defective reading than MT by not using a waw mater lectionis to 
indicate an o-class vowel.228 In fact, the variation only occurs elsewhere in 4QPsalmsb at f15ii
+18ii+19:16 / Psa 102:25 with דרים . 
Psalm 118:13-14
There is no extant Qumran reading for these verses.
228 Note that the base text of Kenn contains the defective MT reading כדברים  here and Kenn mss contain the defective 
reading קצים  here. Cf. also Psalm 118:10.
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Psalm 118:15
קוֹל ִרנָּה ִוישׁוָּעה ְבּאֳָהֵלי ַצִדּיִקים יְִמין יְהָוה עָֹשׂה ָחיִל׃  MT
קול רנה וישועה באהלי צדיקים ימין יהוה עשה חיל  Great Psalms Scroll 16:1b-2
ׄק]ול רנה וישועה באהלי צדיקים ימין יהוה ע[ׄשה חיל f11QPsalmsb f3:1-2
A sound of joyful shouting and victory is in the tents of the just ones. “The right hand of YHWH 
works powerfully!”
There is no apparent variation among MT and the two “translator” witnesses. Nevertheless, it 
deserves mention that here the Great Psalms Scroll, perhaps surprisingly, does not include a waw 
mater lectionis to mark the o-class vowel in עָֹשׂה . This is perhaps surprising since, not including 
this verse, the Great Psalms Scroll contains 62 extant active qal participles which have an o-class 
vowel, of which 56 preserve a waw mater lectionis to mark the o-class vowel. Thus it occurs 
90% of the time in the Great Psalms Scroll.229 
Psalm 118:16
יְִמין יְהָוה רוֵֹמָמה יְִמין יְהָוה עָֹשׂה ָחיִל׃  MT
ימין יהוה רוממה ימין יהוה עשתה גבורה  Great Psalms Scroll 16:2-3
יׄמ]ין יהוה רוממה f11QPsalmsb f3:2
“The right hand of YHWH is lifted up! The hand of YHWH has acted mightily!”
In the two letters extant in 11QPsalmsb there is no variation expected or preserved. The Great 
Psalms Scroll, though, preserves two variations. The first variation is a substitutional variation 
where the Great Psalms Scroll reads a qatal form, עשתה , instead of an active participle ( עָֹשׂה  in 
229 The 6 cases which do not preserve one are:
11QPsalmsa fEii:1 / Psa 104:21 for the fragmentary ש[֯א֯ג]ים ,
11QPsalmsa 15:1 / Psa 135:18 for בטח  (though this could be a qatal form),
11QPsalmsa 20:6 / Psa 139:14 for ידעת ,
11QPsalmsa 23:2 / Psa 141:7 for both פלח  and בקע ,
11QPsalmsa 23:9 / Psa 133:2 for ירד  (though this could be a qatal form).
Note that the waw for נותן  in 11QPsalmsa 17:6 / Psa 145:15 is a corrected reading from an original which did not 
contain the waw ( נתן ). Also, עשה  in 11QPsalmsa is definitely an active participle and not a qatal form since the 
subject ( ימין ) is feminine. Cf. the third feminine singular qatal form עשתה  in Psa 118:16.
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MT). Note that all the versional evidence supports MT.230
The second is where the Great Psalms Scrolls reads גבורה  instead of חיל . It is either a 
lexical variation or a substitutional one, depending on how one reads חיל  in MT. That is to say, it 
is lexical if one believes the same semantic or conceptual signified field is intended, and it is 
substitutional if one believes a different semantic field or conceptual signified is intended. If 
lexical, the idea would be that גבורה  was used instead of חיל  to express the less unambiguous 
meaning of “act mightily” since חיל  has a much broader semantic range than גבורה f.231 
Psalm 118:17 
There is no extant Qumran reading for this verse.
Psalm 118:18
יַסֹּר יְִסַּרנִּי יָּהּ ְוַלָמֶּות ïא נְָתנָנִי׃  MT 
יסור יׄ֯סרני יה ולמות ]לא[ נתנני f4QPsalmsb f30ii+32i+33_34:7 
Yah has surely disciplined me. But he has not give me over to death.
The only variation is the not unexpected use of a waw mater lectionis for an o-class vowel in a 
“mirror” witness.232 However, since per Kenn many MT mss read יסור  as well, it likely could 
have been the scribe’s Vorlage as well.
230 Accordingly, G reads ἐποίησεν “has done,” S !"݂$ܬ  “has done,” VLXX and VHeb fecit “has done”, and T עבדת  “has 
done.”
231 Note that in the Hebrew Bible the collocation of עשה  and גבורה  are used only in 1–2 Kings to summarize the 
mighty reign of a king; whereas, per DCH and HALOT, the collocation of עשה  and חיל  are used to signify not only 




ִפְּתחוּ־ִלי ַשֲׁעֵרי־ֶצֶדק אָבֹא־ָבם אוֶֹדה יָהּ׃  MT
פתחו לי שערי צדק אבואם אודה יה f4QPsalmsb f30ii+32i+33_34:8
Open for me the gates of justice that I may enter them and give thanks to Yah.
The variation here is perhaps an unexpected syntactical variation where MT preserves a yiqtol 
verb following by ב-  + personal suffix, and 4QPsalmsb preserves a yiqtol verb with a personal or 
enclitic suffix attached. Such variation may indicate a valency issue with √ בוא f.233 Unfortunately 
the parallel phrase in 118:20 is not extant in 4QPsalmsb for further comparison.234 
Psalm 118:20
זֶה־ַהַשַּׁער ַליהָוה ַצִדּיִקים יָבֹאוּ בוֹ׃  MT 
זה השער[ ל]יהוה צדיקים יבאו בו f4QPsalmsb f30ii+32i+33_34: 
This is the gate to YHWH. The justice ones will enter through it.
With only one lamed extant, there is no variation, nor is any expected.
Psalm 118:21-22 
There are no extant Qumran readings for these verses.
Psalm 118:23
ֵמֵאת יְהָוה ָהיְָתה זֹּאת ִהיא נְִפָלאת ְבֵּעינֵינוּ׃  MT
מאת יהוה הי]תה זאת היא נפלאת בעינינו f4QPsalmsb f30ii+32i+33_34:12
From YHWH [this h]as happened. [It has become wonderful in our eyes.]
There is no variation, nor is any to be expected.
233 Except in infinitive clauses, in biblical Hebrew the Qal of בוא  very rarely takes a direct object (the only 
exceptions being Ezek 32:11; Psa 35:8; 36:12; 44:18; 109:17; 119:41, 77; Job 15:21; 20:22; 22:21; Prov 2:19; 10:24; 
11:27; and 28:22). Cf. also the valency discussions concerning ב-  in Psalm 139:16 and Psalm 139:21, and HDSS 
§400.08 for a related discussion on the use of pronominal direct objects in Qumran Hebrew.
234 Note that Kenn mss 160 and 245 include a conjunctive waw here so as to form a weyiqtol verb (though 
defectively spelled ואבא ), which could be a syntactical variant to indicate a telic purpose.
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Psalm 118:24
זֶה־ַהיּוֹם ָעָשׂה יְהָוה נָגִיָלה ְונְִשְׂמָחה בוֹ׃  MT
ז֯ה] היום עשה י[֯הוׄה נגיׄל֯ה] ונשמחה בו f4QPsalmsb f30ii+32i+33_34:13
This [is the day] [Y]HWH [has made]. Let us rejoice [and be glad in it].
There is no variation, nor is any to be expected.
Psalm 118:25
אָנָּא יְהָוה הוִֹשׁיָעה נָּא אָנָּא יְהָוה ַהְצִליָחה נָּא׃  MT
אנא יהוה [הושיעה נא אנא יהוה ]הצליחה נ[֯א ] Great Psalms Scroll fEi:2
אנא יהוה ה[֯ושיעה נא ]אנא [֯יהוה הצליחה נא ]f4QPsalmsb f30ii+32i+33_34:14-15
[Please, YHWH, s]ave now! Please, YHWH, rescue, now!
There is no variation, nor is any to be expected.
Psalm 118:26
ָבּרוּì ַהָבּא ְבֵּשׁם יְהָוה ֵבַּרְכנוֶּכם ִמֵבּית יְהָוה׃  MT
בׄר֯ו֯ך] ה[ב֯א ׄבשם יהוה ברכנוכם }}בשם{{ ]מבית [֯יהוה  Great Psalms Scroll fEi:2-3
ב[רוך הבא בשם יהוה ]ב[֯ר֯כנׄו אתׄכם מבית יהוה f4QPsalmsb f30ii+32i+33_34:16-17
Blessed is the one who comes in the name of YHWH. We bless you {in the name of} from the 
house of YHWH.
The first variation is the subsequently erased erroneous addition of בשם  in the Great Psalms 
Scroll. This was most likely due to harmonization with בשם  in the first hemistich and its 
presumed frequent spoken use. The second variation, ב[֯ר֯כנׄו אתׄכם ], is a syntactical one in which 
both MT and the Great Psalms Scroll preserve a pronominal suffix contra 4QPsalmsb. This seems 
to suggests that the use or non-use of attached pronominal suffixes finds no correlation between 
the variant scribal practices identified. And thus it is not an unexpected variation.
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Psalm 118:27
ֵאל יְהָוה ַויֶָּאר ָלנוּ ִאְסרוּ־ַחג ַבֲּעבִֹתים ַעד־ַקְרנוֹת ַהִמּזְֵבַּח׃  MT
אל יהוה ויאר לנו אסורי ׄחג בעבותים ]עד קר[נות המזבח  Great Psalms Scroll fEi:3-4
YHWH is God, and he has enlightened us. The bound ones of the festival are with branches [up 
to the ho]rns of the altar.
The first variation, אסוריׄ , is a substitutional one in which the Great Psalms Scroll preserves a 
passive plural masculine participle, and MT a plural masculine imperative of the same verbal 
root. Thus the Great Psalms Scroll reads: “the bound ones of the festival are with branches,” with 
“the bound ones” presumably referring to either animals for sacrifice (so DCH) or cords for the 
altar (so HALOT).235 Given the tendency of “translator” witnesses to preserve clear and 
unambiguous readings, this is expected since it seems more natural to speak of bound animals or 
cords for a festival than “binding a festival.”236 The other variation, בעבותים , is the expected 
orthographical waw mater lectionis for an o-class vowel.237
Psalm 118:28
ֵאִלי אַָתּה ְואוֶֹדָךּ ֱאïַהי ֲארוְֹמֶמָךּ׃  MT
אלי אתה ואודכה אלוהי ארוממכה  Great Psalms Scroll fEi:4
You are my God that I will give you thanks. My God, I will exalt you.
The first and last variations, ואודכה  and ארוממכה , are the expected longer second masculine 
singular endings,238 and the second variation, אלוהי , is the expected waw mater lectionis 
235 DCH, presumably assuming MT to be the lemma, states (with no explicit reference to the Great Psalms Scroll 
reading) that a passive particle is “perhaps” the correct reading, which would read, “bound one,” i.e., sacrificial 
victim. HALOT, in citing others, proposes that the phrase refers to “tightrope walking around the altar.” This, contra 
DCH, corresponds to the DSSB which reads “The cords of the festival procession are with branches.” BDB simply 
states that the MT reading here is “dubious.”
236 In both the Hebrew Bible and Qumran, “biblical” and “non-biblical,” corpora, this is a unique collocation of the 
words אסר  and חג , though the ancient versions appear to support the MT reading since G reads συστήσασθε ἑορτὴν 
“place together (lit.) a feast,” S ܘܐ>.ܪ /2/?ܕ%@  “bind (lit.) the festivals,” VLXX constituite diem sollemnem “place 
together (lit.) a festive day,” VHeb frequentate sollemnitatem “observe a festivity,” and T כפיתו טליא לניכסת חגא  “bind 
the child for a festal sacrifice.”
237 Cf. Psalm 139:11.
238 Cf. Psalm 139:8.
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orthographical waw for an o-class vowel.239 Also note that the spelling of אלוהים  or אלוהי  is a 
fairly standard spelling convention in QH, and does not occur in the Psalms in MT. So it is 
expected from a “translator” witness.
Psalm 118:29
הוֹדוּ ַליהָוה ִכּי־טוֹב ִכּי ְלעוָֹלם ַחְסדּוֹ׃  MT  
הודו ליהוה כי טוב כי לעולם חסדו הללו יה  Great Psalms Scroll 16:6*240
הודו ליהוה כי טוב[ כי ]לעולם חסדו f4QPsalmsb f32ii:7 
ליהוה כי [֯ט֯וב כי ֯לע]ולם חסדו f4QPsalmse f14:1
Give thanks to YHWH because he is good. For the age is his loyalty. (Praise Yah).
There is no variation preserved or expected, except for the additional הללו יה  found in the Great 
Psalms Scroll. This is not unexpected given the literary reworking noted in Psalm 118:1 (see 
above).241 
Conclusion
The purpose of this case study is to illustrate how the recognition of variant scribal practices and 
the proposed schema serve well for explaining and categorizing the textual variation found in 
different ranking Qumran witnesses of the same psalm. For 4QPsalmsb, a “mirror” witness, this 
was seen in how there is no substantive variation from L beyond the omission of a waw 
conjunctive and use or non-use of a pronominal suffix, and no linguistic variation beyond the use 
of waw as a mater lectionis for o-class vowels, all variations which are found elsewhere between 
239 Cf. Psalm 139:11.
240 11QPsalmsa fEi:5 does not contain הללו יה , which is another section which contains this same text. Cf. Psalm 
118:1 above.
241 Note that G includes “Hallelujah” at the beginning of the following psalm.
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MT witnesses. For 4QPsalmse, a “mixer” witness, and 11QPsalmsb, a “translator” witness, there 
is unfortunately very little extant, and so no solid conclusions can be made from them. For the 
Great Psalms Scroll, a “translator” witness, there is a not unexpected literary re-working, many 
expected linguistic variations (namely, very frequent use of waw as a mater lectionis to mark o-
class vowels and the long second person singular masculine suffix), an arguably lexical variation 
resulting in a less ambiguous reading (cf. Psalm 118:16), and a substitutional variation resulting 
in an arguably less ambiguous reading (cf. Psalm 118:27).
Thus we may say that this case study supports the utility and validity of the proposed 
schema and identified scribal practices. We will now proceed to the final case study of witnesses 
of Psalm 18.
6.5 Psalm 18 Case Study
This last case study serves to illustrate how the recognition of variant scribal practices 
sufficiently explains variation and how the proposed schema serves well as an evaluation tool, in 
particular to illustrate the close textual affinity of “mirror” witnesses with MT.242 There is also a 
“mixer” and a “translator” witness extant for comparison.243 Again, for the sake of convenience, 
the witnesses cited in this case study are given below:
242 Cf. chapter 2.2 for the epistemological issues surrounding how one determines textual affinity.
243 Cf. also 2 Sam 22 for an apparent doublet of this psalm. Note that a linguistic comparison in L between each 
passage indicates that, at least with regard to the uncommon linguistic features of the two texts, they had very little 
influence on each other since almost no uncommon forms overlap. Cf. Ian Young and Robert Rezetko, Historical 










ַלְמנֵַ֤צַּח ׀ ְלֶ֥עֶבד יְהָ֗וה ְלָ֫דִ֥וד ֲאֶ֤שׁר ִדֶּ֨בּר ׀ ַליהָ֗וה ֶאת־ִ֭דְּבֵרי ַהִשּׁיָ֣רה ַהזֹּ ֑את ְבּ֤יוֹם ִהִֽצּיל־יְהָ֘וה אוֹ֥תוֹ ִמַ֥כּף ָכּל־אֹ ֝יְָ֗ביו וִּמַיּ֥ד ָשֽׁאוּל׃  
MT
וׄב֯י]ום הציל יהוה אותו מכף כל איביו ומיד שאול f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:1
למנצח לעבד יהוה לדוי[ד אשׄר דבר ליהוׄה] את [֯דברי השירׄה] הזואת ביום הציל יהוה אותו מכ[ף כול אויביו ומיד  
שאו]ל f11QPsalmsc f:8:8-9
[For the Director: of Davi]d [the servant of YHWH], who spoke to YHWH the words of [this] 
song (and) [on the day when YHWH delivered him from the ha]nd of all his enemies and from 
the hand of Sa[ul.
The variation in 4QPsalmsc, וׄב֯י]ום , is the addition of a conjunctive waw. This further suggests 
that the inclusion or not of conjunctive waw was not strictly observed among the various scribal 
practices, and so it is not unexpected.244 The first variation in 11QPsalmsc, כול , is the expected 
full orthography of כול , using a waw mater lectionis for a u-class vowel.245 The second variation 
in 11QPsalmsc, אויביו , is an expected orthographical variation in which a waw mater lectionis is 
used to indicate an o-class vowel.246
Psalm 18:2
ַויֹּאַ֡מר ֶאְרָחְמê֖ יְהָ֣וה ִחזְִֽקי׃  MT
ויאמר[ ארחׄמ֯ך] יהוה חזקי f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:1-2
ו[י]ׄו[אמר רח֯מ]תיכה יהוה חזקי f11QPsalmsc f8:9-10
And he said: (I will tenderly care / I have tenderly cared) for you, [YHWH, my strength.]
244 Cf. Psalm 118:7 and Psalm 139:19.
245 Cf. Psalm 139:13.
246 Cf. Psalm 139:11.
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Though reconstructed and highly uncertain since it depends on how one reads the spacing 
between the end of the previous verse and the first word of this verse, there is possible a 
orthographical variation with ו[י]ׄו[אמר ] in 11QPsalmsc with the inclusion of the waw mater 
lectionis for an o-class vowel.247
The other variation in 11QPsalmsc, רח֯מ]תיכה , is a linguistic verbal shift from a yiqtol to 
(most likely) a qatal form.248 Such a verbal shift occurs 11x in 1QIsaa, and once in each of the 
following witnesses (with their ranking in parentheses): 1QIsaiahb (0.04), 1QPsalmsa (0.00), 
4QNumbersb (0.36), 4QJoba (0.15), 4QQoha (0.49), 11QPsalmsa (1.00), and 11QPsalmsc (0.51). It 
is outside the scope of thesis to analyze and evaluate when and why such verbal shifts occurs. 
For now it suffices to say that based on the Psalms witnesses in which this occurs, it does not 
appear to be limited or centered in any particular scribal practice. This variation here in 
11QPsalmsc could also simply be substitutional.
Psalm 18:3
יְהָ֤וה ׀ ַסְֽלִ֥עי וְּמצוָּדִ֗תי וְּמַ֫פְלִ֥טי ֵאִ֣לי צ֭וִּרי ֶאֱֽחֶסה־֑בּוֹ ָמֽגִִנּ֥י ְוֶֽקֶרן־יִ ְ֝שִׁ֗עי ִמְשַׂגִּבּֽי׃  MT
יהוה סלעי ומ[֯צ֯וׄדתי ומפׄלטי ]אלי צורי אחסה בו מגני וקרן י[֯שעי משגבי f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:2-3
יהוה סלע[֯י ומצ]ו[ׄדתי ומפלטי אלי צורי אחס]ה בו מגני וקרן ישעי משגבי f11QPsalmsc f8:10-11
[YHWH is] my [rock], my for[tr]ess, and my deliverer, my God, my rock. I will take refuge [in 
him, my shield, and the horn of] my [sa]lvation, my stronghold.
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected in what is extant of the witnesses.
247 Cf. Psalm 139:11.
248 Note that this verse is not included in the MT doublet of 2 Sam 22:2, and no extant Qumran witness of 2 Sam 
contains that passage for comparison.
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Psalm 18:4
ְמֻהָלּל ֶאְקָ֣רא יְהָ֑וה וִּמן־אֹ ֝יְַ֗בי ִאָוֵּֽשַׁע׃  MT
מהלל אקרא יהוה ומן איבי או[שע f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:4
ׄמה]ו[לל אקראה יהוה ומאויבי א֯ו]שע f11QPsalmsc f8:11
He who is to be praised I will call upon, (that is), YHWH. And from my enemies I will be saved.
In the two letters that are extant of 4QPsalmsc there is, unsurprisingly, no variation, nor is any 
expected. The first word of 11QPsalmsc has the expected addition of waw for a u-class vowel.249 
However, MT mss per Kenn also read מהולל  and one ומהלל . Note that previous editions of this 
witness, including DJD 23, 57, contain the erroneous transcription ׄמ֯ח]ו[לל , thus appearing to read 
√ חלל  “profane.” This thesis contains the corrected transcription based on new photos.250 
The second variation in 11QPsalmsc, אקראה , preserves the expected morphological 
change in a “translator” witness to the longer so-called cohortative form to denote the indicative 
in the first person.251 
The last two variations occur in the word ומאויבי . One is the expected use of a waw mater 
lectionis for an o-class vowel.252  The other is the assimilation of נ with the preposition מן . Since 
many other MT mss per Kenn read ומאיבי , it is clear that even in MT the assimilation or non-
assimilation of נ was at least somewhat variable. Thus such a variation does appear to be highly 
indicative of a particular scribal practice and so is not unexpected.253
249 Cf. Psalm 139:13.
250 New photos for 11QPsalmsc can be found here: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/
manuscript/11Q7-1
251 Cf. Psalm 139:9.
252 Cf. Psalm 139:11, and note that per Kenn many MT mss read מן אויבי .
253 Cf. HDSS §200.16 and Reymond §4.1. Note that regarding this phenomenon before nouns without the definite 
article Qimron notes that 1) while the rules governing whether or not a nun is assimilated is the same in Qumran 
Hebrew as it is in BH, the exceptions are more frequent with regard to מן ,f2) it properly should be described as 




ֲאָפ֥פוּנִי ֶחְבֵלי־ָ֑מֶות ְוֽנֲַחֵ֖לי ְבִלַיַּ֣על יְַבֲֽעֽתוּנִי׃  MT
אפפוני חבלי מות ונחלי בליעל [֯יׄבעתוני f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:5
אפפוני חבלי מות ונחלי בליעל יב[עתוני f11QPsalmsc f8:12
[The cords of death have encompassed me, and torrents of worthlessness] terrify me.
There is no variation in what is extant of the Qumran witnesses, nor is any expected. 
Psalm 18:6
ֶחְבֵ֣לי ְשׁ֣אוֹל ְסָב֑בוּנִי ִ֝קְדּ֗מוּנִי ֣מוְֹקֵשׁי ָמֶֽות׃  MT
חבלי שאול סבבוני קדמוני [֯מוקשי ֯מות f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:6
חבלי שאול סבבוני ]קדמוני מוקשי מות f11QPsalmsc f8:12-13
חבלי שאול סבבוני[ ק]דמוני מוקשי מות f8QPsalms f8_10:1
חבלי שאול סבבוני קדמוני [מ֯וׄקש֯י ֯מ]ות f5/6HevPsalms f5:20
The chords of the grave have surround me. The snares of death have c[onfronted me].
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected since MT contains full orthography.
Psalm 18:7
ַבַּצּר־ִ֤לי ׀ ֶאְֽקָ֣רא יְהָו֮ה ְוֶאל־ֱאïַ֪הי ֲאַ֫שֵׁ֥וַּע יְִשַׁ֣מע ֵמֵהיָכ֣לוֹ קוִֹ֑לי ְ֝וַשְׁוָעִ֗תי ְלָפָ֤ניו ׀ ָתּ֬בוֹא ְבאָזְָנֽיו׃  MT
בצר לי אקרא יהוה ואל [אלהי אשוע ]ישמע מהיכלו קולי ושועתי לפניו [֯תבוא באזניׄוׄ f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:7-8
ב[֯א֯וזניו f בצר לי אק[֯רא יהוה ואל אלוהי אשו]ע ישמע מהיכלו קולי ושועתי לפניו תבוא f11QPsalmsc f8:13-14
ישמע מהיכלו קו[ל]י ושועתי לפניו תבוא באזניו f8QPsalms f8_10:3
בצר לי אקרא יהוה ואל אל[הי אשוע יׄש֯מ]ע מהיכלו קולי ושועתי לפניו תבוא באזניו f5/6HevPsalms f5:21-22
[In my distress I ca]ll on YHWH. I cry for help to my God. [He hears my voi]ce [from his temple. 
My cry for help before him] reaches his ears.
Both variations are the expected orthographical use of a waw mater lectionis for an o-class vowel 
in the “translator” witness, 11QPsalmsc. The first is with the form אלוהי ,f254 and the second with 
the form ב[֯א֯וזניו . Note that as mentioned for Psalm 18:4 above, previous editions of this witness 
254 Cf. Psalm 139:11 and Psalm 118:28.
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contained the erroneous transcription בא]זניו , thus omitting the waw mater lectionis. However, 
based on new photos this thesis contains the corrected transcription.255 
Psalm 18:8
ַוִתּגְַ֬עשׁ ַוִתְּרַ֨עשׁ ׀ ָה֗אֶָרץ וּמוְֹסֵ֣די ָהִ֣רים יְִרָ֑גּזוּ ַ֝ויְִּתָגֲּֽע֗שׁוּ ִכּי־ָ֥חָרה ֽלוֹ׃  MT
ותגעש ותרעש הארץ ומוסדי הרים [ירגז֯ו ]ויתגעשו כי חרה לו f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:9-10
ותגעש ותרעש] הארץ ומוסדות השמים ירגזו ויתגעשו[ כי חרה לו f11QPsalmsc f8:14-15
ותגעש ותרעש הארץ[ ומ]וסדי הרים ירגזו ויתגעשו כי חרה לו f8QPsalms f8_10:4-5
ותגע[ׄש ותרעש האר֯ץ ]ומוסדי הרים ירגזו ויתג[֯עשו ׄכ֯י חרה ל֯ו f5/6HevPsalms f5:22-23
And the earth reels ands the rocks. And the fo[undations of the mountains shake and trem]ble 
because he became angry.
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected in what little is extant. It is perhaps worthy of 
note that the editor of 11QPsalmsc reconstructed ומוסדות השמים  instead of ומוסדי הרים . Such a 
grammatical variation conjecture is said to be based on the spacing.256 In addition, מוסדות  matches 
the parallel phrase in MT 2 Sam 22:8.
Psalm 18:9
ָ֘עָ֤לה ָעָ֨שׁן ׀ ְבּאַ֗פּוֹ ְוֵאשׁ־ִמִ֥פּיו תֹּאֵ֑כל ֶ֝גָּחִ֗לים ָבֲּע֥רוּ ִמֶמּֽנּוּ׃  MT
עלה עשן ב[אפו ]ואש מפיו תאכל גחלים בערו ממנו f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:10-11
על]ה[ עשן] באפו ואש מפיו תואכל גחלים בערו ממנו f11QPsalmsc f8:15-16
עלה ]עשן באפו ואש מפיו תאכל[ גחלים] בערו ממנו f8QPsalms f8_10:5-6
עלה עשן באפו ואש מפיו [תאכל ]גחלים בערו ממנו f5/6HevPsalms f5:24-25
Smoke has risen [in] his nostrils. [And the fire of his mouth] consumes. Coals [have flames forth 
from him.]
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected. It is, however, noteworthy that 
5/6HevPsalms reads תאכל  instead of תאוכל  or תואכל , and confirms the close textual affinity of 
“mirror” witnesses with MT.
255 New photos for 11QPsalmsc can be found here: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/manuscript/
11Q7-1
256 Cf. DJD 23, 57–58 where the editor notes: “[MT] reads מוסדי הרים , but that phrase is definitely too short for the 
lacuna.” Cf. also the reconstruction of מוסד֯י  in 11QPsalmsc f9:1-3 for Psa 18:16 in DJD 23, 59–60.
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Psalm 18:10
ַוֵיּ֣ט ָ֭שַׁמיִם ַויֵַּ֑רד ַ֝וֲעָרֶ֗פל ַ֣תַּחת ַרגְָלֽיו׃  MT
ויט שמים וירד וערפל תח[ׄת ׄרגליׄוׄ f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:12
וי[ט שמים וירד ועׄר]פל תחת רגליו f11QPsalmsc f8:16
ויט [ׄשמ]ים וירד וערפ[ל ת]חת רגליו f8QPsalms f11_13:1
ויט שמי[ם ֯ו֯י֯רׄד ]וערפל תחת רגליו f5/6HevPsalms f5:25
And he] bowed the heavens and came down. Thick da[rk]ness was un[d]er his feet.
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected.
Psalm 18:11
ַויְִּרַ֣כּב ַעל־ְ֭כּרוּב ַויָּעֹ ֑ף ַ֝ויֵּ ֶ֗דא ַעל־ַכּנְֵפי־ֽרוַּח׃  MT
וירכב על כרוב ויעף וידא על [ׄכנפי רוח f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:13
וירכב על כרוב ויעוף וידא [֯על כנפי רוח f11QPsalmsc f8:17
וירכב על כרוב וי[ׄעף וי]ד[א ׄעל] כנפי רוח f8QPsalms f11_13:2
וירכב ע[ל כרוב וי֯ע֯ף ]וידא על כנפי רוח f5/6HevPsalms f5:26-27
[And he rode o]n a cherub and flew. And he sw[oo]ped on the wings of the wind.
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected. And, similar to Psalm 18:9 above, the 
5/6HevPsalms and 8QPsalms reading of וי֯ע֯ף  instead of ויעוף  confirms the close textual affinity of 
“mirror” witnesses with MT.
Psalm 18:12
ָיֶ֤שׁת חֹ ֶ֨שׁì ׀ ִסְת֗רוֹ ְסִבֽיבוָֹ֥תיו ֻסָכּ֑תוֹ ֶחְשַׁכת־ַ֝֗מיִם ָעֵ֥בי ְשָׁחִֽקים׃  MT
ישת חשך סתרו סביבותיו [ׄסכתו ]חשכת מים עבי שחקים f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:14-15
ישת חושך סתרו סביבותיו סוכתו ח[שכות מים ]עבי שחקים f11QPsalmsc f8:18
יש]ת חש[ך סׄת]רו[ ס]בי[ׄבו]תיו סכתו[ ֯ח]שכת מי[ם ע]בי שחקים f8QPsalms f11_13:3-4
ישת חש[֯ך] ס[֯ת֯ר]ו [֯ס]ביבותיו סכתו חשכת מים עבי שחקים f5/6HevPsalms f5:27-28
He mak[es darkne[ss his] cover[ing] ar[ou]nd [him], his canopy (intensive) darkness of waters, 
clo[uds of the skies.]
The only variation, ח[שכות  in 11QPsalmsc, is a substitutional one in which the form for 
“darkness” is made plural, assuming MT is the antecedent reading (note that it is not extant in the 
other Qumran witnesses, and the parallel phrase in MT 2 Sam 22:12 instead reads ַחְשַׁרת־ַמיִם  
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(“strainer of water.”) Such a change appears to be either an intensive or abstract plural.257 In what 
is otherwise extant of 11QPsalmsc, there is never a change from plural form to singular form, 
though there are two other variations from a singular to plural form (in comparison to MT).258 It 
is outside the scope of thesis to analyze and evaluation all such occurrences to see whether or not 
they are typical of the “translator” witnesses.
Psalm 18:13
ִמנֹּ ֗גַהּ נֶ ֫גְ֥דּוֹ ָעָ֥ביו ָעְב֑רוּ ָ֝בָּ֗רד ְוַגֲֽחֵלי־ֵאֽשׁ׃  MT
מנגה נגדו [֯עביו עברו ]ברד וגחלי אש f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:15-16
מנגה נגדו עביו עברו[ ב]רד וגח[֯ל]י אש f8QPsalms f11_13:4-5
מנגה נגדו עביו [֯ע֯ב]רו ברד וגחלי אש f5/6HevPsalms f5:28
[From the brightness before him] clouds have broken through, with ha[ilstones and bo]lt[s of 
lightning].
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected.
Psalm 18:14
ַויְַּרֵ֬עם ַבָּשַּׁ֨מיִם ׀ ְיֽהָ֗וה ְו ֶ֭עְליוֹן יִֵ֣תּן קֹ֑לוֹ ָ֝בָּ֗רד ְוַגֲֽחֵלי־ֵאֽשׁ׃  MT
בש[מים יהוה ]ועליון יתן קלו ברד וגח[ׄל]י[ אש f4QPsalmsc f3_4i:16-17
And] YHWH [thundered in the hea]vens. [And the Most High gives his voice with hailstones, and 
bo]lt[s] of lightning.
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected from this “mirror” witness.
257 Cf. DSSB “[He made darkness his covering around him], his canopy thick clouds [in]tensely dark with water.” 
This is also the only occurrence of the form in both the Hebrew Bible and Qumran “biblical” and “non-biblical” 
corpora.
258 They are at 11QPsalmsc f10:3 / Psa 19:7 with מ[֯קצי  (though it could be just orthographical) and 11QPsalmsc 




ַויְִּשַׁ֣לח ִ֭חָצּיו ַויְִפיֵ֑צם וְּבָרִ֥קים ָ֝רב ַויְֻהֵמּֽם׃  MT
וישלח חציו ויפיצם ובר[֯ק֯י]ם רב ויהמם f11QPsalmsc f9:1
[And he sent his arrows and scattered them. He has flashed forth li]ght[ning and routed them.
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected since only two letters are barely extant in 
11QPsalmsc.
Psalm 18:16
      MT ַוֵיָּ֤ר֨אוּ ׀ ֲאִ֥פיֵקי ַ֗מיִם ַוֽיִָּגּל֮וּ מוְֹס֪דוֹת ֵ֫תֵּ֥בל ִמַגֲּעָ֣רְתê֣ יְהָ֑וה ִ֝מנְִּשַׁ֗מת ֣רוַּח אֶַפּêֽ׃
 4QPsalmsc f5:1-2 ויגלו מוׄס֯ד֯ו]ת תבל מגערתך יהוה[ מנשמת ֯ר]וח אפך
 11QPsalmsc f9:1-3 ויראו אפיקי מים ויגלו מוסד[֯י תבל יׄשל]ח יהוה מנשמת רוח אפך
And the channels of waters appeared.] And the foundations of the world were laid bare [from 
your rebuke, YHWH,] (he will send) from the blast of the br[eath of your nostrils.]
The first variation from 11QPsalmsc, מוסד[֯י , appears to be a grammatical one in which the more 
common masculine form of the word is used instead of the less common feminine form.259 The 
other variation in 11QPsalmsc, יׄשל]ח , is perhaps the result of an erroneous transposition of stichs 
or a rephrasing of MT in Psa 18:16aγ-b.260 Another explanation would be an erroneous case of 
dittography with ישלח  in Psa 18:17 following. Regardless of the explanation for the variation, as 
it stands the conjectured text reads: “YHWH will send from the blast of the breath of your 
anger.”
Psalm 18:17
יְִשַׁ֣לח ִ֭מָמּרוֹם יִָקֵּ֑חנִי יַ ְֽ֝מֵ֗שׁנִי ִמַ֥מּיִם ַרִבּֽים׃  MT
ישלח ממרום יקחני[ ימשנ֯י] ממים רבים f4QPsalmsc f5:2-3
ישלח [ממׄרום וי֯ק֯ח]ני ימשני ממים רבים f11QPsalmsc f9:3
259 The feminine form occurs 5x in L, and the masculine form 8x in L. Among the “non-biblical” Qumran mss, the 
feminine form occurs 1x, and the masculine form 20x. Regarding מוסד[֯י  in DJD 23, 59 the editor notes: “Only the 
bottom tip of the last letter remains. The trace seems to be vertical, which rules out מוסדו[֯ת .” Note also that the 
parallel phrase in 2 Sam 22:16 in L contains מְֹסדוֹת .
260 Cf. the editor’s comments in DJD 23, 59.
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ישל[֯ח ֯מ֯מ֯ר֯ו]ם יקחני ימשני ממים רבים f5/6HevPsalms f6_7:4-5
[He sends] from on high (and) he took (takes) [me]. He draws me [from mighty waters.]
The variation in 11QPsalmsc, וי֯ק֯ח]ני , is the not unexpected addition of a conjunctive waw. 
Otherwise there is no other variation. 
Psalm 18:18
יִַצּיֵ֗לנִי ֵמאֹיְִ֥בי ָ֑עז ֝וִּמשֹּׂנְ֗אַי ִכּֽי־אְָמ֥צוּ ִמֶמּֽנִּי׃  MT
יצילני מאיבי עז[ ֯ו֯מ]שנאי כי אמצו ממני f4QPsalmsc f5:3-4
יציל[֯ני מאיבי עז ]ומשנאי כי אמצו ממני f5/6HevPsalms f6_7:5-6
[He deliv]ers me from strong enemies and from [my haters because they are too strong for me.]
   Alternatively: “from my strong enemy”
There is no variation, nor is any variation expected.
Psalm 18:19-25
יְַקְדּ֥מוּנִי ְביוֹם־ֵאיִ֑די ַוֽיְִהי־יְהָ֖וה ְלִמְשָׁ֣ען ִלֽי׃ ַויּוִֹציֵ֥אנִי ַלֶמְּרָ֑חב יְ ַ֝חְלֵּ֗צנִי ִ֘כּי ָ֥חֵפֽץ ִבּֽי׃ יִגְְמֵ֣לנִי יְהָ֣וה ְכִּצְדִ֑קי ְכּבֹ ֥ר יָ ַ֝֗די יִָ֥שׁיב ִלֽי׃  
ִכּֽי־ָ֭שַׁמְרִתּי ַדְּרֵ֣כי יְהָ֑וה ְוïֽא־ָ֝רַ֗שְׁעִתּי ֵמֱאïָהֽי׃ ִ֣כּי ָכל־ִמְשָׁפָּ֣טיו ְלנֶגְִ֑דּי ְ֝וֻחקָֹּ֗תיו ïא־אִָ֥סיר ֶמֽנִּי׃ ָוֱאִ֣הי ָתִ֣מים ִע֑מּוֹ ָ֝וֶאְשַׁתֵּ֗מּר ֵמֲעוִֹנֽי׃  
ַוָיֶּֽשׁב־יְהָ֣וה ִ֣לי ְכִצְדִ֑קי ְכּבֹ ֥ר יָ ַ֝֗די ְלֶ֣נגֶד ֵעיָנֽיו׃  MT
יקדמוני [ביום אידי ]ויהי יהוה למש[ׄען לי .ויצי֯א֯נ]י ל[֯מ֯רחב יחלצני כי חפץ בי ]יגמלני יהוה כצ[֯דקי כבר ידי ישיב לי  
]כי שמרתי דרכי יהוה [֯ולא רשעתי מאלהי כי כל משפׄטיׄו לנג֯ד]י וחקתיו לא אסיר מ[֯ני ו֯א]ה[י תמים עמו ואשתמר  
מעוני ]וישב יהוה [לי כצדק֯י כבר ידי לנגד עיניו f5/6HevPsalms f6_7:6-10
They confront me] on the day of my disaster]. But YHWH has become] my [supp]ort. He brings 
[me] out [into a] spacious space. He rescues me because he delights in me. [YHWH deals with 
me according to] my [right]neousness, according to the cleanness of my hands he rewards me 
[because I have kept YHWH’s ways.] And I have not wickedly departed from my God since all 
his ordinances were before [me. And I do not turn his states away fro]m me. And I have [bee]n 
blameless with him and have kept myself from guilt. [And YHWH rewarded] me according to my 
righteousness, according to the cleanness of my hands before his eyes.
The only variation is the not unexpected lack of a waw mater lectionis for an o-class vowel in 
ויצי֯א֯נ]י  in Psa 18:20. The following cases where one would expect variation from a “translator,” 
or possibly “mixer” witness, are: בור  instead of בר  to mark the o-class vowel (2x) in Psa 18:21, 
לוא  instead of לא  to mark the o-class vowel in Psa 18:22, מאלוהי  to mark the o-class vowel in 
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forms of Elohim in Psa 18:22, כול  instead of כל  in Psa 18:23, and ואשתמרה  instead of ואשתמר  in 
Psa 18:24 to form a first person prefix verbal form.
Psalm 18:26-29
ִעם־ָחִ֥סיד ִתְּתַחָ֑סּד ִעם־ְגַּ֥בר ָ֝תִּ֗מים ִתַּתָּמּֽם׃ ִעם־נָָ֥בר ִתְּתָבָּ֑רר ְוִעם־ִ֝עֵ֗קּשׁ ִתְּתַפָּתּֽל׃ ִכּֽי־֭אַָתּה ַעם־ָעִ֣ני תוִֹ֑שׁיַע ְוֵעיַ֖ניִם ָר֣מוֹת  
ַתְּשִׁפּֽיל׃ ִכּֽי־֭אַָתּה ָתִּ֣איר נִֵ֑רי יְהָ֥וה ֱ֝אïַ֗הי יִַ֥גּיַהּ ָחְשִׁכּֽי׃   MT
תתחסד עם גבר תמי]ם תתמם עם נבר תתברר[ ועם עקש תתפתל כי] אתה עם עני תושיע ועינים[ רמות תשפיל כי  
א֯ת]ה תאיר נרי יהוה אלהי יגיה ח[֯ש]כי f11QPsalmsd f3:1-4
עם חס[יד תתחסד עם גבר תמים תתמם ]עם נ[ׄבר תתבר֯ר וׄעׄם עקש תתפתל ]כי א[ׄתה עם עני ׄתושיע ועינ]י[֯ם רמות  
תשפיל ]כי א[֯תה תאיר] נרי י[הוׄה א]לה[י יגיה חש֯כ֯י f5/6HevPsalms f6_7:12-15
With the fai]thful you show yourself to be faith. With the blameless you show yourself to be 
blameless. [And with the p]ure you show yourself to be pure. And with the crooked [yo]u show 
yourself to be crafty because it is you who save a humbled people. And the haughty ey[e]s you 
lower because you light my [my lamp, Y]HWH. My G[od] brightens my darkness.
There is no variation in these several verses, which are the first to present any (relatively) 
substantial amount of text from “mixer” witness, namely, 11QPsalmsd. This suggests a close 
textual affinity of 11QPsalmsd and 5/6HevPsalms with MT. Although there are admittedly no 
places extant among these Qumran witnesses for these verses where one would strongly expect a 
variation from a higher ranking witness, except perhaps חושכי  for ָחְשִׁכּי  or כיא  for ִכּי  in Psa 18:29.
Psalm 18:30-31
ִכּֽי־ְ֭בê אָֻ֣רץ ְגּ֑דוּד ֝וֵּבֽאïַ֗הי ֲאַדֶלּג־ֽשׁוּר׃ ָהֵאל֮ ָתִּ֪מים ַ֫דְּר֥כּוֹ ִאְמַֽרת־יְהָ֥וה ְצרוָּ֑פה ָמֵ֥גן ֝֗הוּא ְלכֹ ֤ל ׀ ַהחִֹ֬סים ֽבּוֹ׃  MT
כי[ בך ארץ גד]וד[ ובאלהי אדלג ש֯ור האל תמים ֯ד]רכו[ ׄאמרת יהוה צ]רו[פה מגן הוא ל֯כל החסי]ם  
בו f5/6HevPsalms f6_7:15-17
[Because] with you I can advance against a tro[op], and with my God I can scale a wall. This 
God, [his] w[ay] is blameless. The word of YHWH is r[efi]ned. He is a shield for all who take 
refu[ge in him.]
There is no variation. And as stated above, this suggests the close textual affinity of 
5/6HevPsalms with MT since there is no long suffix with the form בך  in Psa 18:30, there isf ארץ  
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instead of ארוץ  in Psa 18:30, there is ובאלהי  and not ובאלוהי  in Psa 18:30, there is אדלג  instead of 
אדלגה  in Psa 18:30, there isf ל֯כל  instead of לכול  in Psa 18:31, and the pronoun הוא  is used instead 
of הואה  in Psa 18:31.
Psalm 18:32-38
ִ֤כּי ִ֣מי ֱ֭אלוַֹהּ ִמַבְּלֲעֵ֣די יְהָ֑וה וִּ֥מי ֝֗צוּר זוָּלִ֥תי ֱאïֵהֽינוּ׃ ָ֭הֵאל ַהְמאַזְֵּ֣רנִי ָ֑חיִל ַויִֵּ֖תּן ָתִּ֣מים ַדְּרִכּֽי׃ ְמַשֶׁ֣וּה ַר ֭גְַלי ָכּאַיָּ֑לוֹת ְוַ֥על ָ֝בּמַֹ֗תי  
יֲַעִמיֵדֽנִי׃ ְמַלֵ֣מּד יָ ַ֭די ַלִמְּלָחָ֑מה ְוֽנֲִחָ֥תה ֶֽקֶשׁת־נְ ֝חוָּ֗שׁה זְרוֹעָֹתֽי׃ ַוִתֶּתּן־ִל֮י ָמֵ֪גן יִ ְ֫שֶׁ֥עê ִוֽיִמינêְ֥ ִתְסָעֵ֑דנִי ְוַֽענְַוְתê֥ ַתְרֵבּֽנִי׃  ַתְּרִ֣חיב  
ַצֲעִ֣די ַתְחָ֑תּי ְוï֥א ָ֝מֲע֗דוּ ַקְרֻסָלּֽי׃ ֶאְר֣דּוֹף ֭אוֹיְַבי ְואִַשּׂיֵ֑גם ְוïֽא־֝אָשׁוּב ַעד־ַכּלּוָֹתֽם׃  MT 
֯ו֯מ]י צור זולתי אלהינו האל המאזרני חיל[ וי֯ת]ן תמים דרכי משוה רגלי כאילות[ ועׄל] במתי יעמידני מלמד ידי  
למלחמה[ ונ֯ח]תה קשת נחושה זרועתי ותתן לי מגן ישעך[ וי]מינך תסעדני וענותך תרבני תרחיב צעדי תחתי ולא מעדו  
קרסלי ארדוף אויבי ואשיגם ולא אשוב עד כלותם f4QPsalmsc f4ii:2-8
כי מי אלו֯ה מבל֯עדי יהוה ומי צור זול֯ת]י [ׄאלהיׄ֯נ]ו[ האל המא]זרני [חיל ויתן תמים דרכי משוׄ֯ה] רגלי כאילות[ ועל  
במותי יעׄמי]ׄדני[ מלמד ידי ֯ל]מלחמה ונ[֯ח]תה קשת נחושה זרועתי ותתן [ל֯י ֯מ֯ג]ן ישעך וימינך תסעדני וענותך תרבני  
תרחיב צעדי תחתי ולא מעדו קרסלי[ ארדוף אויבי ֯ו֯א]שי[גׄ֯ם ]ולא אשו[ׄב עד כלותם f5/6HevPsalms f6_7:17-24
For who is God besides YHWH? And who is a rock excep[t] o[ur] God? This God, who ar[ms 
me] with strength and made my way blameless. He who makes [my feet like the deer]. And on 
heights he plac[es me], he who trains my hands for [battle] so that [my arm can] be[nd a bronze 
bow. And you gave] me the shie[ld of your salvation. And your right hand supports me. And your 
condescension makes me great. You gave a wide place for my steps under me. And my ankles 
have not buckled.] I pursue my enemies so that I ov[erta]ke them. [And I do not turn b]ack until 
finishing them.
The only variation in what is extant of these several verses is the not unexpected addition in 
5/6HevPsalms of a waw mater lectionis for an o-class vowel in במותי  in Psa 18:34. In 
5/6HevPsalms this occurrence is the only time a waw mater lectionis is added (in comparison to 
L), while it is omitted twice (in comparison L).261 While 4QPsalmsc, a “mirror” witness, does 
have extant text where linguistic variation might occur, 5/6HevPsalms shows itself to be a 
linguistic match to MT, even exhibiting a plene spelling with ֶאְרדּוֹף , which is not necessarily 
expected.
261 They occur at 5/6HevPsalms f1iii+2:4 / Psa 10:9 for לחטף  and 5/6HevPsalms f8_9:2 / Psa 22:6 for בשו . Note that 
other MT mss per Kenn preserve both the defective and full spellings here.
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Psalm 18:39-41
ֶ֭אְמָחֵצם ְוïא־ֻיְ֣כלוּ ֑קוּם יִ ְ֝פּ֗לוּ ַ֣תַּחת ַרגְָלֽי׃ ַוְתּאַזְֵּ֣רנִי ַ֭חיִל ַלִמְּלָחָ֑מה ַתְּכִ֖ריַע ָקַ֣מי ַתְּחָתּֽי׃ ְוֽאֹיְַ֗בי נַָ֣תָתּה ִ֣לּי עֹ ֶ֑רף ֝וְּמַשׂנְ֗אַי אְַצִמיֵתֽם׃  
MT
אמׄח]צם ולא יכלו קום יפלו תחת רגלי[ ותאז֯ר]ני חיל למלחמה תכריע קמי תחתי[ ואיׄב]י נתתה לי ערף ומשנאי  
אצמיתם f4QPsalmsc f4ii:9-11
֯י֯פ֯ו]לו תחת רגלי ותאזרני חיל למלחמה תכריע קמי[ ת֯ח]תי ואויבי נתתה לי עורף ומשנאי אצמיתם f11QPsalmsd 
f4:1-2
I stri[ke them down so that they are not able to rise.] They f[all beneath my feet.] And you gir[d 
me with strength for battle. You make my adversaries sink] und[er me.] And [you make my] 
enemies [turn their backs to me, and my haters I destroy.]
The only variation here, ֯י֯פ֯ו]לו , is the יקטולו  yiqtol form in 11QPsalmsd, a “mixer” witness. It is 
noteworthy for determining what is expected in a “mixer” witness since this morpheme never 
occurs outside of pause in MT.262 However, it should be stressed that such a reading is extremely 
uncertain, as the transcription ֯י֯פ֯ו]לו  indicates.263
Psalm 18:42-43
יְַשְׁוּ֥עוּ ְוֵאין־מוִֹ֑שׁיַע ַעל־יְ ֝הָ֗וה ְוï֣א ָעָנֽם׃ ְוֶֽאְשָׁחֵ֗קם ְכָּעָ֥פר ַעל־ְפּנֵי־֑רוַּח ְכִּ֖טיט חוּ֣צוֹת ֲאִריֵֽקם׃  MT
מ֯ו]שיע על יהוה ולוא ענם f11QPsalmsd f4:2-3
5/6HevPsalms f6_7:26-28 ישועו וא[ין מושיע על יהוה ולא ענם ]ואשחקם כע[פר על פני רוח כטיט חוצות 
אריקם
[They cry for help, but no]body saves. To YHWH, but he did not answer them. [And I beat them 
fine like the d]ust on the face of the wind. Like mud in the streets I pour them out.
There is no variation. And once again, as stated above and expected from this case study, the 
lack of variation where one might expect it from a high ranking witness, such as ולא  instead of 
ולוא  in Psa 18:43, suggests the close textual affinity of “mirror” witnesses and MT. 
262 For a summary of the discussion concerning such verbal forms, cf. HDSS §200.27; §311.1; LLBIS, 140–145 and 
566–67; and Shelomo Morag, “Qumran Hebrew: Some Typological Observations,” 155. Cf. also Psalm 139:9.
263 A new photo can be found at: http://www.deadseascrolls.org.il/explore-the-archive/image/B-365364.
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Conclusion
The purpose of this case study was to demonstrate how the recognition of variant scribal 
practices provides a framework for explaining the variation and how the proposed schema serves 
well as an evaluation tool, and in particular to illustrate the close textual affinity of “mirror” 
witnesses with MT. Indeed, the “mirror” mss demonstrate close textual affinity with the relative 
lack of use of waw as a mater lectionis for an o-class vowel, the total lack of the long second 
masculine suffix form, and any other variation being the not unexpected use of conjunctive waw 
(cf. 4QPsalmsc in Psalm 18:1). 
Although there is unfortunately little extant of the “mixer” witness 11QPsalmsd, it did 
produce the expected results of a higher ranking witness, with 11QPsalmsd’s only variation being 
a יקטולו  yiqtol form (cf. Psalm 18:39-41). And 11QPsalmsc, a “translator” witness, preserved the 
expected linguistic variation, here being the frequent use of waw as a mater lectionis to mark an 
o-class vowel, the use of the longer so-called cohortative form to denote the indicate in the first 





7.1 Summary Conclusion and Implications
The goal of this thesis was to propose a schema for philological comparison of textual variation 
which would both 1) incorporate linguistic categories beyond orthography, phonology, and 
morphology, and 2) provide a theoretical framework which would better serve the purpose of 
recognizing and evaluating the particular goals, methods, and conventions of variant scribal 
practices. This thesis has accomplished this goal by means of the aforementioned method, 
namely, establishing the epistemological grounds for such an endeavour, surveying the four 
predominant Hebrew Bible transmission theories to highlight the need for a such a schema, 
identifying variant scribal practices, proposing such a linguistically sensitive schema, and 
empirically verifying both the validity of the identified variant scribal practices and the utility of 
the said schema. Thus this thesis has set forth a valid framework and useful tool for recognizing 
and evaluating textual variation resulting from discernible variant scribal practices among 
Qumran “biblical” witnesses, at least as far as the proto-canonical psalms are concerned.
The implication of this conclusion is that Hebrew Bible textual transmission in antiquity 
was characterized by linguistically distinguishable variant scribal practices. This multispectral 
approach, which engages text not simply qua text, but also qua language and scribe, will yield 
not only more robust text-critical evaluations, but also linguistic and exegetical insight. 
For the text-critic, the difference of language between different scribal practices must be 
taken into account in order to properly assess the text-critical value of the Qumran “biblical” 
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corpus. For example, if a “translator” witness consistently exhibits a waw mater lectionis to mark 
o-class vowels or a long second person masculine suffix כה -, this is not likely to be attributed to 
any archetypal reading. However, if such features are consistently exhibited among even 
“mirror” witnesses, it is more likely to reflect an archetype reading. The same is true of any 
orthographical convention (such as אלוהים  in “translator” witnesses) or particular morpheme 
(such as the long  -ָה suffix or יקטולו  yiqtol forms in “translator” witnesses) which is more likely to 
occur in one group over another. 
Also, the use of conjunctive waw has shown itself to be very flexible, even among “mirror” 
witnesses. This means that if witnesses of any type of scribal practice are not in agreement over 
the particular use of conjunctive waw, it is especially difficult to determine where an archetype 
text may or may not have contained it.
On a more complex level, when a “translator” witness like the Great Psalms Scroll 
provides a less ambiguous reading for a difficult one, as in 11QPsalmsa 20:13 ( וממתקוממיכה ) / Psa 
139:21 ( וִּבְתקוְֹמֶמיê ) in L, all things being equal, the easier reading is most likely to be attributed to 
a scribal practice which sought to provide unambiguous meaning than to a variant Vorlage. And 
although more data is needed to make a firm conclusion, the case studies suggest that 
“translator” witnesses are much prone to have erroneous variation than “mirror” ones. 
At times the recognition of variant scribal practices even yields exegetical insight. For 
example, the addition of על  in 11QPsalmsa 20:9 / Psa 139:19 showed that the scribe understood 
the syntax (presuming MT does represent the antecedent text) in a certain way. Likewise, the use 
of גבורה  instead of חיל  in 11QPsalmsa 16:3 / Psa 118:16 showed that the scribe understood a 
certain meaning of חיל .
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 In addition, the recognition of a variety of scribal practices supports Tov’s argument that 
the stability of the MT text-type is not the result of a conscious process of standardization.264 This 
is because the “mirror” witnesses, which bear strikingly close linguistic resemblance to MT, did 
not show any noticeable development during throughout the late Second Temple period, as 
chapter 4.2 graphically demonstrated. However, a deeper analysis of MT vis-à-vis the 
prototypical “mirror” scribe from Qumran needs to be done to confirm solidly such a conclusion. 
Regarding Ulrich’s doubt whether or not “the principles or practices of the scribes at 
Qumran differed significantly from those of other contemporary Jewish scribes,”265 this thesis 
suggests that Qumran scribal practices or principles indeed did differ significantly from their 
other Jewish contemporaries since 1) there are no QSP texts among the zealot refuge caves, 2) 
most of the Qumran “sectarian texts” are written in QSP, and 3) the “mirror” texts formed a 
significant stream, even within the Qumran mss. Thus the QSP texts are confined to one corner 
of the Qumran find and nowhere else. Although overall, the “mirror” group appears to have 
preceded the “mixer” and “translator” groups and persisted after them, continuing into the refuge 
caves. Thus the destruction of Qumran may form a terminus ad quem for the “mixer” and 
“translator” scribal practices.
This thesis further implies that talk of textual “fluidity” must itself be less fluid as to 
precisely what was fluid for whom and in which contexts. Does fluidity relate to the range of 
manifest variation, which is in reality an amalgam of textual transmission and scribal practice? Is 
264 Cf. TCHB 174–180.
265 Cf. Eugene C. Ulrich, “Pluriformity in the Biblical Text, Text Groups, and Questions of Canon,” in The Madrid 
Qumran Congress: Proceedings of the International Congress on the Dead Sea Scrolls, Madrid 18-21 March, 1991 
(eds. Julio Trebolle Barrera and Luis Vegas Montaner; Studies on the Text of the Judaean Desert 11; Leiden: Brill, 
1993), 31.
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fluidity the perceived ideology of scribal cultures? Accordingly, talk of scribal “faithfulness” 
must be attuned to what different scribal goals, methods, and conventions were so that a “mirror” 
scribal practice is not by default privileged as being superior to others. In terms of the schema, 
witnesses which exhibit greater linguistic variation from the reconstructed archetype than others 
should not be considered less faithful for this fact alone. Rather, witnesses which contain the 
most amount of erroneous variation, regardless of linguistic variation, should be considered less 
faithful. And by isolating substantive variation from linguistic and erroneous variation, this 
schema provides a useful tool for procuring textual data for inquiries into the emic insight of why 
a scribe would change the meaning at given places since the places where intentional changes in 
meaning were made can be recognized as such (namely, where there is substantive variation). 
A pressing desideratum in Hebrew Bible text-critical studies, according to Talmon, is 
determining what were the precise scribal limits of “controlled freedom of textual variation” for 
Jewish scribes in antiquity.266 The challenge of answering such a desideratum is  summarized 
well by the text-critic of Spanish literature Hernández Fernández-Ordóñez: “Unfortunately, we 
still lack a theory of textual criticism that allows us to calculate the level of linguistic divergence 
between the original and the copies that have transmitted it to us, or that allows us to specify 
which grammatical aspects are more subject to variation and to quantify the level of possible 
transformation at each level in comparison to the rest.”267 This author hopes that the use of this 
266 Shemaryahu Talmon, “The Textual Study of the Bible – A New Outlook,” in Qumran and the History of the 
Biblical Text (eds. Frank Moore Cross and Shemaryahu Talmon; Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1975), 326.
267 “Desgraciadamente todavía carecemos de una teoría de la crítica textual que nos permita calcular el grado de 
divergencia lingüística entre el original y las copias que nos lo han transmitido, o que nos permita especificar qué 
aspectos de la gramática están más sujetos a variación y cuantificar el grado de transformación posible en cada nivel 
en comparación con los restantes.”  Hernández I. Fernández-Ordóñez, “Transmisión manuscrita y transformación 
‘discursiva’ de los textos,’ Actas del VI Congreso Internacional de Historia de la Lengua Española (eds. J. J. de 
Bustos Tovar and J. L. Girón Alconchel; Madrid: Arco/Libros, 2006), 11, (my translation).
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schema and approach will serve well for producing cogent results to answer such a challenge for 
text-critical studies of the Hebrew Bible, and for producing the most robust and comprehensive 
theory, which our data allows, of the Hebrew Bible’s textual transmission.
7.2 Inquiries for Further Research
Of course, undertaking such an endeavour requires further research. To do so the author 
envisions the following. First, the schema (with its subcategories modified as needed) must be 
used to turn the “sledge-hammer” of chapter 4 into a fine chisel. This will mean overcoming the 
shortcomings identified in chapter 4.1. 
So first not only linguistic, but also all shared substantive and para-textual variation (such 
as, for example, the use of paleo-Hebrew letters and specific stichometric arrangements) must be 
taken into account so as to identify any and all such features of scribal affinity between groups of 
manuscripts. To do this an exhaustion investigation of all the Qumran witnesses must take place; 
and a linguistic profile must be produced for each witness. This will likely mean a modification 
of the subcategories to reflect more precisely the textual situation. To be sure, as stated in chapter 
4.2, the remarkable similarity between the prototypical s-curve of diffusion and the ranking of 
the witnesses may prove to be a useful heuristic guide.
Then a qualitative value for each type of variation needs to be produced which takes into 
account all the places where the variation could have occurred, but did not. And finally each 
qualitative value must be properly weighed in a way which recognizes more significant features 
as such. For example, if historical linguistic research confirms that syntactical changes involving 
the decline in certain uses of weqatal forms reflects a more significant scribal affinity than, for 
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example, phonological variations of צ and ז, then such syntactical variations should be give more 
weight for identifying scribal affinity than such phonological ones. With regard to ancient 
Hebrew syntax, further analysis with this schema of all the verbal shifts (such as occurrences of 
qatal for yiqtol, or wayyiqtol for yiqtol) should prove especially fruitful. 
Then further research must determine, with the epistemological considerations of chapter 2 
in mind, whether it is ultimately more proper to conceive of a qualitative spectrum of scribal 
practices (à la nominalism) or to conceive of distinct scribal practices (à la realism) among 
distinct historical groups of scribes. In other words, were there specifically distinct ideologies 
which certain scribes operated under, or do other factors explain the range of variation? With 
regard to this question, and for better delineating the “mixer” witnesses from “mirror” and 
“translator” ones, a detailed study using this schema of the difference types of variation present 
between the two halves of the Great Isaiah Scroll should prove especially fruitful. This will also 
aid in answering the historical inquiry: “Did the ‘mixer’ scribal practice develop subsequently to 
the ‘mirror’ scribal practice, and the ‘translator’ subsequently to the ‘mixer’ or is there not a 
linear connection between them?”
For example, there are 18 occurrences of a יקטולו  yiqtol form in the first half of the Great 
Isaiah Scroll (a “mixer” witness by bifurcation), and 47 occurrences in the second half (a 
“translator” witness by bifurcation). Does this reflect a linguistic tendency in “mixer” scribal 
practice versus “translator” scribal practice? Likewise, assuming for the sake of argument that L 
represents the antecedent text, there are only 2 times where a so-called cohortative form is used 
for the indicative yiqtol in the first half of the Great Isaiah Scroll, but 29 occurrences in the 
second half. Does this mark a fuzzy, yet noticeable boundary line between “mixer” and 
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“translator” witnesses? Again, in the first half of the Great Isaiah Scroll “Jerusalem”  is written 
as ירושלים f9x out of 24 (so 38% of the time), whereas in the second half of the Great Isaiah Scroll 
Jerusalem is written as ירושלים f25x out of 26 (so 96% of the time).268 Does this mark a fuzzy 
boundary between “mixer” and “translator” witnesses?
Once all this is better determined and the fine chisel is adequately prepared, such an 
approach must then be creatively and carefully incorporated into the four theories surveyed in 
chapter 3 in other to produce the most robust and comprehensive theory which the limited data 
allows for explaining the Hebrew Bible’s textual transmission. For example, do Cross’s 
Egyptian, Palestinian, or Babylonian local text-types correspond to the prototypical “mirror,” 
“mixer,” or “translator” scribes? Do the three prototypical scribes correspond to the beliefs and 
practices of certain social groups à la Talmon? Is there any correspondence between the 
identified scribal affinity of the Qumran witnesses and their “textual character” à la Tov? For 
example, what percentage of Tov’s non-aligned texts are “translator” witnesses? What percentage 
of pre-Samaritan and MT-like texts are “mirror” witnesses? And regarding Ulrich’s multiple 
literary editions theory, do distinct literary editions exhibit different scribal practices? For 
example, do witnesses to the shorter edition of Jeremiah reflect a different scribal affinity than 
witnesses to the longer edition? Does the proposed schema serve well for sifting out the certain 
types of variants so that one can better distinguish literary editions?
Broadly speaking, what will we discover when we view the text qua scribe, recognizing 
that there is also a change in language and story occurring? A tidal wave is indeed washing over 
268 Note that this includes an erasure at 1QIsaa 29:10, and a correction from ירושלמ  to ירושלימ  at 1QIsaa 50:19.
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text-critical studies of the Hebrew Bible. The question is how far it will wash over current 
shores, and what will be left in its wake.
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APPENDIX
PSALMS VARIANTS REFERENCED BY BHS VERSIFICATION
The following is a table which provides all textual variations of the Qumran Psalms 
witnesses vis-à-vis L in sequence according to BHS verse reference, and is categorized in the 
following way: 1) L-verse reference, 2) the L reading versus (||) the variant reading, 3) Qumran 
manuscript reference, 4) relevant MT variation readings from L (as gleaned from Kenn)269, and 


















לוא || ï֥א f1º
גויים || גוִֹי֑ם
 ׄמוסדרות]ימו ||  
ֽמוְֹסרוֵֹ֑תימוֹ
אדוני || ֲאדֹנָ ֗י
קודשי || ָקְדִֽשׁי
ׄתכה || ְבּיְִראֶָתֽê [
ׄדׄרככה || ַדְּרֶכּêֽ [



























mss יהוה , ms אדני  

































  ד֑ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
  ד֑ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
  ד֑ ֹאְמ || הדאמ
ָ֥תַּאְו || התעו
הָ֣בוּשׁ || יננוח
> ||  הָוְהי
º1f ֮הָוְהי || לא




  ִינ֬ ְֵננָֽח || יננח







  ת]֯ישא ם֯י֯ק[ידצ לא [
תיִ֥שָׁא ||
תוֹ֥ר֫ ֹהְט || תורו[הט
































 , יננח הוהי ינננח sm
 sm , יננח ssm
 , ינניח sm , ינננוח
 sm , ינינח ssm
 sm , יננח ינננח
ונננח






















































  וֹֹ֗נשְׁל־לַע ׀ ל֨ ַגָר־אïֽ
> ||
לָכּ || לוכ
֯יתילכ f ||  ֽיָתוֹיְלִכ
יִ֑תָלִּפְת || יתלפתל









    ֮םִייַּֽחַבּ || [ם]ׄהייחב
  êְניִפְצוּ || ה[כנו]֯פצו
 ] êְ֮נוּפְצ][ֽוּ]
êיֶ֑נָפ || הכינ֯פ ]








































 sm , ךנופצו ssm
ךנויפצו



























  רמא[ו]ׄי[ו [f||  רַ֡מֹאיַּו
  êְ֖מָחְרֶא || הכית]֯מחר
לָלֻּהְ֭מ ||  לל[ו]֯חׄמ
   אָ֣רְקֶא || הארקא
  יְַ֗בי֝ ֹא־ןִמוּ || יביואמו
  יְַ֗בי֝ ֹא־ןִמוּ || יביואמו
יַ֪הïֱא || יהולא
תַכְשֶׁח || תוכשח
֯י[דסומ ||  תוֹ֪דְסוֹמ
  לֵ֥בֵ֫תּ || ח]לׄשי לבת
ִינֵ֑חִָקּי || ינ]֯ח֯קיו
יַֹ֗תמָבּ || יתומב
  וּ֗לְפּ֝ ִי ||  ול]֯ו֯פ֯י
לֶה֥ ֹא || ל]ׄ֯הוא
  הֵ֤צְקִמ || יצ֯ק[מ
   תַ֤רוֹ֘תּ || ת֯ו[רות
וּשׁוֹֽב || ושב
יָ֥תוֹ֫מְצַע || יתׄמ[צע
  סֵ֗מ֝ ָנ || ש[מ]֯נ
קָ֣בְּדֻמ || שבדׄמ
    רַפֲעַֽלְו || רפע [לאו























 - 22:2_1f 88Q4
32:2_1f 88Q4
32:2_1f 88Q4
 sm , ללוהמ ssm
ללהמו
  ןמו יביאמו ssm
יביוא ssm , יביא
  ןמו יביאמו ssm
יביוא ssm , יביא
  תרשח sm
)ebyam(
 ssm , תדסמ sm









































  יִ֗רֲאָ֝כּ || ו]֯ר֯כ
  יִ֗רֲאָ֝כּ || וראכ
יַָ֥די || ׄהידי
êֶ֨תִּמֲאַב || הכתמאב
  ִינֵ֗דְמַּֽלְו || ינד]֯מל
êיֶ֣מֲחַר || הכימחר




י֗ ָֹנדֲ֝א || הוה]ׄי











































 sm , ינופקה ssm
ינפקה
 ssm , היראכ sm
ורכ ssm , וראכ
 ssm , היראכ sm
ורכ ssm , וראכ
יננוחו sm
> sm
 neK . הוהי ssm




































  ֯םׄש[ תומוהת 
  ובצנ ]ׄםימ֯ה








    הָ֣וְהי || ׄהיׄהו
  ויָ֑הïֱא || והולא
  ויָ֑הïֱא || והולא
לָכּ || ל֯ו֯כ
  ץֶֽרָאָה || ל[בת
בָרְבּ || בורב
הָֽרָבְִּשׁנ || ֯ר[בשנ
    וֹ֑דְכְּלִתּ || והדכלת
הָ֗אוֹשְׁ֝בּ || האו]ׄש
  וּפָ֥סֱֶ֫אֽנְו || ]° ׄוׄפ֯סא֯נ
  וּפָ֥סֱֶ֫אֽנְו || ]° ׄוׄפ֯סא֯נ
ופסנ ||  וּ֬פְסֶֶאנ
   םיִכ֭ ֵנ || םיכת
  ק֖ ֹרָח || וקרח
   וֹמֽיֵנִּשׁ || םינש
  ָ֮יֹנדֲא || יׄנודׄא









































 sm , ומנש ssm





) ופסנ ( *7:2 89Q4
) ופסנ ( *7:2 89Q4































 °2f ץֵ֗פָחֶ֝ה || יצ֯פ֯ח
°2f ץֵ֗פָחֶ֝ה || יצ֯פ֯ח
ֽדִוָדְל || ֯דיודל
א֖ ֹצְמִל || ׄאוׄצמל
  בֵַצּיְִתי || ׄלוכ ץעיתי
לַע
ִםיַ֣מָשַּׁהְבּ || םימשהמ
  ַעיִ֣שׁוֹת || ֯עישות הב
דִ֨וָדְל || דיודל
ןוּֽלוִֹבּי || ןולבי
  || ׄרחת לאו
רַחְתִ֭תּ־לאַ
  || ׄרחת לאו
רַחְתִ֭תּ־לאַ
  || רחת \ לאו
רַחְתִ֭תּ־לאַ






  || הננובתאו
ְָתּנַ֖נוֹבְּתִהְו
וּשְׁרֽיִי || ושרי
ב֥ ֹר || בור
םֵֹ֣מז || םמוז
קֵֹ֖רחְו || קרוחו


































 txet niam neK
ןולובי ssm , ןולבי






































 וקשתותיהם ||  
ְוַקְשּׁתוָֹ֗תם








ְואֹיְֵ֣בי יְ ֭הָוה ִכּיַ֣קר  
ָכִּ֑רים  || f20aβ and 
bα >
כורים || ָכִּ֑רים



































































וֹ֥כְּרַדְו || וכר֯ד ֯ל֯ו֯כ֯ב
וֹ֥כְּרַדְו || וכר֯ד ֯ל֯ו֯כ֯ב





ודמשנ f||  וּרָ֑מְִשׁנ
וֹֽטְפָשִּׁהְבּ || וטפשהבו
וֹֽטְפָשִּׁהְבּ || וטפשהב
ר֬ ֹמְשׁוּ || רומשו













































































  םֵ֥טְלְַּ֫פֽיַו || םטלמיו
םֵ֣טְלְַּפי || ֯םטלפיו
  || ׄהכתׄמ[חבו
êְ֥תָמֲחַבֽוּ
êֶ֑מְַעז || הכמעׄז
וּקַּמ֭ ָנ || וקמׄנ֯ו
וּקַּמ֭ ָנ || וקמׄנ֯ו
יִתוֹ֣גוְּפנ || ]°אׄגׄפנ
  êְ֥מִּמ || הכממ
אï || ׄאול
  הָרָֽתְִּסנ || רתסנ
  יַ֗עֵרְו || יעׄר דג[נמ
  ֶדגֶ֣נִּמ
  יַ֗עֵרְו || יעׄר דג[נמ
  ֶדגֶ֣נִּמ
  יִ֣עְִגנ || יע]֯דוימו
וּד֑ ֹמֲַעי
  || יננעת התא ינדא  
   ֥יָֹנדֲא ה֗ ֶנֲעַ֝ת הָ֥תַּא
ה֗ ֶנֲעַ֝ת || יננעת
  ֽיִכּ ֽיָהïֱא || ׄיׄהלא יכ
וּלֽיְִדּגִה || וליׄדגי
יִ֖בוֹאְכַמוּ || יבאכמו
    ֽיִכּ || הכ
  ֥יִנוֲֹע || יתנוׄע
  || יתואׄט֯ח ןמ
  ֽיִתאָטַּֽחֵמ

























































ירׄקש רֶקָֽשׁ || 
    יֵ֣מְלַּשְׁמוּ || ימילשמ
    יֵ֣מְלַּשְׁמוּ || ימילשמ
  || הׄבוט תחת הער 
  הָ֑בוֹט תַחַ֣תּ הָעָר
  הָעָר || הׄבוט תחת 
  הָ֑בוֹט תַחַ֣תּ
  ִינוּ֗נְטְשׂ֝ ִי || ינסש֯י
יִפְדָֽר] יִפוֹדְר || רבד [
    ִינְֵ֥בזַעַֽתּ || ינבׄוזעת
  יַ֗הïֱ֝א הָ֑וְהי || י]֯הלא
  הָשׁוּ֥ח || השיח
יִ֑תְָרזֶעְל || יתרזעל יל
êֲעוְֹרזוּ || הׄכ[עורזו
  || וניאנש]מ
וּניְֵ֥אנַשְׂמוּ
  || [םיה]ולא֯ב
[ םיִהïֽאֵבּ
ןא֣ ֹצְכּ || ׄןאוצׄכ
י֗ ִנוֹשְׁל || ינושלו
ìֶֽלֶמַּה ||  ףלא ךלמה
ר֗ ֹשׁיִמ || רשימ
ר֗ ֹשׁיִמ || רושימ
ןוֹ֗שָׂשׂ || ןשש
וּניֵ֗הïֱ֝א || ׄוני֯הולא
   םיִכָלְמַּ֭ה || םי]֯כלמ
   לַ֥דָחְו || ]°ׄולחו



























 sm , ינמטשי sm
 ssm , ינומטשי
  ינונטשי
































  || םתונכשמ
םָֹתנְכְּשִׁמ
  || םת]֯ונכש֯מ
[ םָֹתנְכְּשִׁמ
  ןיִָ֑לי || ןיבי
   תוֹי∫ה || תוי֯א
הָ֣כְרֶֽעֶאְו || ךׄרעא֯ו
  הֵבְּרַה || הברה [
  בֶרֶה]
  הֵבְּרַה || הברה [
בֶרֶה]
  ם֣יִיַּח || םייחה
  ויָ֥לָעְו || וילע
  êְ֣דוֹא || ךדו֯או
  êֽיֶדיִסֲח || ךדיסח
[ הֵשֽׂ ֹע || ה]ׄׄשו֯ע
   וֹ֥לֻּכּ || לוכ
אï֣ || ׄאו֯ל
  וּאָֽרָק || ארק
   ֮ןוֹיִּצִּמ || ןויצ םויב
   ֮ןוֹיִּצִּמ || ןויצ םויב






































































וידוכה || יוֹ֖דוּê f1º   
וידוכה || יוֹ֖דוּê f1º
יברכוכה || יְָבְרֵ֥כנוּ
אלוהים || ֱ֭אïִהים   
ז]ה הר || ַהר f2° 




בין || ִבּיֵ֣ון   
אין || ְוֵ֣אין   
שבולת || ְוִשׁבֹּ ֶ֥לת    
שבולת || ְוִשׁבֹּ ֶ֥לת    
כליו || ָכּ֥לוּ    
שני || ֵעיַ֑ני    
בחיל || ְ֝מיֵַ֗חל    
לאלהי יש]ראל ||  





































mss ביין , mss 
ביוון , ms בוין
ms מייחיל , mss 
























    ָתְּעַָדי || התעדי
   יִ֑תְּלַוִּאְל || יתיול אול
  יַ֗תוֹמְשַׁאְ֝ו || ]֯נׄמלשאו
    וּשׁ֤ ֹב֘ ֵי || ושו֯ב[י
יִ֨ב וּשׁ֤ ֹב֘ ֵי || ושו֯ב[י
ê֮יֶוֹק || הכיוק
] יִ֣ב וּמְלִָ֣כּי || ומל֯כ[י
  || ׄהכיׄשקבמ
êיֶ֑שְׁקַבְמ
êיֶלָע || הכי֯ל[ע
   ָרזוּ֖מ || רז ימ
  ירכנ ||   יִ֗רְָכנְ֝ו
   הֶ֣כְּבֶאָו || ךאו
   יִ֖הֱאָו || יהתו
] יִ֭ב וּחיִָ֣שׂי || וחיש[י
  יִב || יב רעש יבשי
רַעָ֑שׁ יֵבְשׁ֣ ֹי
   תוֹ֗נִיְגנ֝וּ || ]ׄׄונגׄני יב
   תוֹ֗נִיְגנ֝וּ || ]ׄׄונגׄני יב



























































  êְ֨ל || המל
   תֵ֤ע || התע
êֶ֑דְּסַח || הכדסח
êֶֽעְִשׁי || הכעשי
  ֯ל֯א[ו [
  ינחקיו[ ה]֯עבט֯א
הָעָ֑בְּטֶא־לאְַו || ]ׄילזג
  הָ֥לְָצנִּא || ינלי[צה
 °2f
    יֵקַּמֲֽעַמִּמוּ || יקמעמ
    יֵקַּמֲֽעַמִּמוּ || יקמעמ
תֶל֣ ֹבִּשׁ || תלובש
   ִינֵ֣עָלְבִתּ || ינעבטׄת
   ָהֽיִפּ || יפ
הָוה֭ ְי ִינֵ֣נֲע || יננע
   בוֹ֣ט־יִכּ || בוטכ
   êֶ֑דְּסַח || הכדסח
  לאְַו || לׄא
êֶינָפּ || הכינפ
êֶ֑דְּבַֽעֵמ || הכדבעמ
    רֵ֥הַמ || ה֯ר[המ



































































  לֶא || לע
êְֽבּ || הכב
  ִינֵ֥ליִצַּתּ || ינליצה
  °1f
   ִינֵ֑טְלַּפְתֽוּ || ינטלפת
êְְ֗נזאָ || הכנזוא
  ִיֽנֵעיִשׁוֹהְו || ינליצה
  °2f
  ִיֽנֵעיִשׁוֹהְו || ינליצה
  °2f
  אוֹ֗בָל || ]°מׄדע יבל
    דיִ֗מָתּ
    ץֵמוֹחְו || ׄץומח֯ו
êיֶ֤לָע || הׄ֯כילע
   יִ֑זוֹג || יזוע
êְ֖בּ || ֯הכב






  וּהוּ֗שְׂפִתְ֝ו || והוש]ׄפת
   הָשִׁיֽח || השיח 
] הָשׁוּח]
וּשׁ֣ ֵֹבי || ושובי
   ֮וּלְִכי  || ו]לכיו
לָכּ || לוכ
ת֣ ֹמֵח || ]֯תומיח































 ssm , ומלכי ssm





























  || הכילי֯ב[שו
  êיֶליִבְשׁוּ
הֶֹ֥שׁמ || השומ
   םְֶ֗כְנזָ֝א || המכנזוא
   םְֶ֗כְנזָ֝א || המכנזוא
יֵ֥קְשׁוֹנ || ישקונ
  || םהי]֯נמשׄמ
   םֶ֑הֵינַּמְשִׁמְבּ
אïְֽו || אולו
[ ף֑ ֹת || ׄׄףו֯ת
[ בֽ ֹקֲַעי || ]֯בוקעי
  תַ֖פְשׂ || תופש
   ויָ֗פַּ֝כּ || ופכ
ָךֶּ֥צְלַּ֫חֲאָו || הכצל֯ח ]
  || הכצׄל[ח]או
ָךֶּ֥צְלַּ֫חֲאָו
  ֽיִל || יל
  ֽיִל || יל֯ו֯ק
  ֽיִל || יל
תוּ֣ריִרְשִׁבּ || תוררשב
  םיִ֗הï∫א || םיהולא
º1f
[ בֶרֶ֖קְבּ || ברוקׄב
  םיִ֗הï∫א || םיהולא
º2f




   יֵ֣לֳהאָ || יהׄלא





























 sm , םכינזא ssm
םכינזאו
 sm , ישקנ sm







































  יל]ע לודג [יכ
  êְדְּסַ֭ח־ֽיִכּ ||  הכדסח




[ êיֶ֣נָפּ || הכינ֯פ
    ָהנוּֽפאָ || הרופ֯א
   || רח[ב יתמרח [
  רוֹ֑בִּגּ ... êיֶ֗דיִסֲֽחַל
  || [רוב]ג…כיר֯ח[בל
רוֹ֑בִּגּ ... êיֶ֗דיִסֲֽחַל
   êיֶ֗דיִסֲֽחַל || כיר֯ח֯ב[ל
    רֶמא֗ ֹתַּו || רמ֯את
   יִתיִ֣וִּשׁ || תש
   ֶרזֵ֭ע || רז]וע
רוּ֣חָב || וח[ב
רוּ֣חָב || ׄרח[ב
   ֽםָעֵמ || מׄע ןמ
   ֽםָעֵמ || מׄע ןמ
יִתאָצָמ || ]֯יתצמ
   ןֶמֶ֖שְׁבּ || ןמש ןמ
  || {{ןמש}} ֯ר[שא
רֶ֣שֲׁא
רֶ֣שֲׁא || ֯ר[שא
   יִד֭ ָי || ודי
  וֹ֑מִּע ןוֹ֣כִּתּ || םכנכת
 v secalp sm sihT
 ,22 v retfa 62

























































אואב || אוֵֹי֣ב   
אואב || אוֵֹי֣ב ֑בּוֹ   
על || ַעְוָ֗לה
לענוׄת || ï֣א יְַעֶנּֽנּוּ
לענוׄתו ׄ|| ï֣א יְַעֶנּֽנּוּ
... || >
יד || יָ֑דוֹ  
בנהר || ֽוַּבנְָּה֥רוֹת   
בנהר || ֽוַּבנְָּה֥רוֹת   
בנהרת || ֽוַּבנְָּה֥רוֹת   
בנהרת || ֽוַּבנְָּה֥רוֹת   
This ms places v 
27 after v 23 
and then vs 28 
follows
את || ָ֑אָתּה   
ֵ֝אִ֗לי ְו֣צוּר יְשׁוָּעִתֽי אַף  
|| >
֯א֯תנ || ֶאְתֵּ֑נהוּ    
֯א֯תננו || ֶאְתֵּ֑נהוּ    
This ms has v 
31 after v 28
ׄאׄמ || ִאם
֯למלחמה || ַבִּמְּלָחָמֽה   





 בר֯ו֯ך. || ָבּ֖רוּì יְהָ֥וה  
ְ֝לעוָֹ֗לם ָ֘אֵ֥מן ׀ ְואֵָמֽן
This ms has 
Psalm 90 in a 
different order






















































  || הנצ ׄךי֯ל[ע ו]ׄדסח
הָ֖נִּצ
הָ֣רֵֹחֽסְו || ֯הרחוסו
הלס f || >
אï || ׄאול
  בטקמ 
  םירה[צ ]דוׄשי
  ךלהי לפ[אב ]רבדמ
  ìïֲַ֑הי לֶפ֣ ֹאָבּ  רֶבֶדִּמ ||
ִםיָֽרֳהָצ  דוָּ֥שׁי בֶטֶ֗קִּ֝מ
ל֤ ִֹפּי || ל[ו]פי
ֽשִָׁגּי || עגי
  || ךיניעב ט[יבת ]קר
טיִ֑בַּת êיֶ֣ניֵעְבּ קַר
  םולש ׄה[ארתו [ 
  תַ֖מֻלִּשְׁו || םי]עשר
ֽהֶאְרִתּ םיִ֣עָשְׁר
תַ֖מֻלִּשְׁו || םולש
  ךס]חמ תא[רק  
  || ]ודמחמ ת[ --




  || עגנ] עגי אול[ו
בַ֥רְִקי־אï עַג֗ ֶנְו
[ אï || אול
êֶֽלֳהאְָבּ || ךיל[האב



























































  || ך[יכרדב
êֽיֶכָרְדּ־לָכְבּ
  לַחַ֣שׁ־לַע || ןתפ [לע
ןֶתֶ֣פָו
ì֑ ֹרְדִתּ || ךור[דת
ס֖ ֹמְרִתּ || ס]ומרת
[ יִ֣ב יִ֤כּ || הוהיב
קַשָׁח || התקש[ח
> || …
ךא[ריו f||  וּהֵ֗אְראְַו
  ןמא ונ]עיו f|| >
הלׄס [ןמא
   יֵ֖שֲׂעַֽמְבּ || השע[מב
   ֽןֵנַּרֲא || ןנרי
  אï֣ || אלו
ָהנְעַ֥מְשִׁתּ || העמש
ָהנְעַ֥מְשִׁתּ || העמש
  וּחיִֽרְַפי || ֯וחרפי
ןוּ֣בוְּני || ןובנ֯י
  || ]הבוט הבישב
הָ֑ביֵשְׂבּ
   ֽוּיְִהי || ׄויׄהו
 sah sm sihT
 a ni 29 mlasP
redro tnereffid
  היוללה || >
    רָ֑זַּאְתִה || רזאתיו
ןוֹ֥כִּתּ || ׄן֯כ[ת
   טוֹֽמִּתּ || טומט
êֲ֣אְסִכּ || הכאסכ






























































ׄכי לׄא] || ִ֤כּי ׀ ïא
ׄכי לוׄא] || ִ֤כּי ׀ ïא
את עמו || ַע֑מּוֹ [
ו[יבשה || ְ֝ויֶַ֗בֶּשׁת    
pr. Psalm 135 
and other 
composition(s).
ׄלׄד֯ו]ד מזמור יהוה ||  
יְהָ֣וה  








ׄפ]וע[ל]י || פֹּ ֲ֥עֵלי
יעטו]ף || יֲַעטֹ ֑ף
לחמי מאכ[ל ||  
ֵמֲאכֹ ֥ל ַלְחִמֽי   
ייראו || ְוִיֽיְר֣אוּ
ארץ || ָהָ֗אֶרץ  
הארץ || ָהָ֗אֶרץ
כבודו || ְכּבוֶֹדֽê   
בכבוד || ִבְּכבוֹֽדוֹ    



























































   םוֹ֣רְמִּמ || ןועממ
   ץֶרֶ֬א־לֶא || ׄץראל
  ץֶרֶ֬א || ץ]ראה
 ||  םִ ָֽלָשׁוּריִבּ
םילשוריב f
הָ֖נִּע || הנע יכ
יִֹ֗חכּ] וֹֹחכּ || יח֯כ [
  || ילא רמא ימי רצק 
   יִ֗לֵא רַֹ֗מא ׃ֽיָָמי רַ֥צִּק
םיִ֣רוֹדּ || םירד
êיֶֽתוֹנְשׁ || ךיתנש
    ָתְּדַָ֑סי || הדסונ
הֵ֖שֲׂעַמֽוּ || ישעמו
êיֶָ֣די || הכידי
םָלֻּכ֭ ְו || םלוכו
    שׁוּ֖בְלַּכּ || ׄשובלכו
êיֶ֗תוֹנְשׁוּ || הכיתונשו
אï֣ || אול













































































ורפא || ָ֝הרֵֹ֗פא   
ורפא || ָ֝הרֵֹ֗פא   
ללכל || ְלָכל fv2° 
תחלויך || ַתֲּחֻלָאֽיְִכי  
תחלויך || ַתֲּחֻלָאֽיְִכי  
תחלויך || ַתֲּחֻלָאֽיְִכי  
תחלואיך || ַתֲּחֻלָאֽיְִכי  
תחלואיך || ַתֲּחֻלָאֽיְִכי  
המעט[רך ||  
ַֽ֝הְמַעְטֵּ֗רִכי   
המעטרך ||  
ַֽ֝הְמַעְטֵּ֗רִכי    
נעוריך || נְעוָּֽריְִכי
לכול || ְלָכל
כעונותינו ||  
ַכֲעוֹנֵֹ֗תינוּ
ברכו את || ָבֲּר֥כוּ    
גבורי || ִגּבֹּ ֵ֣רי
דבריו || ְדָב֑רוֹ  1° 





> ||f לדויד ]





































































ד֑ ֹאְמּ || הדאומ
ד֑ ֹאְמּ || הדאומ
   ָתְּֽשָׁבָל || שבלת
  הֶטֽ ֹע || יטע
  הָ֑מְלַשַּׂכּ || המל[שכ 
ֽהָעיְִריַכּ ִםיַ֗מָ֝שׁ הֶ֥טוֹנ
  [י]ׄטונ המל[שכ
  || העיריכ םימש
  ִםיַ֗מָ֝שׁ הֶ֥טוֹנ הָ֑מְלַשַּׂכּ
ֽהָעיְִריַכּ
    הֶֽרָקְמַ֥ה || הרקמ
    ויָ֥תוֹ֫יִּלªע || ות[וי]ל֯ע
    ìֵ֗לַּהְמַֽ֝ה || ֯ךׄלהמ
  הֶֹ֣שׂע || ישע
  הֶֹ֣שׂע || ישע
  ויָ֣כאְָלַמ || וכאלמ
  ותרישמ f||  ויָ֗תְרָשְׁ֝מ
  ֽטֵהï || תטהול
    דַֽסָי || דסוי
דשי ||  דַֽסָי
   םָ֥לוֹע || ֯םלעל
   םָ֥לוֹע || ֯םלעל
   םָ֥לוֹע || >
   לֶא || ל]ׄוכלו
   לֶא || ל]ׄוכלו
   לֶא || ל]ׄוכלו
ָתְּדַָ֬סי || ה֯ת[דס]֯י
    ַחֵ֣לַּשְֽׁמַה || חלשמ
    םיִ֗רָ֝ה || םירהה
    ןוּֽכֵלְַּהי ||  וכלׄהי
וְֹ֣תיַח־לָכּ || ׄתׄויח













































































  יָ֑דָשׂ ||  ׄא{{°}}ה תא
  ׄוריכ֯ש֯י  וּ֖רְבְִּשׁי ||
איִצוֹ֥הְל || אי]֯צהל
שׂ֗ ֹמְרִת || ֯שומרת
לָכּ || לוכ
    ןוּ֑פֵסֵאָי || ופסאיו
    ןוּ֑פֵסֵאָי || ופסאיו
  ןוּֽצָבְִּרי || וצברי
ןוּ֑פֵסֵאָי || ןופסאיו
  || ֯ם֯ה[יתונועמ
םָֹ֗תנוֹעְמ
  ןוּ֑פֵסֵאָי || ןופסאיו
  || םהיתונועמ
   םָֹ֗תנוֹעְ֝מ
  || םהיתונועמ
   םָֹ֗תנוֹעְ֝מ
וֹ֑לֳעָפְל || ולעופל
  || ותדובעלו
וֹ֣תָד֖ ֹבֲעַֽלְו
    יֵדֲע || דע






֥םָיַּה ׀ ֤הֶז || םיה
    םָֽשׁ || המש
  שֶׂמ֭ ֶר || הברה שמר













































































  תֵ֖תָל || םהל תתל
םָ֣לְכאָ || םלכוא
    ןוֹּ֑טקְִלי || ןוטקליו
êְֽ֗ד֝ ָי  || הכדי
ןוּ֥עְבְִּשׂי || ועבשי
  ֮êֶינָפּ ריִ֥תְּסַתּ || ףסות
  ףֵֹ֣סתּ ןוּ֥לֵ֫הָֽבִּי
  ףֵֹ֣סתּ || ףסות
  םָח֭וּר || הכחור
  ןוּ֑עְָוִגי || ועוגיו
  ןוּ֑עְָוִגי || ועוגיו
ןוּֽבוְּשׁי || ובושי
êֲחוּר || הכחור
  ןוּ֑אֵרִָבּי || ןוארביו
  יְִ֤הי || יהיו





  יִֹ֗כנָ֝א יִ֑חיִשׂ || יחי֯ש
   ֽהָוהיַבּ חַ֥מְשֶׂא
   וּמִַּ֤תּי || ומ]תי יכ
   וּמִַּ֤תּי || ומתי רשאכ
םיִ֨אָטַּח || םיאטוח
    ץֶרָ֡אָה־ןִמ || ץראמ
    ץֶרָ֡אָה־ןִמ || ץראמ
ֽהָּי־וּלְֽלַה || היוללה
741 mlasP .rp
  בוט יכ הוהיל ודוה
  || ודסח םלועל ]יכ


































































[ ֽהָוְהי יֵ֬שְׁקַבְמ || בׄל
  || ונוצר [שקבמ
    ֽהָוְהי יֵ֬שְׁקַבְמ
    וּ֣שְׁרִדּ || ושורד
וֹ֑זֻּעְו || וזועו
ויָ֗תְֹפמ || ויתפומ
  || וידבע {{דובע
 }} וֹ֑דְּבַע
  || וידבע {{דובע
 }} וֹ֑דְּבַע
  וֹ֑דְּבַע || וידבע
ב֣ ֹקֲַעי || בוקעי
   ויָֽריִחְבּ || וריחב
    א֭וּה || אוה יכ
  || [ץראבו הוה]֯י
  וּניֵ֑הïֱא הָ֣וְהי
ץֶרָ֗אָ֝ה־לָכְבּ
   תֶא || םע
    וֹ֣תָעוּ֖בְשׁוּ || ותעובש
ר֗ ֹמאֵל || רומאל
  êְ֗ל || םכל
    ב֗ ֹקֲַעיְ֝ו || בוקע]ׄי
א֣ ֹנְשִׂל || אונשל
ן֗ ֹרֲהאַ || ןור[הא
ìֶֹשׁח || ךשוח
  ויָרָבְדּ || םׄר[בד [
] וֹרָבְדּ]
  ìַ֣פָה || םש
 ] ץַ֣רָשׁ || הצר[ש
לָכְבּ || לוכב
  || ו]מע א֯צויו
םֵאיִצוֹיּֽ֭ ַו
 ||  ומע ת[א אצויו [
   םֵאיִצוֹיּֽ֭ ַו
01:iiiEf 5Q11
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 ||  ומע ת[א אצויו [
   םֵאיִצוֹיּֽ֭ ַו
   חַ֣מָשׂ || וחמש
וֹ֑שְׁדָק || וש]דוק
ןִֵ֣תּיַּו || ןתיו תתל
ןִֵ֣תּיַּו || ןתיו
  וּ֣רְמְִשׁי || ורומשי
] ֽהָּי־וּלְֽלַה || היו֯ל֯ל[ה
אï֣ || אול
  שפנו] ֯הׄבער[ שפנ
  שֶׁפֶ֣נ || הׄק֯ק[ש
  הָבֵעְ֝ר שֶׁ֥פֶנְו הָ֑קֵֹקשׁ
   [ וּ֥רְמִה || ורמ]֯ה ם֯ה
  || ֯ם֯ה[יתו]ׄׄקיצממ
   םֶ֗היֵתוֹֽקֻצְמִּ֝מ
  םעישיו f ֽםֵעיִשׁוֹי ||
  םֵאיִצֽוֹ֭י || םאיׄצויו
ìֶשׁ֣ ֹחֵמ || ךשוחמ
    וּ֣דוֹי || ודו]ה
   וֹ֑דְּסַח || ודיסח
    תֶשׁ֑ ְֹחנ || ׄה[שחנ
תוִֹ֑יּנֳאָבּ || תוינואב
ודוי || <
  || ות֯ואלפנ
   ויָ֗תוֹאְלְִפנְ֝ו
  || ות֯ואלפנ
   ויָ֗תוֹאְלְִפנְ֝ו
    וֽיָלַּגּ || םילג
  םָ֗שְׁפ֝ ַנ || םשפנו
   הָ֥עָרְבּ || ] ם]הב
  וּגּוָֹ֣חי || וגחיו
  וּגּוָֹ֣חי || וגחיו

































































   וּ֣קֲעְִציַּו || וׄקעׄזיו
  || םהיתוקיׄצממ
   םֶ֗היֵֹתקוּֽצְמִּמֽ֝וּ
  || םהיתוקיׄצממ
   םֶ֗היֵֹתקוּֽצְמִּמֽ֝וּ
םעישיו ||  ֽםֵאיִצוֹי
םעישיו ||  ֽםֵאיִצוֹי
   םֵָ֣קי || ךׄפויו
   םֵָ֣קי || ךׄפויו
  הָרָעְ֭ס || הרעש
   ֽםֶהיֵלַּגּ || םי ילג
 ||  וּק֑ ֹתְִּשׁי־ֽיִכ וּ֥חְמְִשׂיַּו
>
  ץֶרֶ֥אְו || ץרא
  יֵאָֹ֥צמְל || יׄעובמל
בֶשׁוֹ֣יַּו || ֯בשיו
   םיִ֑בֵעְר || בר םע
   ריִ֣ע ||  ירע
  וּ֥טֲעְִמיַּו || וטע]ׄמי
   ִינוֹ֑עֵמ || ינעב
   ִינוֹ֑עֵמ || ינעב
 ||  ןא]צכ °[ ]°ׄולע
   ןא֗ ֹצַּ֝כּ םֶ֥שָׂיַּו
   הָצְפָ֣ק || ץפק
ֽדֵדַּמֲא || הדדמא
דִ֣וָדְל || ד֯י[ודל
  ִינוּ֗נְטְִשׂי || ינומטסי
  ֽהָלִּפְת ֥יִנֲאַו
  ִינוּ֗נְטְִשׂי || ינומטסי
  ֽהָלִּפְת ֥יִנֲאַו
   וּמיִ֤שׂ֘ ָיַּו || ומ]יסי




























  םהיתוקוצממ ssm
)snoitairav dna(




























  ןָ֗טָשְׂ֝ו || ן]ׄטושו
êֶ֑מְשׁ || הכמ[ש
   םָֽשֹׁאר || םשור
ִינְֵרזָע || י]ׄנרזוע
  יָ֑הïֱא || [יהולא
  êֶֽדְּסַחְכ ִינֵ֣עיִשׁוֹ֭ה
êְ֣דָי || ׄהכדי
  הָ֖תַּא תא֑ ֹזּ || ׄת[אז
   הָּֽתיִשֲׂע הָ֣וְהי
  || התׄא[ הוהי תאז
הָ֣וְהי הָ֖תַּא תא֑ ֹזּ
    êְ֥דְּבַֽעְו || ה]֯כדבע
    êְ֥דְּבַֽעְו || ה]֯כדבע
êְ֥דְּבַֽעְו || הכ[דבעו




 301 mlasP .rp
  ארי f ||  הָ֑וְהי־תֶא אֵָ֣רי
הוהי
[ ויָ֗תוְֹצִמְבּ || ות֯וצמׄב
   ויָ֣רָבְדּ || ו֯רב֯ד
הּ֨ ָי וּלְלַ֥ה || הי֯וללה
    י֗ ֵנְפִלִּ֝מ || ינפלמ֯ו
 dna 411 mlasP
 eno era 511
 mlasP
 °2f אï֫ || אולו
 °2  אï֫ || אולו
   א֗֝ ָנ־ֵהיַּא || היא
וּ֣רְמֹאי || ורמ֯א֯ו[י
  || ׄםׄיׄיוג[ה יבצע






















































מתים || ַ֭הֵמִּתים    




את רגלי מדחי את  
עיני[ מדמעה ||  
ֶאת־ֵעיִנ֥י ִמן־ִדְּמָ֑עה  
ֶאת־ַרגְִ֥לי ִמֶדִּֽחי   
מדמעה || ִמן־ִדְּמָ֑עה  
This ms ends 
this Psalm here
ַהְֽללוּ־ָיֽהּ  || >
pr. Psalm 136
אני || ַ֝וֲאנִ ֗י   
pr. v. 118:16
לבטח || ַלֲח֥סוֹת   
לבטוח || ַלֲח֥סוֹת   
מבטוח || ִמְבּטֹ ַ֗ח
מבטוב || ִ֝מְבּטֹ ַ֗ח    
טוב לבטוב ביהוה  
מבטוח באלף עם  || 
ְסָב֑בוּנִי  ||f סבבני











4Q96 f2:3 - 4



























































עשתה || עֹ ָ֣שׂה  
גבורה || ָחֽיִל   
יסור || יַסֹּ ֣ר
אבואם || ָאֽבֹא־ָ֝בם    
לאל || ַליהָ֑וה
 [ ב[֯ר֯כנׄו אתׄכם ||  
ֵ֝בַּֽרְכנוֶּ֗כם   
 [ ב[֯ר֯כנׄו אתׄכם ||  
ֵ֝בַּֽרְכנוֶּ֗כם   
ברכנוכם }}בשם{{  
|| ֵבַּֽרְכנוֶּ֗כם
ברכנוכם || ֵבַּֽרְכנוֶּ֗כם
אסורי ׄ|| ִאְסרוּ  
אסורי ׄ|| ִאְסרוּ  
בעבותים || ַבֲּעבִֹ֑תים
ואודכה || ְואוֶֹ֑דָךּ
אלוהי || ֱ֝אïַ֗הי  
ארוממכה || ֲארוְֹמֶמָֽךּ
pr v. 9 + strophe
חסדו הללו יה ||  
ַחְסֽדּוֹ   
pr. Psalm 132
עת || ֵ֥לב   
ידורשוה || יְִדְרֽשׁוּהוּ  
את || ַ֭אָתּה   
לשמ[ור || ִלְשׁמֹ ֥ר
מואדה || ְמאֹ ֽד
מואדה || ְמאֹ ֽד



























































  יִתְּרַ֑פִּס || יתרפש
  êיֶ֥תוְֹדֵע || ךיתאודע
êיֶ֥דֻקִּפְבּ || ךידוקפב
   הָחיִ֑שָׂא || חישׄא
êיֶ֥דֻקִּפְבּ || הכידוקפב
êיֶ֥דֻקִּפְבּ || הכידוקפב
  || הכיתוחרוא
êֽיֶֹתחְֹרא
  || הכיתוחרוא
êֽיֶֹתחְֹרא
  || הכיתוחרוא
êֽיֶֹתחְֹרא






   êֶֽרָבְדּ || הכירבד
    ל֖ ֹמְגּ || רומג




















 sm , ךיתוקוחב ssm
 sm , ךיתקוחב
 sm , ךיתוקחב
ךיתוקח
 sm , ךיתוקוחב ssm
 sm , ךיתקוחב
 sm , ךיתוקחב
ךיתוקח
 sm , ךיתוקוחב ssm
 sm , ךיתקוחב
 sm , ךיתוקחב
ךיתוקח
 sm , ךיתוקוחב ssm
 sm , ךיתקוחב
 sm , ךיתוקחב
ךיתוקח
 sm , ךיתוקוחב ssm
 sm , ךיתקוחב







































   ה֗ ֶיְֽחֶא || היחאו
    ל֖ ֹמְגּ || רומג
    ל֖ ֹמְגּ || רומג
êְ֥דְּבַע || הכדבע
  ה֗ ֶיְֽחֶא || היחאו
  || הרומשאו
   הָ֥רְמְשֶׁאְו
   êֶֽרָבְד || הכירבד
    הָטיִ֑בַּאְו || טיב֯א
    הָטיִ֑בַּאְו || טיב֯א
  || הכיתורותמ
  êֶֽתָרוֹתִּמ






    הָ֣סְרָגּ || השרג






  || הכיתווצממ
êיֶֽתוְֹצִמִּמ
  || הכיתווצממ
êיֶֽתוְֹצִמִּמ








































 sm , ךיתרותמ ssm
ךתרתמ













































   êֶ֥כָרְדִבּ || הכרבדכ
   êֶ֥כָרְדִבּ || הכרבדכ




  || הכיטפשמ
êיֶ֣טָפְּשִׁמ
êיֶ֑דֻקִּפְל || הכידוקפל
  || הכידוקפל 
êיֶ֑דֻקִּפְל
  || הכתקדצב
êְ֥תָקְדִצְבּ
   ִיֽנֵיַּח || יננוח
   ִינֹֻ֣אבֽיִו || ינאיביו
  ינואוביו  ִינֹֻ֣אבֽיִו ||





























 , ךיכרבדב ssm
ךרבדב ssm
ינייח ssm
 sm , ינואוביו ssm
 , ינואביו sm , ינאבו
ינאיביו ssm
 sm , ינואוביו ssm
 , ינואביו sm , ינאבו
ינאיביו ssm
 sm , ינואוביו ssm


































   êֶ֣דָסֲח || דסח
  || הכתעושת
êְ֗תָעוּֽשְׁתּ
  || הכתרמאכ
êֶֽתָרְמִאְכּ
  הֶ֣נֱֽעֶאְו || הנעו
הֶ֣נֱֽעֶאְו || הנעאו
יִ֣פְֹרח || יפרוח
  || יתרׄצנ ךידוקפ




ד֑ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
ד֑ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
  êֶ֣טָפְּשִׁמְל || הכירבדל
  êְ֥תָרוֹת || ׄךיתרוׄת
  || הרומשאו
   הָ֖רְמְשֶׁאְו
êְ֥תָרוֹת || הכתרות
   ֽדֶעָו םָ֥לוֹעְל || דעו
   הָ֑בָחְרָב || היבוחרב
   הָ֑בָחְרָב || היבוחרב
êיֶ֣דֻקִּפ || הכידוקפ
êיֶ֣דֻקִּפ || הכידוקפ
  || ׄה֯כיתוודעב
êיֶֹתדֵעְב
  || ׄה֯כיתוודעב
êיֶֹתדֵעְב
  || ׄה֯כיתוודעב
êיֶֹתדֵעְב
אï֣ || אול
 ||  העשעתשאו 








































































  || הכית]ווצמ
êיֶתוְֹצִמ
   הָחיִ֥שָׂאְו || השישאו
êֽיֶקֻּחְב || הכיקוחב
êֽיֶקֻּחְב || הכיקוחב
  ֹרְכז || הרוכז
  ֹרְכז || הרוכז
   רָ֥בָדּ || הכירבד
הָביִ֥שָׁאָו || התישאו
הָביִ֥שָׁאָו || הבישאו
  || ׄה֯כיתוודעב
êיֶֹתדֵעְב
  || ׄה֯כיתוודעב
êיֶֹתדֵעְב
  || ׄה֯כיתוודעב
êיֶֹתדֵעְב
אïְ֣ו || אולו













   êיֶ֥קֻּח || הכקוח
   êיֶ֥קֻּח || הכקוח

































































  || הכיתווצמב
êיֶ֣תוְֹצִמְב








  ר֬ ֹצֱּא || הרוצא
  ר֬ ֹצֱּא || הרוצא
êֽיֶדוּקִּפּ || הכידוקפ
êְ֥תָרוֹתּ || [ה]כתרות
  || יעו[ש]֯ע֯ש
   יִתְּעָֽשֲׁעִֽשׁ
  יִתיֵ֑נֻּע || ינתינע
êֽיֶקֻּח || הכי[קוח
êיִ֑פּ || הכיפ
[ ֯ףלאמ f||  יֵ֗פְלאֵַמ
êיֶֽתוְֹצִמ || ֯ה֯כ[יתוצמ
  ִינוּ֑תְוִּע || ינתו[ע
êיֶֽדוּקִּפְבּ || ךידקפב
êיֶֹֽתדֵע || ךיתודע
  וּ֣לָכּ || התלכ
  || הכתרמאל
êֶ֑תָרְמִאְל



























 sm , יעושעש sm
יתעשעיש
 ssm , יתנע ssm
 , יתינוע sm , יתיניע
 sm , יתנוע sm
  ינתינע
יפלאימ sm
 ssm , ינתוע ssm
 ssm , ונותויע



































דא֣ ֹנְכּ || דאנכ
דא֣ ֹנְכּ || דאונכ
   יִתִייָ֭ה || ינתישע
דא֣ ֹנְכּ || דואנכ










ינרזוע f||  ִינְֵֽרזָע




  ִי֑נֵיַּח || יננוח
  || הרומשאו
   הָ֗רְמְשֶׁאְ֝ו
  תוּ֥דֵע || תוודע
êֽיִפּ || הכיפ
êְ֗רָבְדּ || הכרבד




  || הכיטפשמל
êיֶטָפְּשִֽׁמְל















































































דֽ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
דֽ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
    êֶ֑רָבְד || הכירבד
  רוֹ֗אְ֝ו || רוא
   ֽיִתָביְִתנִל || יתוביתנל
   ר֗ ֹמְשִׁ֝ל || תושעל
  יֵ֥טְפְּשִׁמ || יטפשמ
  יֵ֥טְפְּשִׁמ || טפשמ
êֶֽקְדִצ || הכקדצ
   יִת֥יֵנֲַענ || יתיוענ
ד֑ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
ד֑ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
  || יננוח הכתרמאכ
   êֶֽרָבְדִכ ִי֥נֵיַּח
ִי֥נֵיַּח || יננוח
   êֶֽרָבְדִכ || הכתרמאכ
  אָ֣נ־הֵצְר || הצר
  || הכיטפשממ
   êיֶ֥טָפְּשִׁמֽוּ
  || הכיטפשממ































 sm , יינועב ssm
ינועב
ךירבד ssm
 ssm , ךיטפשמ sm
טפשמ
 ssm , ךיטפשמ sm
טפשמ
יתנענ ssm

































  || הכיטפשממ




  יִ֑ל || ינא יל
  || הכידוקפ
   êיֶ֗דוּקִּפִּמ֝וּ
  || הכידוקפ
   êיֶ֗דוּקִּפִּמ֝וּ
  || הכידוקפ









    êְ֥תָרוֹֽתְו || הכתרות
    êְ֥תָרוֹֽתְו || הכתרות
    êְ֥רָבְדִל || הכירבדל
   הָ֗רְצֶּאְ֝ו || הרוצאו
ת֥וְֹצִמ || תוצמ
ֽיָהïֱא || יהולא
  || הכתרמאכ
êְ֣תָרְמִאְכ
   יִֽרְבִשִּׂמ || ירבשממ



























 ssm , ךידוקפמ ssm
 ssm , ךידקפמו
 ssm , ךידוקיפמו
ךדוקיפמו
 ssm , ךידוקפמ ssm
 ssm , ךידקפמו
 ssm , ךידוקיפמו
ךדוקיפמו
 ssm , ךידוקפמ ssm
 ssm , ךידקפמו










































   ָתַּ֥בְּשִׁה || יתבשח
לָכ || לוכ
  ןֵ֗כָ֝ל || ןכ לע





  || הכיטפשממו
êיֶ֥טָפְּשִׁמּ
  || לוכ ידוקפ
ל֣ ֹכ יֵדוּ֣קִּפּ־לָכּ
ל֣ ֹכ || לוכ
°2f לָכּ || לוכ
חַר֖ ֹא || חרוא





   ריִָ֗אי || ראהו
   ריִָ֗אי || ראהו
  םֽיִיָתְפּ || םיאתופ





































































  || הכיתווצמל
êיֶ֣תוְֹצִמְל
  || הכיתווצמל
êיֶ֣תוְֹצִמְל




  || הכתרמאל
   êֶ֑תָרְמִאְבּ
  || הכתרמאל
   êֶ֑תָרְמִאְבּ
לָכ || לוכ
  || הרומשאו






  לַ֝֗ע || יכ לע
אï || אול
êֶֽתָרוֹת || הכתרות
   רָָ֗שׁיְ֝ו || םירשיו






דֽ ֹאְמ || הדאומ































 ssm , ךיתרמאב sm































ד֗ ֹאְמ || הדאומ







  || תוקד[צ] ׄתו ]---[
   קֶדֶ֣צ êְ֣תָקְדִצ
  || תוקד[צ] ׄתו ]---[
   קֶדֶ֣צ êְ֣תָקְדִצ






   êיֶֹ֑תדֵעֵמ || הכתעדמ
   םָֽתְּדְַסי || ינתדסי
֥יְִינָע || יינוע





  || הכתרמאל
êְ֥תָרְמִאְל
  || םיעשרמ קוחר
  םיִ֣עָשְׁרֵמ קוֹ֣חָר
הָ֑עוְּשׁי
  םיעשרמ קוחר
  קוֹ֣חָר || העושי































































  || הכיטפשמכ
êיֶ֥טָפְּשִֽׁמְכּ
    ִיֽנֵיַּח || יננוח
יַ֣פְֹדר || יפדור
  || הכיתוודעמ
êיֶ֗תוְֹדֵעֵמ
  || הכיתוודעמ
êיֶ֗תוְֹדֵעֵמ
  || הכיתוודעמ
êיֶ֗תוְֹדֵעֵמ
אï֣ || אול




   êְ֥דְּסַֽחְכּ || הכתרמאכ
  ִיֽנֵיַּח || יננוח
שֹׁאר || [שא]ׄור
   êְ֥רָבְדּ || הכירבד
לָכּ || לוכ
    êֶֽקְדִצ || קדצ
םָ֑נִּח || םונח





  אֵ֗צוֹמְ֝כּ || אצוממ



























 sm , ינייח ssm
יננח ssm , ונייח
ךדסחב ssm

































    êְ֥תָרוֹתּ || הכתרותו
êיִ֑תְּלַלִּה || הכלל[הא
êיִ֑תְּלַלִּה || הכלל[הא
  || ]֯ה[כת]רות
êֶ֑תָרוֹת
    הָ֑לִּהְתּ || הכל הלהת
êֽיֶקֻּח || הכיקוח
êֽיֶקֻּח || הכיקוח








  || הכתעושיל
êְ֣תָעוּשֽׁיִל
    êְ֗תָרוֹֽתְ֝ו || הכתרות
    êְ֗תָרוֹֽתְ֝ו || הכתרות
ֽיָעֻשֲׁעַשׁ || יעושעש
ָךֶּ֑לְֽלַהְתֽוּ || הכללהתו
  || הכיטפשמו
   êֶ֥טָפְּשִׁמֽוּ
   êֶ֥טָפְּשִׁמֽוּ || הכיטפש































 sm , ךיטפשמו ssm
 ssm , ךטיפשמו
ךיטפשמ
 sm , ךיטפשמו ssm
 ssm , ךטיפשמו
ךיטפשמ
 sm , ךיטפשמו ssm
 ssm , ךטיפשמו
ךיטפשמ
 sm , ינורזעי ssm






























   êיֶ֗תוְֹצִ֝מ || הכיתוודע
   êיֶ֗תוְֹצִ֝מ || הכיתוודע
   êיֶ֗תוְֹצִ֝מ || הכיתוודע
אï֣ || אול
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    יִ֑שְַׁפנ הָּ֣לּ || יש]פנל
  תוֹ֥לֲעַֽ֫מַּל || תולעמה
א֥ ָֹבי || אובי
  םִ֣עֵמ || םמ
  םִ֣עֵמ || םעמ
הֵֹ֗שׂע || השוע
êְֶ֑לגַר || הכל[גר [
 °2f  לאַ || לאו
êֶֽרְמֽ ֹשׁ || הכרמוש
êֶֽרְמֽ ֹשׁ || הכרמוש
אïֽ || אול
°2f  אïְ֣ו || אולו
  || הלילב לארׄש[י [ 
   ֽלֵאָרְִשׂי
êֶ֑רְֹמשׁ || הכרמוש
êֶ֑רְֹמשׁ || הכרמוש




   êְ֥רָמְִשׁי || הכרמושי

































 ssm , ךירמוש ssm
 ssm , ךרמוש
ךרמשל sm , ךירמש
 ssm , ךירמוש ssm
 ssm , ךרמוש
ךירמש
 ssm , ךירמוש ssm



































> ||  הָ֗וֽהְי





   וּניְֵ֑לגַר || ילגר





   הָּ֥לּ || ול
> ||  ֽוָדְַּחי
  םָ֨שֶּׁשׁ || המש
  םָ֨שֶּׁשׁ || המש
  תוּ֣דֵע || תדע
  לֵ֑אָרְִשׂיְל || לארשי 
תוֹֹ֗דהְל || תודוהל
   הָמָּ֨שׁ || םש
 °2f תוֹ֗אְסִ֝כּ || אסכ
וּלֲאַשׁ || אש ולאש
וּלֲאַשׁ || ולאש
] ìִֽיָבֲֹהא || ךיבהו[א
  הָ֗וְלַ֝שׁ || הולשו
 ] הָ֗וְלַ֝שׁ || ם[ו]֯ל[ש
  || ìִֽיָתוֹנְמְראְַבּ
ךיתונומראב
  אָ֖נּ־הָרְבַּדֲא || הרבדא
וּניֵ֑הïֱא || וניה]ולא
   בוֹ֣ט || הבוׄט
   בוֹ֣ט || םולש















































































  תוֹ֥לֲעַֽ֫מַּה || תולעמל
êיֶלֵא || הכיל[א
יִתאָָ֣שׂנ || י[תא]ׄנ
  יִתאָָ֣שׂנ || י[תא]שׄנ
   יַ֑ניֵע־תֶא || יניע
   יִ֗בְֹשׁיַּ֝ה || בשויה
  || ֯י֯נ[י]֯ע֯כ ֯ה[נה
 °2  יֵ֣ניֵעְכּ
וּנְ֥חַנֲאַו || וחנאו
וּנְ֥חַנֲאַו || ונחנאו
  וּנְֵרזֶ֭ע || ונרזוע
הֵֹ֗שׂע || השוע
םיִ֥חְֹטבַּה || םיחטובה
  אï || אולש
  אï || אולש
םִַ֗לָשׁוּֽרְי || םילשורי
  הָּ֥ל || ול
   הָוהי֭ ַו || הוהי
  ביִ֣בָס || ביׄבׄס ׄומ[על
   וֹ֑מַּעְל
 °2f אï || [א]ול
  ֽםֶהיְֵדי || םדי
  ֽםֶהיְֵדי || םידי
°2f אï || [א]ול
  םָֽתוֹבִּלְבּ || בלב
  םָֽתוֹבִּלְבּ || בלב
> ||  םיִ֤טַּמַּהְו
> ||  םיִ֤טַּמַּהְו
םיִ֤טַּמַּהְו || םיטמהו
  || םילוקלקע
םָ֗תוֹלַּקְלַֽקַע































































  || םיתלוקלקע
םָ֗תוֹלַּקְלַֽקַע
  || םיתלוקלקע
םָ֗תוֹלַּקְלַֽקַע
  || תולוקלקע
םָ֗תוֹלַּקְלַֽקַע
  || תולוקלקע
םָ֗תוֹלַּקְלַֽקַע
   תֶא || לוכ תא
יֵ֣לֲֹעפּ || ילעופ
יֵ֣לֲֹעפּ || ילעופ
  ןֶוָ֑אָה || ןוא
> ||  תוֹ֥לֲעַֽ֫מַּה ריִ֗שׁ
  ריִ֗שׁ || תולעמה ריש
תוֹ֥לֲעַֽ֫מַּה
   תַ֣ביִשׁ || תובש
    םֽיִמְֹלחְכּ || םימולחכ
[ םִ֑יוֹגַּב || םייוג֯ב
[ םִ֑יוֹגַּב || םייוג֯ב
הָ֗וה֝ ְי ליְִ֥דּגִה || לידגה








וּרֽ ֹצְִקי || ורוצקי
  || [ויתו]ׄמולא
ויָֹֽתמֻּלֲא






























ןיואה sm , ןוא ssm
ריש sm ,> sm
ריש sm ,> sm
 ssm , תבש ssm
תיבש sm , תובש
םימלוחכ ssm
 ssm , וניתיבש ssm
 sm , וניתובש








































  ֹ֮הכָבוּ || וכבו 
 °1f אֵֹ֪שׂנ || יאשונ
º1f אֵֹ֪שׂנ || יאשונ
  °2  אֵ֗שׂ֝ ֹנ || יאשונ
º2f אֵ֗שׂ֝ ֹנ || יאשונ
º2  אֵֹ֪שׂנ || יאשו֯נ
º2f אֵֹ֪שׂנ || יאשו֯נ
  וֽיָֹתמֻּלֲא || ותומולא
  וֽיָֹתמֻּלֲא || ותומולא
[ ה֥ ֹמïְ֫שִׁל || ׄהמולשל
אï || אול
[ אïֽ || ֯א֯ול
וּשׁ֑ ֵֹבי || ושובי
    ָ֮היִֹּרפּ  || היר]פה
יֵ֣לִתְשִׁכּ || יל]יתשכ
êְ֥כֶרְָבי || הככרבי 
   הָ֗וְהי || ינודא
םִָ֑לָשׁוְּרי || ׄםי[לשורי
ל֗ ֹכּ || לוכ
êֽיֶיַּח || הכייח
רַמֽאֹי || רמאוי
   תַבּ֭ ַר || תובר
  וּלְ֥כָי || ולוכי
   םיִ֑שְֹׁרח || םיעשר
   הָ֥וְהי || ינודׄא
וֹּשֵׁבי || ושובי
  וֹ֥נְצִחְו || ונצוׄחו
  אïְ֤ו || אולש
  אïְ֤ו || אולש
םיִ֗רְֹבעָה || םירבועה






































































  || מכיהול[א הוהי
םֶ֑כיֵלֲא הָ֥וְהי




> ||  תוֹ֑לֲעַֽמַּה
  || [תו]לוע [מה ריש
תוֹ֑לֲעַֽמַּה
  || ינודא תולעמה
   תוֹ֑לֲעַֽמַּה
 ||  ֽהָוְהי êיִ֣תאָרְק
יתארק] f[
  ָהנ֣יֶיְהִתּ || אנ יהת
   êֶיְנזָ֭א || הכנזוא
   êֶיְנזָ֭א || הכנזוא
   êֶיְנזָ֭א || הכנזוא
   תוֹ֑בֻשַּׁק || תבושק
יל f || >
רָמְשִׁתּ || רו֯מ[שת
י֗ ָֹנדֲא || ינודא
דֽ ֹמֲַעי || דומעי
êְ֥מִּע || הכמע
   וֹ֥רָבְדִֽלְו || ורבדל
  || ישפנ] יליחוה
   יִ֥שְַׁפנ
  || םירמו]ׄשכ
  םיִ֥רְֹמשִּׁמ
רֶק֗ ֹבַּל || רקוׄב[ל
םיִ֥רְֹמשׁ || םירמוש

























 ssm , םכלא sm
םכילע
 ssm , םכלא sm
םכילע
 ssm , םכלא sm
םכילע
 ssm , םכלא sm
םכילע
ריש ssm ,> sm




 ssm , תובושק ssm
תבושק
 sm , ורבדל sm








































   הֵ֖בְּרַהְו || ברה
   הֵ֖בְּרַהְו || ברה
   תוּֽדְפ || הדפ
  אוּה֭ ְו || אוה
  || הכתחונמל
êֶ֑תָחוּנְמִל
[ êֶֽזֻּע || ֯ה֯כ֯ז֯ו֯ע






  || {{°°°}} בשת לא
בֵ֗שָׁ֝תּ־לאַ
בֵ֗שָׁ֝תּ־לאַ || בשת לא
êֶֽחיִשְׁמ || הכחישמ
דִ֡וָדְל || דיודל
ָהנֶּ֥מִּ֫מ || יכ הנממ
êְ֑נְטִב || הכנטב
אסכ לע f אֵסִּכְל || 
ìָֽל || הכל




  וֹ֗ז || הז
   יֵדֲע || ידוע






































































  וּֽנֵנְַּרי ֥ןֵנַּר || וננרי
דִ֑וָדְל || דיודל





שׁא֗ ֹרָה || שאורה
דֵֹ֗רי || דרוי
ן֑ ֹרֲהאַ || ןורהא
  ויָֽתוֹדִּמ || וידמ
שׁא֗ ֹרָה || ]שאורה
דֵֹ֗ריֶּשׁ || דרויש
  ויָֽתוֹדִּמ || וידמ
֮דֵֹריֶּשׁ || דרויש
  יֵ֪רְרַה || רה
    םָ֨שׁ || המש
  הָ֑כָרְבַּה || הכרבה
  םי֗ ִיַּ֝ח
  ֽםָלוֹעָה || םלוע
֮דֵֹריֶּשׁ || ד]רויש
 ||  לארשי לע םולש




שֶׁד֑ ֹק || שדוק
































































  הוהי ידבע וללה
  הוהי םש תא וללה
  ׀ הּ֨ ָי וּלְלַ֥ה || הי וללה
  הָ֑וְהי םֵ֣שׁ־תֶא וּלְלַֽ֭ה
   ֽהָוְהי יֵ֥דְבַע וּלְלַֽ֝ה
 || הי וממורו >
םיִדְמֽ ֹעֶ֣שׁ || םידמועש
וּנֽיֵהïֱא || וניהולא
  ךכותבו || >
  םילשורי
  ָהּי־ || הוהי תא
ָהּי־ || הוהי
   הָ֑וְהי בוֹ֣ט || בוט
   וֹ֗מְשִׁ֝ל || ומש
ב֗ ֹקֲַעי || בוקעי
º1f הָּ֑י וֹ֣ל || ול
   לֵ֗אָרְשׂ֝ ִי || לארשיו
  וֹֽתָֻלּגְסִל || ול הלוגסל
  יִ֣נֲא יִ֤כּ || ינא
וניהולאו f||   וּני֗ ֵֹנדֲאַ֝ו
לָכִּמ| | לוכמ
םֽיִהïֱא || םיהולא
  השעי תושעל ץראבו
  הוהיכ ןיא יכ ןיא
  ךלמכ השעיש] ֯ן֯י[או
    ץֶרָ֑אָבוּ || םיהלא
  תושעׄל ֯ץ[ראבו
  ןיא יכ ןיא ה]ׄשעי
  השעיש ןיאו הוהיכ
  || םיהולא ךלמכ
    ץֶרָ֑אָבוּ
   רשא f רֶשֲׁא ל֤ ֹכּ || 
  השעי תושעל ץראבו
  הוהיכ ןיא היכ ןיא
  ךלמכ השעיש ןיאו
ץֶרָ֑אָבוּ || םיהולא





















41 - 31:41 5Q11
41:41 5Q11
  הוהי ידבע ssm





































    לָכְו || לוכבו
֮םיִאְִשׂנ || םי]ׄ֯אישנ
אֵצוֹֽמ || איצומ
  || ויתרצאׄמ
[ ויָֽתוֹרְצוֹֽאֵמ
  גַ֗רָהְו || םיכלמ
  םיִ֥כָלְמ
    ןוֹ֤חיִסְל || ןוחיס תא
    ןוֹ֤חיִסְל || ןוחיס תא
   הֵ֗שֲׂעַ֝מ || ישעמ
אïְ֣ו || אולו
  ןיֵא ףַ֗א || ןיאו
  ןיֵא ףַ֗א || ןיאו
םֶ֑היֵֹשׂע || םהישוע
  ל֭ ֹכּ || לוכו
  ל֭ ֹכּ || לוכו
ן֗ ֹרֲהאַ || ןורהא
   ìוּ֤רָ֘בּ || הככרבי




   יֵֹ֣נדֲאַל || ןודאל
   יֵֹ֣נדֲאַל || ןודאל
םיִֹ֑נדֲאָה || םינודאה
םָֹ֣לעְל || םלועל
הֵ֤שׂ֘ ֹעְל || השועל







































 , ויתרצאמ ssm









































  םלועל יכ חריו תאו
 > ||  תא ודסח
  ודסח םלועל יכ חריו
 > ||  תא
  || תולשממל
   תֶלֶ֣שְׁמֶמְל
   םוֹ֑יַּבּ || םוי
  ַחֵָ֣ריַּה־תֶא || חרי
  ַחֵָ֣ריַּה־תֶא || חרי
    אֵ֣צוֹיַּו || איצויו
    ַעוְֹ֣רזִבוּ || עורזאבו
֣רֵֹזגְל || רזוגל
    ריִ֣בֱעֶהְו || רבעהו
ה֣ ֹעְרַפּ || הוערפ
    רֵ֤ע֘ ִנְו || רענ
הָ֑לֲַחנְל || ה]לחנ
[ ונ]ׄל || >
וֹ֑דְּבַע || ומע
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  êְ֥דוֹא || הוהי הכדוא
º1
  || הוהי הכדוא
º1f êְ֥דוֹא
לָכְב || לוכב






11 - 01:51 5Q11




















2 - 1:12 5Q11

































































ר֪ ֹמְִגי || רומגי
êְ֣דְּסַח || הכדסח
êיֶָ֣די || הכידי
 rof aelP .rp
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ָֽךֶּנִּה || הכנה
  אָ֥שֶּׂא || האשא
    ה֗ ָנְכְּשֶׁ֝א || הנוכשא
   םָ֭שׁ־םַגּ || םש
êְָ֣די || הכדי
êֶֽניְִמי || הכנימי
   רַֹמא֭ ָו || הרמואו
   רַֹמא֭ ָו || הרמואו
ìֶשׁ֣ ֹח || ךשוח
  רוֹ֣א || רוזא
  רוֹ֣א || רזא






































































  || רואכ ךשוחכ




êְ֗דוֹֽא || הכדוא 
  תוֹ֗אָרוֹנ || התא ארונ
   יִתיֵ֥לְפ֫ ִנ || ת֯ואלפנ
êיֶ֑שֲׂעַמ || הכישעמ
דֽ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
דֽ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
אï || אול
  יִ֗מְצָע || יבצע
ָךֶּ֥מִּ֫מ || הכממ
יִתְּמַ֗קֻּר || יתמקור
êי֗ ֶניֵע || הכיניע
  êְ֮רְפִס  || הכירפס
םָ֪לֻּכּ || םלוכ
  אïְו || ולו
   דָ֣חֶא || חאב
  ֽםֶהָבּ || המהמ
הֶ֥מ || המ לע
ֽםֶהיֵשׁאָר || םהישר
ֽםֶהיֵשׁאָר || םהישאר
יִת֗ ֹציִקֱה || יתוציקה
  יִ֥דוֹעְו || דועו
ìָֽמִּע || הכמע






























 ssm , הכשחכ ssm
הכשחב
 ssm , יתאלפנ ssm
 sm , יתלפנ





 ssm , יתוצקה ssm

























הלא f ||  ַהּוֹ֥לֱא
   יְֵ֥שׁנאְַו || ישנא
וּרוּ֣ס || רוס
êֻרְמֹאי || ךורמאי
   אָֻ֖שׂנ || ואשנ
êיְֶ֖אנַשְׂמ || הכיאנשמ
  || הכיממוקתממו
  êיֶ֗מְמוֹקְתִב֝וּ
  || הכיממוקתממו
  êיֶ֗מְמוֹקְתִב֝וּ
  || הכיממוקתממו
  êיֶ֗מְמוֹקְתִב֝וּ
   יִ֑בָבְל || יבל




  ִינֵֽרְְצנִתּ || ינרצת
לָכּ || לוכ
  םוֹ֝֗י || םויה
וּרוָּ֥גי || ׄוׄרגי


























 , ורס ssm , רס sm
ירוס sm
 , ךממקתבו ssm
 , ךיממקתבו ssm
 , ךיממוקתמבו ssm
 , ךיממקתמבו sm
ךיממוקתמו ssm
 , ךממקתבו ssm
 , ךיממקתבו ssm
 , ךיממוקתמבו ssm
 , ךיממקתמבו sm
ךיממוקתמו ssm
 , ךממקחבו ssm
 , ךיממקחבו ssm
 , ךיממוקחמבו ssm
 , ךיממקחמבו sm
ךיממוקחמו ssm
 sm , יפערס ssm
ופערש
 sm , ינרצת ssm


































  יִ֗תָלִּפְת֝וּ || ֯יתפלת֯ו





  וּניֵ֗מָצֲ֝ע || ימצע
לואשא f לוֹֽאְשׁ || 
êיֶ֨לֵא || הכילא
יָֹ֣נדֲא || ינודא
  ִינֵ֗רְמָשׁ || ינרומש
  יֵדיִ֣מ || דימ
    וּשְׁ֣קָי || ושוקי
תוֹ֗שְֹׁקמוּ || תושקומו
יֵלֲע֣ ֹפּ || ילעופ
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טיֵ֤בַּה || הטיבא
   ֮הֵאְרוּ || האראו
êיֶ֗לֵא || הכילא
דֽ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
דֽ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
יַ֑פְֹדרֵמ || יפדורמ







































 sm , ךוריתכיו sm
וירתכי

































ל֣ ֹמְגִת || לומגת
דִ֥וָ֫דְל || דיודל
  עַ֬מְשׁ || העמש
  || הכתנומאב
êְָ֥תנֻמֱאֶבּ
  || הכתנומאב
êְָ֥תנֻמֱאֶבּ






  || [םיכשח]֯מ
םיִ֗כַּשֲׁחַמְב




   םֵ֥מוֹתְִּשׁי || םמותשיו






  ַחֵֽחוֹשֲׂא || החישא
êיֶ֑לֵא || ׄה[כיל]א







































 ssm , חחשא ssm
 sm , חחוחשא
חחישא
ץראב ssm








































   ìוּ֤רָ֘בּ ׀ דִ֨וָדְל || ךורב
   ìוּ֤רָ֘בּ ׀ דִ֨וָדְל || ךורב
דֵ֣מַּלְֽמַה || דלמה
דֵ֣מַּלְֽמַה || דמלמה
  || יתועבצאו
 ° יַ֗תוֹעְבְּצֶ֝א
    יִ֫טְלַפְמֽוּ || טלפמו
םימע f יִ֣מַּע || 
    הָ֗וֽהְי || םיהולא
  || והבשוחתו
וּֽהֵבְשַּׁחְֽתַּו
   ויָ֗מ֝ ָי || וימיו
  הָוה֭ ְי || םיהולא
êיֶ֣מָשׁ || הכימש




  הָ֥וֲהיֶשׁ || הוהי רשא
וֽיָהïֱא || ויהולא
5Q11 anetaC rp
   הָ֗לִּהְתּ || הלפת
דִ֥וָ֫דְל || דיודל
êְ֣מִמוֹרֲא || הכממורא


































) דודל ( > ssm
) דודל ( > ssm
 , ייתועבצאו sm
 , יתועבצאו ssm




























  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
דעו
   לָכְבּ || ךורב
ָךֶּ֑כֲרָבֲא || הככרבא
êְ֗מִשׁ || הכמש
  ומש הוהי ךורב ||f>
דעו םלועל
  הוהי ךורב ||f>




ד֑ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
ד֑ ֹאְמ || הדאומ
  וֹ֗תָלְֻּדגִלְ֝ו || ותלודגל
  וֹ֗תָלְֻּדגִלְ֝ו || ותלודגל
  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
דעו
  חַ֣בְַּשׁי || וחבשי
êיֶ֑שֲׂעַמ || הכישעמ
  || הכיתרובגו
êיֶֹ֣תרוּ֖בְגוּ
  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
דעו
êֶ֑דוֹה || הכדוה
  יֵ֖רְבִדְו || ורבדי
  || הכיתואלפנו
   êיֶ֣תוֹאְלְִפנ
  || הכיתואלפנו
   êיֶ֣תוֹאְלְִפנ
חישא f||  הָחיִֽשָׂא
  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
דעו
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  || הכיתוארונ
êיֶֹ֣תאְרוֹנ
וּרֵ֑מֹאי || ורמאוי
  || הכיתלודגו
[וּ] êיֶתºוְּדגוּ
  ] êְ֥תָלּוְּדג]
  || הכיתולודגו
êיֶתºוְּדגוּ
  || הכיתולודגו
[וּ] êיֶתºוְּדגוּ
  ] êְ֥תָלּוְּדג]
ָהנֶּֽרְפַּסֲא || רפסא
  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל וׄמ[ש ךורבו]
דעו
êְ֣בוּט || הכבוט




םיִ֑מָלֽ ֹע || םימלוע
  || הכתלשממו
êְ֗תְּלֶשְֽׁמֶמוּ
לָכְבּ || לוכב
  םיהולא ןמאנ || >
  לוכב דיסחו וירבדב
  וישעמ
  הוהי ךורב ||f>




º2f לָכְל || לוכל
  הוהי ךורב ||f>
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 ssm , ךיתלדגו ssm
 ssm , ךתלודגו
ךיתלודגו
 ssm , ךיתלדגו ssm
 ssm , ךתלודגו
ךיתלודגו
 ssm , ךיתלדגו ssm
 ssm , ךתלודגו
ךיתלודגו
הנירפסא ssm
  לכב הוהי ןמאנ  sm




































  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
   דעו
   ַחֵ֥תוֹפּ || התא חתופ
êֶָ֑די || הכדי
לָכְל || לוכל
  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
דעו
לָכְבּ || לוכב
º2f לָכְבּ || לוכב
  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
  דעו
  םלועל ומש ךורבו 




  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
דעו
םָ֥תָעְוַשׁ || המתעוש
  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
דעו






















































   ויָ֑בֲֹהא || ויארי
  לָכּ || לוכ
  הוהי ךורב ||f>
  םלועל ומש ךורבו
דעו
  לָכּ || לוכ
   רָשָׂ֭בּ || תא ׄרׄשב
וֹ֗שְׁדָק || ושדוק
  ךורב ||f ֽדֶעָו םָ֥לוֹעְל
  ומש ךורבו הוהי
דעו םלועל
ןורכזל תאוז ||f>
- ]֯ל[ -- ]֯ל[]֯ל ] -- [







הּ֡ ָי־וּלְֽלַה || היוללה
°1f> ||  הָ֤וְהי
ַחֵ֤ק֘ ֹפּ || חקופ
°2f> ||  הָוְהי
ףֵֹ֣קז || ףקוז
  לוכ הוהימ ||f>
  ורוגי ו]נממ ץראה
  [ -- לבת יבשוי לוכ
  וישעמ לוכל ועדוהב
  ויתורובג [-- ]ארב
ìïְִ֤מי || ךולמי






























  ךרבנ ונחנאו ssm






























 ] הּ֨ ָי וּלְלַ֥ה || ה֯י[וללה
ֽיִכּ וּניֵ֑הïֱא || וניהלא
  [הרמז הו]֯א֯נ ||f>
ׄונ[י]֯ה[לא]
  || ׄהלהת םיענ ֯הואנ
ֽהָלִּהְת הָ֥וָאנ םיִָענ
םִַ֣לָשׁוְּרי || םילשורי
  || ]םתב֯צ[ע]ל
םָֽתוֹבְצַּעְל
   בֶלֵ֥ח || בלׄחו
ויָ֥קֻּח || ויקוח
  || םיטפשמ
  םיִ֥טָפְּשִׁמוּ
  םוּ֗עְָדי || םעידוה
[ ֽהָּי־וּלְֽלַה || היול֯לה
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  וללה [ ||f הּ֨ ָי וּלְלַ֥ה
] הי
   הָוה֭ ְי־תֶא || הוהי
 ||  ִםיַ֑מָשַּׁה־ןִמ
  םימשמ f
 ||  ִםיַ֑מָשַּׁה־ןִמ
  םימשמ f
לָכ || לוכ
לָכּ || לוכ
  לעמ f||  ִםֽיָמָשַּׁה לַ֬עֵמ
םימשל
































































ת֗ ֹחֵכוֹֽתּ || תוחכות
  || םימואלב
    םֽיִמֻּא־לַבּ
  || םימואלב
    םֽיִמֻּא־לַבּ
ר֣ ֹסְאֶל || רוסאל
  || הםהידבכנו
םֶ֗היֵדְבְִּכנְו
לָכְל || לוכל
  םע לארשי ינבל 
 ||  ושדוק
  הּ֨ ָי וּלְלַ֥ה || לא וללה
  לֵ֥א־וּלְֽלַה ׀
  הּ֨ ָי וּלְלַ֥ה || לא וללה
   לֵ֥א־וּלְֽלַה ׀
וֹ֑שְׁדָקְבּ || ושדוקב
ֽוֹזֻּע || וזוע
  || ויתורובגב
ויָֹ֑תרוּבְגִב
ב֣ ֹרְכּ || בורכ
וֹֽלְדֻגּ || ולדוג
   עַקֵ֣תְבּ || עוקתב
רָ֑פוֹשׁ || ֯רׄפש
ף֣ ֹתְב || ףותב
וּהוּ֥לְֽלַה || והללה
וּהוּ֗לְֽלַה || והללה
ל֣ ֹכּ || לוכ
    הָמְָשׁנַּ֭ה || תומשנה



































 ssm , ןיתרבדב ssm
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